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Abstract
Increasing greenhouse gas emissions since the onset of industrialisation now pose a
significant threat to modern society and the habitability our planet for future generations. It
has been determined that we must achieve zero net emissions by 2050 with a 45% decrease
in emissions by 2030 (relative to 2010 levels) in order to limit warming to 1.5 °C by the end
of the century. A wide variety of solutions are being explored to limit the impact of modern
emissions and transition to a more sustainable energy infrastructure. One such example is
the capture, storage and conversion of CO2 into valuable products and fuels for emissions
mitigation and energy storage.
Iron nanoparticles supported on carbon nanotubes known as Fe@CNT have proven
themselves to be active for the catalytic hydrogenation of CO2 into hydrocarbons. This is
due to their ability to catalyse both the reverse water-gas shift and Fischer-Tropsch
processes, resulting in a coupled process that generates chemical fuels directly from a feed
gas of hydrogen and CO2. Furthermore, the integration of the iron particles into the carbon
nanotube support structure during synthesis results in a nanotube-particle bridged structure
that enhances catalyst activity due to improved hydrogen spillover. However, the distribution
of the resulting products is notoriously difficult to control, often requiring the addition of
promoter metals to enhance catalyst activity and selectivity towards desirable products.
These promoters are typically doped onto the surface of the catalyst using a wet impregnation
technique, and are said to enhance reactivity by increasing the catalyst’s Lewis basicity.
Herein, however, an alternative method of increasing the basicity of the catalyst is explored
by doping nitrogen heteroatoms directly carbon nanotube support structure during synthesis
resulting in a novel catalyst referred to as Fe@NCNT. This thesis explores the synthesis,
characterisation and reactivity of Fe@NCNT to determine the potential for nitrogen doping
to enhance the activity of carbon-supported iron nanoparticles in CO2 hydrogenation. The
influence of reaction conditions and the addition of synergistic promoter metals are also
explored.
Nitrogen doping in Fe@NCNT serves to enhance the basicity of the catalyst, resulting in
notably increased CO2 conversion and decreased CO selectivity relative to nitrogen-free
Fe@CNT. However, methane production also increases as a consequence of nitrogen
doping, and a trade-off is observed between CO2 conversion and high α values in the FT
product distribution. This unexpected observation is largely attributed to the influence of
1

local C—N dipoles in the catalyst surface upon the adsorption properties of the dipolecontaining CO2 and CO reactant molecules and the significantly less polar hydrocarbon
products. This behaviour is subsequently exploited further to develop a primarily iron-based,
FT-driven methanation catalyst using a significantly lower ruthenium loading than similar
catalysts in literature.

2

1.

Chapter 1 – Introduction

1.1.

Climate change and the risks of excessive carbon emissions

Carbon dioxide (CO2) is a colourless gas generated as a by-product of a wide variety of
chemical processes both in nature and in industry. These processes include – but are not
limited to – the respiratory functions of all aerobic organisms, the decay and fermentation
processes of organic materials and sugars, and the hydrocarbon combustion processes that
have driven modern society since the onset of the industrial revolution. Critically, it must be
noted that the asymmetric stretch and bend vibrational modes of CO2 are infrared (IR) active.
This means that it is capable of absorbing and re-emitting energy in the IR spectrum. This is
significant in the context of our modern energy infrastructure, as increasing concentrations
of atmospheric CO2 on a large scale therefore has the potential to affect the energy balance
of sunlight absorbed by the earth as ultraviolet (UV) radiation versus the amount that is
subsequently reflected back into space as blackbody radiation in the IR spectrum. As the
global concentration of atmospheric CO2 increases, the amount of blackbody radiation that
would normally be reflected by the earth back into space decreases. This IR radiation instead
becomes increasingly trapped in the earth’s atmosphere, reflecting between the planet itself
and its atmospheric CO2 molecules, mimicking the effect of a greenhouse and leading to an
overall increase in global temperatures. The energy balance of solar energy that is absorbed
by the earth’s atmosphere rather than reflected back into space is referred to as radiative
forcing, as seen in Figure 1.1. This concept exists at the heart of modern climate science.
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Figure 1.1. (i) The global energy balance, illustrating the effect of greenhouse gases (IR-active molecules
such as CO2) on global energy temperatures via adsorption and re-emission of blackbody radiation from the
earth. Reproduced from reference 1. (ii) Global greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions by gas. Reproduced from
reference 2.

The greenhouse effect was first theorized by Joseph Fourier in 1824,3 and was first
investigated experimentally by Eunice Newton Foote in 1856 before being quantified in
greater detail by John Tyndall in 1859 and Svante Arrhenius in 1896.4-6 The most recent
Special Report (SR15) published by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)
has concluded that human activity is responsible for a rise in global temperatures of
4

approximately 1.0 °C (likely range: 0.8-1.2 °C) since pre-industrial levels, with warming
expected to reach 1.5 °C between 2030 and 2052 at the current rate of carbon emissions, as
seen in Figure 1.2.7

Figure 1.2. Observed and expected trends in human induced warming since 1950. Reproduced from
reference 7.

The unprecedented impact of humanity upon global climate and temperatures has prompted
climatologists to acknowledge that the earth has entered a new geological epoch known as
the Anthropocene. This is said to have begun ca. 1945 and is characterized by exceptionally
large quantities of atmospheric CO2 and increases in the rate of CO2 emissions when
compared with historical data.7, 8 Atmospheric CO2 has been increasing by 20 ppm per
decade since 2000, which is up to 10 times faster than any sustained rise in CO2 in the past
800,000 years, as seen in Figure 1.3.9 Since 1970 the global average temperature has been
increasing at a rate of 1.7 °C per century, compared to a long-term decline over the past
7,000 years at a baseline rate of 0.01°C per century,10 and the last geological epoch with
similar atmospheric CO2 concentration was the Pliocene, 3.3 to 3.0 Ma.11 It is these
remarkable increases in the rate of CO2 emissions and overall concentration that establish
the high level of confidence in the link between human activity and changes in the global
climate, as modern trends have not been previously observed in the historical global warming
and cooling processes driven by nature.
5

Figure 1.3. High-resolution CO2 concentration record 650,000–800,000 years before present. Reproduced
from references 9, 12.

The consequences of these increases have been outlined in great detail by the IPCC and
supporting researchers, with climate models predicting significant differences in regional
climate characteristics between present-day and global warming of 1.5 °C. Additional
consequences are also predicted for increased warming between 1.5 and 2.0 °C, as seen in
Figure 1.4. These differences include an increase in the mean temperature of most land and
ocean regions (predicted with high confidence), hot extremes in most inhabited regions (high
confidence), heavy precipitation in several regions (medium confidence), and the probability
of drought and precipitation deficits in some regions (medium confidence).7 It is very likely
that the rate of global mean sea level rise during the 21st century will exceed the rate observed
during 1971-2019 for all scenarios due to increases in ocean warming and losses of glacial
ice. Global mean sea level rise is projected to be ca. 0.1 m lower with global warming of 1.5
°C compared to 2.0 °C (medium confidence), with a best-case scenario predicting sea level
rise to remain below 1 m above pre-industrial levels by the year 2100 if emissions peak,
decline and remain below 500 ppm (scenario RCP 2.6). A worst-case scenario predicts sea
level rise greater than 3 m above pre-industrial levels if emissions are allowed to increase to
1500 ppm (scenario RCP8.5).11,
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Ocean acidification is expected to increase, and

ecosystems and biodiversity are expected to suffer as species are unable to adapt to these
changes quickly enough to endure them. Further human costs are also expected, as draught
and increasingly inhospitable climates around the world contribute to food and water
scarcity, thereby magnifying these vectors for geopolitical unrest.
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Figure 1.4. Regional temperature change around the world under scenarios of 1.5 °C and
2.0 °C warming. Reproduced from reference 7.

It is therefore clear that anthropogenic climate change poses a significant risk to modern
society and represents a challenge of unprecedented scope and scale. This challenge can only
be overcome through international cooperation, rigorous scientific study, and significant
financial investment in reworking the modern global energy infrastructure to favour clean
energy technologies and disincentivize the emission of further greenhouse pollutants. While
a large-scale, multifaceted approach is required to address this challenge, this work discusses
fundamental research into one of the many proposed solutions to reducing the impact of
greenhouse gas emissions. Specifically, efforts to convert CO2 from polluting waste streams
into useful chemical fuels for energy storage – a process commonly referred to as CO2
utilization, CO2 conversion, or CO2 valorisation. The fundamentals of CO2 capture, storage,
and conversion by similar catalytic materials have been outlined below and serve as a starting
point for further discussion of the novel catalytic processes reported in this thesis.
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1.2.

CO2 capture and potential applications

Capturing CO2 from waste gas streams and either storing or utilizing it rather than emitting
it into the atmosphere has been proposed as a potential route to decarbonizing our energy
infrastructure and reducing the impact of significant industrial emitters.14 The premise of
these solutions is attractive, as they can be retrofitted into existing energy and industrial
infrastructure with relative ease, offering an immediate means of reducing CO2 emissions
with some potential for additional value generation. This is achieved by fitting the outlet of
a large-scale emissions source, such as a coal power plant or cement factory, with a CO2
processing unit that can strip a waste gas stream of its CO2 and prepare it for subsequent
storage or utilization, which may also occur on-site. A breakdown of the different sectors
and categories of global CO2 emissions is outlined in Figure 1.5.

Figure 1.5. Global GHG emissions by sector. Reproduced from reference 2.

In order for CO2 to be stored or utilized in such a manner it must first be separated from
industrial waste streams through dedicated CO2 capture technology. This initial separation
step is critical in establishing the viability of any subsequent storage or utilization step, as
high purity CO2 is required for chemical utilization where CO2 might be used to generate
further value, and a high cost for the initial separation significantly hampers the
attractiveness of any further storage or utilization process. CO2 capture, storage and
utilization schemes are generally targeted at large-scale emission sources rather than small
sources such as homes and private vehicles, as large-scale emitters provide high
concentrations of CO2 that can be used to improve the efficiency of the separation process,
8

while CO2 from smaller sources is more diffuse and therefore harder to capture and lacks the
benefits of economies scale. Notable examples of carbon capture, storage, and utilisation
have been presented with respect to their technology readiness level (TRL) in Figure 1.6

Figure 1.6. Current development progress of carbon capture, storage and utilisation technologies in terms of
technology readiness level. BECCS = bioenergy with CCS, IGCC = integrated gasification combined cycle,
EGR = enhanced gas recovery, EOR = enhanced oil recovery, NG = natural gas. Note: CO 2 utilisation (nonEOR) reflects a wide range of technologies, most of which have been demonstrated conceptually at the lab
scale. The list of technologies is not intended to be exhaustive. Reproduced from reference 14.

A variety of carbon capture technologies have been investigated to-date, including amine
absorption, pressure swing adsorption, chemical looping combustion, membrane separation,
hydrate-based separation, and cryogenic distillation as premier examples.15 The most mature
and commonly employed technology in industry remains amine absorption scrubbing, which
relies on a liquid sorbent (typically amines such as monoethanolamine or diethanolamine) to
separate CO2 from the flue gas stream and can then be regenerated through heating or
depressurization.15, 16 This technology is reported to provide greater than 90% CO2 removal,
though remains a relatively poor solution due to its high cost, energy requirement,
susceptibility to amine degradation, and dependence upon high concentrations of CO2 to
drive the process. The sorbent solution typically consists of ca. 30% amine and 70% water,
contributing significantly to the weight, cost, and energy required to recover the amine; thus
also increasing the environmental footprint of the separation process.15 Several notable
9

examples of commercial membrane separation technologies have been noted in recent years,
though the overall removal efficiency of membranes remains low relative to amine
technologies.17 Due to these limitation, improving the energy and cost efficiency of CO2
separation technologies remains a significant area of research and investment in academia
and industry.
Several potential applications exist for captured CO2. It may be used directly for dry cleaning
and sterilization, greenhouse enrichment, food refrigeration, beverage carbonation, concrete
curing, dry ice production, or as a supercritical solvent or working fluid. However, these
applications provide little value for the captured CO2 relative to the cost of separation.
Additionally, while these applications do “recycle” waste CO2, in most cases they do not
prevent its eventual re-release into the atmosphere after it has been used. Thus, applications
that store or convert CO2 into value-added commodity chemicals and fuels are preferable.
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1.3.

Carbon capture and storage (CCS)

CCS refers to the process of capturing waste CO2 and sealing it away in self-contained
reservoirs rather than releasing it into the atmosphere. The most prominent routes to CCS
currently include storage in deep saline sedimentary formations and CO2 enhanced oil
recovery (EOR), as seen in Figure 1.6. The estimated storage capacities and times for notable
CCS technologies have been highlighted in Figure 1.7.

Figure 1.7. Estimated storage capacities and times for various sequestration methods. Reproduced from
reference 18.

Deep saline formations are deeply buried sedimentary reservoirs filled with saline water,
typically located deeper than 800 m below the surface; the depth at which CO2 in its
hydrostatic equilibrium reaches its critical pressure. Water in these reservoirs is typically
unsuitable for human consumption and agricultural applications, and is said to be
hydraulically separated from shallower aquifers that are used for these purposes.19, 20 Deep
saline formations represent a significant storage capacity for CO2, and this technique has
11

seen notable commercial implementation since Statoil first employed it beneath the North
Sea in 1996 to avoid paying a $50 per ton carbon tax while stripping natural gas of its CO2
to meet specifications for sale in Europe.19 EOR involves injecting CO2 into depleted oil
wells to harvest more oil from these reserves while reducing their carbon footprint. EOR has
been used commercially for several decades and is considered to be a mature technology,
though efforts continue to be made to improve its commercial attractiveness by both
increasing oil yields and capacity for for-profit CO2 storage.14, 21 Other technologies that
have been proposed for CO2 storage include enhanced gas recovery (EGR), CO2
mineralization and ocean storage, though these technologies remain relatively undeveloped
at this time.14
The value of CCS is derived from the fact that it is the only technology that can
simultaneously address carbon reduction objectives across all main carbon emitting sectors
of the economy (including power generation, industry, transport and heating), without
compromising their cost-effective provision of service.14 While other technologies are
currently being developed to derive additional value from CO2, CCS remains the only
technology that is currently mature enough to significantly mitigate CO2 emissions from
suitable sources such as CCS-enabled power stations, making room in carbon budgets for
the continued operation of sectors that remain more difficult to decarbonize, such as
transport.14 However, it must be noted that CCS solutions that only provide carbon storage
capacity, such as deep saline storage, do not generate value from the stored CO2, relying on
non-market-derived sources of income such as tax incentives and government-funded
rewards for carbon recycling. Furthermore, the CCS solutions that do generate value from
CO2, such as EOR, derive this value by using CO2 waste to harvest more CO2-producing
fuels from the earth, calling the ultimate sustainability of these processes into question. CCS
remains an important technology in current efforts to mitigate carbon emissions, while
research to convert CO2 into valuable products remains valuable in the pursuit of more
effective mitigation. However, the ultimate solution to the challenge of achieving a
sustainable, low-carbon society remains the replacement of fossil fuel energy technologies
with non-carbon-emitting alternatives.
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1.4.

Carbon capture and utilisation (CCU)

CCU offers more cost-efficient options for CO2 mitigation relative to CSS by using CO2 for
further value generation, such as in the production of value-added fuels and commodity
chemicals. CO2 is already utilized in industry today, primarily in the synthesis of urea (150
MTY),22 methanol (4.4 MTY),23, 24 salicylic acid (0.17 MTY),24 organic carbonates (0.1
MTY),25 bisphenol-A polycarbonate (0.6 MTY),26 and polypropylene carbonate (0.07
MTY).27 The total amount of CO2 utilized in these processes is estimated to be ca. 116 MTY,
94% of which goes towards the production of urea, which produces more CO2 than it
consumes.26 Numerous other products can be chemically produced from CO2, as seen in
Figure 1.8.

Figure 1.8. Possible products from chemical version of CO2 via (A) reaction with other chemicals, (B)
hydrogenation and (C) electrochemically. Adapted from reference 28.

However, these require further research before they can be considered suitable for industrial
implementation.14,

26

Furthermore, CO2 can be reused in a number of non-chemical

applications such as dry cleaning and sterilization, food refrigeration, beverage carbonation,
concrete curing, dry ice production, or as a supercritical solvent or working fluid. Some
forms of CCS can also technically be considered as forms of CCU, such as greenhouse
enrichment and EOR, as they generate additional value from the captured CO2. However,
this thesis primarily concerns the catalytic conversion of CO2 into other products, and
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therefore such non-chemical forms of CCU will not be discussed further. A summary of
noteworthy examples of chemical CCU techniques, their requirements and large-scale
viability has been outlined in the sections below.
1.4.1. Major products of CO2 hydrogenation
Over one hundred desirable bulk and fine chemicals with potential syntheses using CO2 as a
feedstock have been identified.26 These processes involve the reaction of CO2 with a wide
variety of chemical species. However, as this thesis concerns the production of hydrocarbon
fuels using a feedstock of just CO2 and hydrogen, the possible products of CO2
hydrogenation are of particular interest and have been highlighted here. In general, direct
CO2 hydrogenation is known to produce primarily C1 species with very little likelihood of
forming C–C bonds when reacting just CO2 and hydrogen. However, subsequent
hydrogenation reactions between the products of CO2 hydrogenation do allow for the
production of Cn>1 species as a result of CO2 hydrogenation. As these subsequent reactions
are the primary mechanism by which Cn>1 hydrocarbons can be produced from CO2
hydrogenation, they have also been highlighted here.
𝐶𝑂2 + 4𝐻2 ⇋ 𝐶𝐻4 + 2𝐻2 𝑂
Equation 1.1. The reversible hydrogenation of CO2 into methane. ΔHro = -251.1 kJ mol-1;
ΔSro = -410.5 J K-1 mol-1; ΔGro = -128.8 kJ mol-1.

Methane plays a significant role worldwide as a fuel for the production of energy and district
heating. It is the primary component of natural gas (ca. 70-90% by volume) and is considered
to be naturally abundant with a relatively low commercial value. While natural gas is the
primary source of methane production with ca. 37 trillion cubic metres produced in 2017,29
it is also produced during anaerobic digestion and is therefore the principle component of
biogas (ca. 50-75% by volume).30 Methane is itself a potent greenhouse gas with a global
warming potential (GWP) of 28.11,

31

However, it produces less CO2 per unit of heat

generated when combusted than any other hydrocarbon fuel, with a high heat per mass unit
of 55.7 kJ g-1. Aside from heat and electricity generation as a component in natural gas and
biogas, methane is also used industrially as a chemical feedstock for CO and H2 production
through steam methane reforming (SMR), and can additionally be used to produce methyl
halides.
The process of producing methane directly from CO2 is known as the Sabatier process.32 It
is one of the earliest known catalytic processes and has therefore been significantly studied,
14

though it remains uncommon in industry in the context of CO2 methanation due to the low
value of methane and comparatively cost-effective production method of harvesting methane
as natural gas. It is estimated that CO2-based methane production increases costs by
anywhere from 2.4-30 times the cost of conventional production.14 However, CO
methanation can also occur via Sabatier chemistry and this process has been commercialized
by multiple ventures across Asia, Europe and North America.33 The reaction is known to be
catalysed by a variety of group 8-10 metals, with ruthenium, nickel, cobalt, iron and
molybdenum being the most notable species in terms of their activity.33 The process is
typically operated at elevated temperatures and pressures of ca. 300-500 °C and 10-30 bar,
with commercial ruthenium and nickel catalysts being noted to achieve high conversion and
methane selectivity of 90% or more.34-38 Iron remains relatively ignored as a selective
methanation catalyst due to its tendency towards side reactions, despite its high activity and
low cost. However, developments in iron-based methanation catalysts could allow for this
process to become more cost-effective in the future by reducing the cost of catalyst
manufacturing.
𝐶𝑂2 + 3𝐻2 ⇋ 𝐶𝐻3 𝑂𝐻 + 𝐻2 𝑂
Equation 1.2. The reversible hydrogenation of CO2 into methanol. ΔHro = -129.3 kJ mol-1;
ΔSro = -408.7 J K-1 mol-1; ΔGro = -7.4 kJ mol-1.

Methanol has been a key industrial chemical worldwide since its initial commercial catalytic
production by BASF in 1923, with production totalling ca. 62 MTY in 2014.39 It is an
intermediate in the production of numerous other chemicals such as formaldehyde and
methyl-tert-butyl ether (MTBE), and is also used as a solvent, fuel, antifreeze, and denaturant
for ethanol. The modern standard for industrial methanol production involves the catalytic
reaction of syngas over a Cu/ZnO/Al2O3 catalyst at conditions of ca. 40-100 bar and 200300 °C, favouring low temperatures and high pressures.39 Because the syngas used during
methanol synthesis is itself derived from SMR, methanol production remains tied to the
extraction of fossil fuels and natural gas. However, in recent years efforts have increase to
implement CO2-based methanol production using the same catalysts employed during the
syngas synthesis. Typically these processes involve mixing CO2 into existing syngas
streams, though several small commercial and pilot-scale plants exist for the direct
production of methanol from CO2, such as the George Olah Renewable Methanol plant in
Iceland, which produces 4,000 MTY.14, 26 However, a significant financial challenge exists
for pure CO2-based processes compared to their syngas-based competitors, as the
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equilibrium yield methanol is significantly lower for CO2 than CO (ca. 40% versus 80% at
200 °C).40 At this time it is estimated that CO2-based methanol production processes increase
the selling price by a factor of 1.8.14
𝐶𝑂2 + 𝐻2 ⇋ 𝐻𝐶𝑂𝑂𝐻
Equation 1.3. The reversible hydrogenation of CO2 into formic acid. ΔHro = -31.1 kJ mol-1;
ΔSro = -212.6 J K-1 mol-1; ΔGro = 32.3 kJ mol-1.

Formic acid is an industrial chemical with an annual demand of ca. 700,000 MTY.41 It sees
significant use in the agricultural and textiles industries, as a chemical reagent, and as a
component of mobile phase in reversed-phase high-performance liquid chromatography
(RP-HPLC). In recent years, formic acid has been proposed as a potential vector for
hydrogen storage, with research increasing into the potential for direct formic acid fuel cells
(DFAFC).42-44 However, these systems remain in the early stages of development and suffer
from catalyst deactivation and a significant trade-off between performance and longevity.45
Conventional production of formic acid relies on hydrolysis of methyl formate (which is
itself derived from methanol and CO in the presence of a strong base). This requires a large
excess of water; hence, the process is sometimes achieved indirectly by first treating the
methyl formate with ammonia to produce formamide, which can then be hydrolysed with
sulfuric acid (though this requires subsequent disposal of the ammonium sulfate by-product).
These processes have been successfully commercialized but require numerous steps and
produce a significant amount of waste.
In this context, CO2-based formic acid production is an appealing alternative as it has the
potential to reduce CO2 emissions while being atom efficient and requiring fewer steps.14
Several homogeneous catalysts have been investigated for this process and exhibit attractive
activity, though they are largely hampered by difficult recycling of the expensive metal
species employed (Rh, Ru, Ir), the requirement of a base (typically NEt3) to shift the
unfavourable equilibrium of the CO2 hydrogenation, and non-trivial separation of formic
acid from the resulting salts.27, 46, 47 Iron-based catalysts have been explored but exhibit
relatively low turnover numbers (TON).48 A Schiff-base-mediated gold nanocatalyst for the
reduction of CO2 to formate has also been recently reported.49 This is said to avoid
thermodynamic sinks present in previously reported processes, though the consequences of
this work remain to be seen. Several heterogeneous catalysts have also been explored,
including a Raney nickel catalyst and a heterogeneous ruthenium hydroxide catalyst.50, 51 As
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the reaction is thermodynamically unfavourable at STP, successful processes are typically
reported at high pressures of ca. 5-50 bar and temperatures of 20-120 °C.27, 51, 52
𝐶𝑂2 + 2𝐻2 ⇋ 𝐻𝐶𝑂𝐻 + 𝐻2 𝑂

(1.4)

Equation 1.4. The reversible hydrogenation of CO2 into formaldehyde. ΔHro = -7.2 kJ mol-1;
ΔSro = -186.3 J K-1 mol-1; ΔGro = 48.3 kJ mol-1.

Formaldehyde is an industrial chemical that is used in the manufacturing of thousands of
consumer and industrial products, primarily polymers, with a global production capacity of
ca. 13 MTY in 2016.53, 54 Industrially, formaldehyde is produced via the catalytic oxidation
of methanol. Because the syngas used during methanol synthesis is itself derived from SMR,
formaldehyde production remains tied to the extraction of fossil fuels and natural gas.55
While several studies have reported the formation of formaldehyde and formates as adsorbed
intermediates during methanol synthesis, there is little evidence of these species desorbing
as products.38, 56
The direct hydrogenation of CO2 into formaldehyde is thermodynamically unfavourable,
difficult to control, and must avoid the typical decomposition of formaldehyde into CO2 and
H2 above 150 °C.53, 55 It is also relatively underdeveloped compared to CO2 reduction into
products such as methanol and formic acid.55 Despite the small number of publications
focusing on CO2-to-formaldehyde transformations, successful processes have been reported
using stoichiometric, enzymatic, photo-, electro-, and thermocatalytic chemistry.55 The most
notable thermocatalytic process reported to-date used a methanol production catalyst (Pt/Cu)
at 150 °C, 6 bar and a H2/CO2 ratio of 20:1.56 A promising electrocatalytic process has also
been reported more recently, using boron-doped diamond (BDD) electrodes with p-type
surfaces and a platinum counter electrode to produce formaldehyde from seawater.57 A
patent has also been recently filed for the direct conversion of syngas into formaldehyde in
aqueous media, which could result in the indirect consumption of CO2 for formaldehyde
production.58 While CO2-to-formaldehyde processes are relatively unexplored at this time,
they remain attractive for their potential to circumvent the cost and complexity of modern
multi-step formaldehyde synthesis.
𝐶𝑂2 + 𝐻2 ⇋ 𝐶𝑂 + 𝐻2 𝑂
Equation 1.5. The reversible hydrogenation of CO2 into CO. ΔHro = -2.4 kJ mol-1;
ΔSro = -76.9 J K-1 mol-1; ΔGro = 20.6 kJ mol-1.
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Carbon monoxide is a key intermediate in the production of a wide variety of chemicals from
methanol to formaldehyde to synthetic natural gas (SNG). Modern CO production is
typically achieved via SMR (largely as a consequence of hydrogen production, which is
significantly required for ammonia synthesis)59 or gasification of coal and biomass (typically
intended for subsequent SNG production).60 The reversible oxidation of CO and water into
CO2 and H2 has long been used in industry to control the ratio of CO and H2 in syngas
intended for hydrogen production or subsequent chemical processing (such as methanol
production or Fischer-Tropsch synthesis).61-63 This reaction is known as the water gas shift
(WGS) reaction, and it has been extensively studied as a result of its industrial applicability.
The reverse water gas shift (RWGS) reaction thus allows for the production of CO from CO2
and hydrogen. This is appealing, as CO is a versatile intermediate molecule with established
applications compared to relatively novel CO2-based processes. A wide variety of metals
have been applied in WGS catalysis. The most common active species in industrial WGS
catalysts have been reported as promoted iron oxides and promoted copper oxides depending
on the temperature range of the reaction.64, 65 While the RWGS reaction is less common and
has been the subject of significantly less investigation, interest in RWGS reactivity has
increased in recent years as attempts to valorise CO2 have increased. When comparing the
activity of different metals in RWGS catalysis, Pt-based catalysts have been reported to show
high activity and selectivity but are unattractive due to their cost.66 Iron- and nickel-based
catalysts with high particle dispersion show promising activity and selectivity at a much
lower cost.66 The RWGS reaction is thermodynamically unfavourable on its own but
becomes favourable when coupled with subsequent Fischer-Tropsch (FT) to consume the
CO, thereby shifting the reaction towards products.66-69
𝑛𝐶𝑂2 + (2𝑛 + 2)𝐻2 → 𝐶𝑛 𝐻2𝑛+2 + (𝑛 + 1)𝐻2 𝑂
Equation 1.6. The “direct” hydrogenation of CO2 into hydrocarbons. ΔHro = various kJ mol-1;
ΔSro = various J K-1 mol-1; ΔGro = various kJ mol-1.

Cn>1 linear hydrocarbons play a vital role in the global energy infrastructure as well as
chemical processing. Natural gas (C1-4), gasoline (C4-12) and kerosene (C11-13) are all
composed of these hydrocarbons, and short-chain olefins (C2=4) play a critical role as
reagents for further chemical processing, particularly in polymer manufacturing. Cn>1
hydrocarbons are not strictly products of direct CO2 hydrogenation. However, initial
conversion of CO2 into CO via RWGS, followed by subsequent FT synthesis to produce
hydrocarbons from CO allows for a combined process that allows for the production of
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hydrocarbons from a feedstock containing only H2 and CO2.68-78 Current research into these
processes typically proceeds over supported iron- or cobalt-based catalysts, often promoted
by potassium, manganese or other alkali metals at conditions of 250-400 °C, 1-30 bar and a
H2:CO2 feed ratio of 3:1. The ratio of hydrogen and CO2 in the feedstock is critical, as a ratio
closer to 3:1 starves the reaction of hydrogen, encouraging the formation of longer
hydrocarbons while a ratio closer to 4:1 tends to favour methane production.67
In pure FT synthesis, the potential for iron to catalyse WGS as a side reaction is
conventionally viewed as a detriment that must be suppressed in order to achieve high
selectivity towards hydrocarbons. In combined RWGS/FT processes, high RWGS activity
is required in addition to high FT activity in order to facilitate the combination of these two
reactions. Thus, while conventional FT catalysts designed to suppress WGS activity are less
amenable to combined RWGS/FT chemistry, new iron-based catalysts are attractive due to
iron’s activity towards both reactions. Any process based on FT-chemistry will produce a
distribution of hydrocarbons as products, and the selectivity of these products is difficult to
control. Factors governing the activity and selectivity of these catalysts include particle size,
catalyst reducibility and basicity, ability to support the active phase of both reactions, and
strength of interactions between the catalyst and its support.70,

72, 78-81

Despite these

challenges, this process remains attractive as a potential route for renewable energy storage
as either methane or liquid fuels. This has the potential to significantly increase the CO2
emissions mitigation relative to the production of bulk and fine chemicals alone, depending
on the source of CO2 and hydrogen used during conversion.14, 26
1.4.2. Sources of CO2
CO2 is produced by a wide variety of emission sources representing a broad range of gas
compositions and physical configurations of the emitter.82 Large, stationary point-source
emitters such as coal fired power plants or cement factories are far more amenable to on-site
CO2 capture and utilisation than small and mobile emitters such as consumer vehicles due to
the cost and scale of technology required.14 Furthermore, different sources emit gas streams
with differing concentrations of CO2, often accompanied by additional impurities and
catalyst poisons such as H2S that must be removed prior to any attempts at chemical
utilisation.83 Representative CO2 concentrations present in noteworthy industrial emissions
sources are outlined in Table 1.1.
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Table 1.1. CO2 concentration by source for prominent stationary CO 2 emitters. Reproduced from
reference 82.

CO2 source

CO2 concentration
Atmospheric
400 ppm
Natural gas combined cycle power plant
3–4%
Refineries and steam cracker
3–13%
Coal power plant
12–15%
Integrated pulp and paper mills
7–20%
Market pulp mills
7–20%
Iron and steel manufacturing
17–35%
Cement manufacturing
14–33%
Integrated gasification combined cycle power plant
1/40%b
Ammonia production
≈100%
Ethylene oxide production
≈100%
Gas processing
≈100%
Hydrogen production
≈100%

Emitters that produce large volumes of high purity CO2 are preferable, as these benefit from
easier CO2 separation and processing, as well as economies of scale. The potential for a
centralised CO2 distribution and processing network has been theorised, though this has been
discussed primarily in the context of CCS rather than CCU. Furthermore, the required
infrastructure remains underdeveloped in the USA and relatively non-existent in Europe.14,
84

1.4.3. Sources of hydrogen
There are numerous desirable products that can be obtained through CO2 hydrogenation.
However, none can be produced sustainably (without relying on fossil fuels) unless the
hydrogen used in their synthesis is obtained from renewable sources. At this time the
majority of global hydrogen production relies on SMR. Methane (typically from natural gas)
is reacted with steam, typically at ca. 3-25 bar and 700-1000 °C in the presence of a nickel
catalyst to produce carbon monoxide and hydrogen, as seen in Equation 1.7. The ratio of
these products can then be tuned using the WGS reaction to produce further hydrogen from
carbon monoxide and water, as seen in Equation 1.8.85, 86
𝐶𝐻4 + 𝐻2 𝑂 → 𝐶𝑂 + 3𝐻2
Equation 1.7. SMR produces hydrogen and CO by reacting methane (natural gas) with water.

𝐶𝑂 + 𝐻2 𝑂 ⇋ 𝐶𝑂2 + 𝐻2
Equation 1.8. The water gas shift reaction produces hydrogen and CO2 by reacting CO with water.
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Thus, if standard production methods are used to generate the hydrogen for CO2
hydrogenation, net CO2 emissions will be positive and the overall process will remain tied
to fossil fuels. To produce truly carbon-neutral and carbon-negative products through CO2
hydrogenation, and to break the process’s dependence upon fossil fuels, entirely new routes
to hydrogen production must be implemented.86-89 At this time, the most notable route to
renewable hydrogen production being discussed in literature is water splitting via either
electrolysis or photochemical routes (using renewable electricity).86, 90, 91 Gasification of
biomass is also being explored.92,

93

Further improvements in process efficiency and

decreases in the cost of renewable energy are required before these processes can be
implemented on a large scale, though it is anticipated that a cost-effective water electrolysis
efficiency of 80% is achievable in the near future through electrolysis R&D and increased
market penetration of renewable energy sources.
1.4.4. Feasibility of large-scale CCU
While the CO2 mitigation potential of a process is often discussed in the context of the
amount of CO2 consumed, the amount of CO2 emitted must also be taken into account.
Viable chemical CCU processes should produce either (i) carbon-neutral products, or (ii)
carbon-negative products. Carbon-neutral products may eventually re-emit their CO2 at the
end of their lifecycle, but do not require any new CO2 to be emitted to drive their production
(e.g. CO2 to renewable fuels via Fischer-Tropsch catalysis). This leaves the overall
atmospheric CO2 concentration unchanged by their utilisation, mitigating the emissions that
would have normally occurred via conventional alternatives. In carbon-negative products,
CO2 is permanently fixed by the process into a product that will not decompose over a
meaningful timescale (e.g. CO2 to carbonates for the production of building materials). This
reduces the overall atmospheric CO2 concentration via their utilisation. Unviable CCU
technologies can easily produce more CO2 than they consume unless renewable energy and
renewable reagents such as hydrogen from electrolysis rather than fossil fuels are used.14
The final fate of the utilized CO2 must also be considered, as the amount of CO2 used in a
process is not necessarily the same as the amount removed or stored by that process. For
example, while CO2 is consumed in the production of urea, the CO2 contained within urea
will be re-emitted into the atmosphere after ca. 1 week upon being applied as fertilizer due
to hydrolysis, and the carbon contained in urea only constitutes ca. 14% of its overall GHG
footprint in conventional production.94
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While the premise of CCU for the production of commodity chemicals seems initially
appealing, several significant complications exist. These combine to make chemical CCU
only a marginal component of the solution to achieving acceptable levels of atmospheric
CO2. Total CO2 emissions were estimated to be ca. 32.3 Gt annually in 2014,26 while energyrelated emissions are estimated to have risen by 1.7% to a historic high of 33.1 Gt in 2018.95
They are anticipated to increase to 43 Gt by 2030.96 However, the global market for carbonnegative bulk and fine chemicals that can be manufactured from CO2 is estimated to be no
more than 1-3 Gt per year.28, 96 Concurrently, the IEA has estimated that CO2 emissions must
total no more than 22.1 Gt per year by 2035 if we are to limit end-of-century warming to less
than 2.0 °C.97 Within Europe, the bulk and fine commodity chemicals processes that have
been determined to be reasonably replaceable with CO2-based processes are estimated to be
capable of utilising ca. 0.43% and 0.029% of annual EU greenhouse gas emissions for the
bulk and fine chemicals, respectively. This is if all market demand for these chemicals were
saturated with CO2-based products.26 The CO2 avoidance potentials of notable bulk
chemicals within the EU are highlighted in Figure 1.9.

Figure 1.9. CO2 avoidance potential for bulk chemicals within the EU for 2011. Reproduced from
reference 26.
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Facing this reality, it is likely that CCU for carbon-negative commodity chemicals
production, while still worthwhile, can only play a supporting role in reducing global GHG
emissions to acceptable levels.26 However, CCU for the production of chemical fuels is
estimated to significantly increase the potential of CCU in emissions mitigation to ca. 8.7 Gt
per year.96, 98 This is achieved by using excess renewable energy to drive renewable hydrogen
production and convert CO2 into chemical energy storage. CO2-negative utilisation is also
possible via this route by converting CO2 into an excess quantity of fuels. However, the full
scale and potential for this application remains less clear.14, 98 It should be noted that the
scale of carbon emitted from fossil fuels and industry is dwarfed by the flux of CO2 back to
land via photosynthesis in plants (440 Gt per year). However, only 2-3% of this carbon
remains fixed (ca. 12 Gt per year), and only for several decades, as the remainder is reemitted by plant and soil respiration.98 Recent studies suggest that increasing the magnitude
of CO2 utilization via increasing uptake into soil and plant products may represent an
important pathway for achieving net zero emissions.98 However, as this thesis is primarily
concerned with the development of materials for the conversion of CO2 into chemical fuels,
this concept will not be discussed further here.
1.4.5. CCU in renewable energy storage
Due to the threat of depletion and environmental consequences of carbonaceous fuels such
as oil, coal, and natural gas, efforts are growing worldwide to shift the global energy
infrastructure towards renewable sources.99 Notable renewable energy technologies include
wind, solar (thermal and PV), hydropower and geothermal, which must be developed to fuel
demands for electricity, heat and transport.14, 100 Significant investments in renewables are
already being made, with the share of global energy demand being met by renewables
expected to grow by one fifth to 12.4% of total worldwide demand from 2017 to 2023.100
Growth in renewable energy production was noted to be more than 5% in 2017, as seen in
Figure 1.10. This is 3 times greater than the growth in total fine energy consumption.100
However, significant investments must still be made to entirely supplant traditional energy
sources with renewables, and the ultimate composition of renewable energy generation
remains to be seen.
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Figure 1.10. (i) Share of global renewable energy by sector and (ii) global renewable energy consumption by
technology, 2017-23. Reproduced from reference 100.

A significant barrier to the viability of renewable energy technologies, particularly with
respect to electricity generation, remains their intermittent supply patterns and matching this
these with demand patterns.35,

101, 102

A representation of these patterns is presented in

Figure 1.11. To compensate for these mismatches in supply and demand, significant
investment is required in energy storage technologies as it is estimated that a storage capacity
of ca. 15-20% of annual load (ca. 2-3 months’ worth) will be required in the future to utilize
renewable energy on a global scale indefinitely.103, 104
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Figure 1.11. Example of daily renewable energy supply and demand patterns (abstracted). Inspired by
reference 105.

A wide variety of storage technologies have been proposed to address this challenge,
including fly wheels, batteries, compressed air energy storage (CAES), pumped hydro
storage (PHS), and power-to-gas (P2G) technologies such as hydrogen production, FT and
SNG production via electrolysis, among others.35,

104, 106, 107

The storage capacities and

discharge times for notable energy storage technologies are outlined in Figure 1.12. PHS
plants are currently deployed worldwide, primarily due to technological maturity,
representing ca. 99% of global storage capacity and 3% of global electricity production.107
However, pumped hydro storage facilities are expensive to construct and maintain, and
potential for expansion may be limited, as has already been noted in the UK.107 Other storage
technologies currently represent a much smaller segment of existing storage capacity and are
generally considered to be at a lower level of technological maturity. These technologies
may yet be appealing alternatives to pumped hydro, as significant storage infrastructure must
still be constructed to achieve suitable capacity for the future, and no commercial technology
exists at this time with suitable storage duration for seasonal storage, which will also be
require to account for intermittent renewable energy production in the future.107
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Figure 1.12. Storage capacity and discharge time for various electricity storage systems. Reproduced from
reference 35.

CCU for bulk and fine chemicals has been noted to represent a limited potential in emissions
reductions due to the small market for CO2-derived products relative to the scale of global
emissions.26 However, CO2 may yet play a role in the transition from traditional fuels to
renewable energy through CCU for the production of carbon-neutral chemical fuels from
excess renewable energy.35,

90, 102, 103, 108

These fuels can be produced by using excess

renewable energy to drive their synthesis when supply exceeds demand, thereby storing this
excess renewable energy as chemical energy for future use, as seen in Figure 1.13. This does
not reduce atmospheric CO2 levels via permanent sequestration, though it allows for more
effective emissions mitigation by renewable energy sources while fossil fuels remain
prominent. Furthermore, it can play a role in the future energy storage required for
widespread implementation of renewables, and may represent some sequestration potential
in the form of energy storage beyond what is required.

Figure 1.13. Sankey diagram for a proposed CO2-to-methane P2G storage process. Reproduced from
reference 35.
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Methane (as SNG), hydrocarbons (from RWGS/FT), methanol and formic acid are the most
prominent CO2-derived energy storage molecules that have been discussed in this context.35,
102, 103, 108-111

Formic acid has been proposed as a possible liquid hydrogen storage carrier,

with potential integration into direct formic acid fuel cells to power the transport sector,
though this technology remains at a low level of maturity.43, 111 Methanol has been proposed
as a combustible liquid fuel or fuel additive, which would again be beneficial in the transport
sector where easily transportable liquid fuels are the industry standard. This technology is
more mature than formic acid synthesis, with several notable CO2-based methanol
demonstration plants in operation.14, 112 However, methanol possesses ca. 48% the energy
density of gasoline (ca. 22 MJ kg-1 versus ca. 46 MJ/kg, respectively), and the scale of this
technology remains relatively small compared to industrial requirements. CO2-derived
methane and liquid hydrocarbon fuels remain attractive targets, as much of the infrastructure
for their use has already been built (e.g. natural gas pipelines), resulting in a large existing
storage capacity and comparatively simple integration with existing technologies.
Furthermore, the long-standing use of CO methanation and FT synthesis in industry may
limit the amount of R&D required to apply CO2 successfully in similar processes. CO2
methanation in particular has seen increasing interest in academia and industry for its
flexibility, storage capacity, storage duration, and potential round-trip process efficiency of
ca. 38%, which would be useful for the generation and storage of electricity and district
heating.35 However, the solution for renewable energy production and storage that is easily
compatible with the transport sector remains unclear.
1.5.

Motivation for this work

In light of the clear challenge posed by increasing carbon emissions, depletion of
conventional fuels, and difficulty in managing intermittent renewable energy sources, efforts
are being mounted worldwide to supplant fossil fuels and improve the viability of renewable
energy sources. According to the Climate Change Act 2008, the UK has committed to
reducing its carbon emissions by 80% by 2050 to address this challenge,113 and the Paris
Agreement of 2016, signed by 174 states in addition to the European Union, has reaffirmed
a global commitment to limiting warming to 1.5-2.0 °C.114 While these goals are admirable
and necessary, significant contributions from academia, government and industry will be
required to achieve them and transition to a more sustainable energy infrastructure
indefinitely.
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It has been demonstrated that while chemical conversion of CO2 into bulk and fine chemicals
is desirable for its potential to generate value from CO2, its potential to make a significant
impact on atmospheric CO2 concentrations is limited. This is due to discrepancies between
the relatively small market for CO2-derived products compared to the scale of CO2 produced
by modern human activity.26 Therefore such CCU efforts are likely to play a supporting role
in subsidising the cost of large-scale CCS operations. The conversion of CO2 into chemical
fuels may be attractive for more large-scale applications, however, as this route may support
long-term, large-scale, carbon-neutral storage of intermitted renewable energy sources. This
enhances their efficacy and potentially results in negative emissions by storing a surplus of
fuel.
Effective conversion of CO2 into such chemical fuels requires cost-effective, selective
catalysts for CO2 hydrogenation into methane, methanol, and longer hydrocarbons.
Previously published Fe@CNT catalysts developed at the University of Bath have shown
promise as highly active catalysts for combined RWGS/FT chemistry resulting in the
hydrogenation of CO2 into a distribution of CO and hydrocarbon products. While these
catalysts are highly active, possess a novel structure, and are produced by a cost-effective
CVD synthesis technique, the selectivity of their reactivity remains difficult to control.68-70,
115, 116

Promoters and monolith support structures have been explored in attempts to enhance

their activity and selectivity, resulting in enhanced activity and increased selectivity towards
higher hydrocarbons, though complete selectivity of any product has yet to be achieved.72,
116

Herein, previous Fe@CNT studies are expanded upon by exploring modification of the CNT
support structure through nitrogen addition, producing the first example of Fe@NCNT
applied in CO2 hydrogenation. The structure, stability, and reactivity of Fe@NCNT are
explored, compared with Fe@CNT and further modified by the addition of promoter metals.
The origins of the differences in their reactivity are probed through catalytic experiments,
materials characterisation, and molecular dynamics simulations of their respective
adsorption properties. This allows us to draw conclusions about the effect of nitrogen doping
in catalytic materials designed for CO2 hydrogenation, as well as synergistic properties
between nitrogen doping in the CNT support and metal promoters on the catalyst surface
that can be exploited to further influence catalyst activity and selectivity.
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1.6.

Structure of the thesis

This thesis is divided into eight chapters. The purpose and contents of each chapter have
been summarised below.
•

Chapter 1 introduces the evidence for anthropogenic climate change, followed by the
descriptions, applications, benefits and limitations of various prominent CO2 capture,
storage and utilization technologies.

•

Chapter 2 summarises the literature concerning the key concepts governing the
synthesis, morphology, and reactivity of the catalytic materials and processes discussed
in this work.

•

Chapter 3 summarises the aims and objectives of this research.

•

Chapter 4 outlines the experimental equipment, protocols, and theory applied to
synthesize, characterise and test the catalytic materials explored in this thesis.

•

Chapter 5 describes the synthesis, characterisation and activation of the Fe@NCNT
catalyst supported by a comparison of its properties with those of Fe@CNT.

•

Chapter 6 describes the reactivity of the Fe@NCNT catalyst under a variety of reaction
conditions and a wide range of added metal promoters. A mechanistic analysis of the
effect of nitrogen on CO2 hydrogenation is provided, and applications in other novel
catalytic processes are discussed.

•

Chapter 7 builds upon the results obtained from the promoter experiments in Chapter 5
by conducting and in-depth study of Ru-Fe@NCNT as a CO2 methanation catalyst with
high activity and selectivity. Synthesis parameters, reaction conditions and the
mechanism of methanation over Ru-Fe@NCNT are discussed.

•

Chapter 8 concludes the thesis by summarising the work and key findings presented.
Ongoing work is described followed by suggestions for future work that can be pursued
to advance this research.
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2.

Chapter 2 – Literature review

This literature review summarises the theory and state of the art behind the key concepts
governing the synthesis, morphology, and reactivity of the catalytic materials and processes
discussed in this work. The key reactions employed in this research are first discussed to
provide the reader with a basic understanding of their applications, the common catalyst used
to drive them, and thermodynamic and kinetic models governing their operation. The
synthesis, growth mechanisms, and nitrogen doping modes of CNT and NCNT materials are
then outlined to provide suitable background on the carbonaceous support materials used in
the Fe@CNT and Fe@NCNT catalysts. This is followed by a brief summary of the catalytic
activity of the NCNT material itself to clarify the influence that the chosen support is capable
of having on the CO2 hydrogenation process. The literature review concludes with a
summary of previous work on Fe@CNT, and previous examples of Fe@NCNT-type
materials synthesised in literature (though it must be noted that this work remains the first
example of their application in CO2 hydrogenation catalysis).
2.1.

The reverse water gas shift reaction

The WGS reaction has been used to produce hydrogen from carbon monoxide and water for
the past century, as seen in Equation 2.1. In industry, this reaction is often used to upgrade
the hydrogen content of syngas (a mixture of CO, H2 and a small amount of CO2 from steam
methane reforming of natural gas) or water gas (an older name for syngas, which was
originally produced by passing steam over red hot coke).65, 85, 117 The resulting hydrogen is
often used in applications such as the Haber process for ammonia production or the FT
process for the production of hydrocarbons.63
𝐶𝑂 + 𝐻2 𝑂 ⇋ 𝐶𝑂2 + 𝐻2
Equation 2.1. The water gas shift reaction produces hydrogen and CO 2 by reacting CO with water.

𝐶𝑂2 + 𝐻2 ⇋ 𝐶𝑂 + 𝐻2 𝑂
Equation 2.2. The reverse water gas shift reaction produces CO and water by reacting CO 2 with hydrogen.

The RWGS reaction allows for the production of CO and water from hydrogen and CO2, as
seen in Equation 2.2. While the WGS reaction has been extensively studied for its
applicability in industrial hydrogen production, the RWGS reaction has received
comparatively little attention. However, recent interest in the RWGS reaction has increased
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as it may represent an appealing route for the conversion of thermodynamically stable CO2
into CO as a more versatile intermediate molecule in efforts to reduce the impact of global
CO2 emissions.118
2.1.1. Catalysts and mechanism of the RWGS reaction
As the forward WGS reaction has received significantly more attention than the RWGS
reaction, the current body of knowledge surrounding active WGS catalysts serves as a
valuable starting point for further research into improved RWGS catalysis. There are four
notable categories of forward WGS catalysts. These are the low temperature shift (LTS)
catalysts, high temperature shift (HTS) catalysts, sour gas shift catalysts, and medium
temperature shift (MTS) catalysts.65 The LTS operates at a temperature range of ca. 200-250
°C and is typically catalysed by copper species, though other metals such as Ni have also
been reported.119, 120 The typical composition of a commercial LTS catalyst has been reported
as ca. 32.7% CuO, 47% ZnO, and 11% Al2O3.121 The upper temperature limit on LTS
catalysis is generally considered to be due to the susceptibility of copper to sintering. Low
temperatures can also be preferable, as they reduce the incidence of side reactions when
forward WGS is the desired outcome. The HTS operates at a temperature range of ca. 300450 °C and is typically catalysed by promoted iron oxide species. Typical commercial HTS
catalysts are composed of ca. 80-90 wt. % Fe2O3 and 8-10 wt. % Cr2O3, with the difference
consisting of promoters and stabilizers such as copper oxide, Al2O3, alkali, MgO, ZnO, etc.64,
65

These catalysts are more stable against sintering and thus display higher activity than

typical copper-based LTS catalysts at higher temperatures. However, their activity suffers
comparatively in the LTS temperature range.65 It is typically stated that iron oxides are the
active phase for WGS (and RWGS) catalysis.122, 123 Sour gas shift catalysts are typically
composed of cobalt and molybdenum sulphides as the active species. This makes them
suitable for use in sulphur-containing gas streams (sour gas) that would otherwise poison a
typical WGS catalyst.65 MTS catalysts have been a subject of investigation in the past in
attempts to develop catalytic processes that operate between the LTS and HTS temperature
ranges, at ca. 275-350 °C. While they are sometimes described using the distinct MTS
moniker, in reality they are typically copper-zinc LTS catalysts that have been modified
(often with iron oxide) to operate at marginally higher temperatures.65 In addition to these
primary WGS catalyst categories, in more recent years precious metal catalysts using gold
and platinum have also been investigated for use in fuel cell applications.65 It is worth noting
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that because the reaction does not change molar totals, the effect of pressure on the reaction
is minimal. However, industrial HTS reactors have been cited to operate at ca. 80 bar.64
The RWGS reaction has been investigated primarily using either (i) CuO/ZnO oxides
modiﬁed by titania, zirconia, alumina and/or silica; (ii) iron-based catalysts modified from
commercial HTS catalysts; or (iii) ceria-based catalysts both with and without precious metal
promoters.124 Because the RWGS reaction is favoured at higher temperatures and iron is also
active in FT catalysis, HTS-type iron oxide catalysts form the basis of this investigation into
combined RWGS/FT chemistry for CO2 conversion. The mechanism of the RWGS reaction
remains poorly understood and has been primarily studied over copper-based catalysts,
though studies on Fe, Ni, Pd and Pt have also been conducted.124, 125 The two most notable
mechanisms discussed in literature are (i) the regenerative (redox) mechanism, in which
oxygen transfers from adsorbed CO2 to the catalyst or support before subsequently
transferring again to adsorbed H2 to yield CO and water; and (ii) the associative (formate)
mechanism in which CO2 and H2 adsorb to form a formate intermediate at the catalyst
surface.124, 126 However, the reaction mechanism over iron oxide nanoparticles is yet to be
categorically confirmed. In-depth in situ studies on the RWGS mechanism suggest that
additional reaction routes may be possible, as seen in Figure 2.1.127

Figure 2.1. Proposed reaction pathways for the RWGS reaction over a 2% Pt/CeO2 catalyst, as determined by
combined DRIFTS-MS-SSITKA analysis. Reproduced from reference 127.

Using combined diffuse reflectance FT-IR spectroscopy (DRIFTS), steady-state isotopic
transient kinetic analysis (SSITKA), and mass spectrometry (MS) analysis, Goguet et al.
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achieved time-resolved simultaneous monitoring of the variation of the coverage of 12C and
13

C-containing surface intermediates and the concentration of the gas-phase products 12CO

and 13CO of the RWGS reaction over a 2% Pt/CeO2 catalyst.127 This investigation discarded
the theory that formates are the primary intermediate formed during the reaction over this
particular catalyst, as the isotopic exchange time for the observed formate species
(ca. 600 sec) was more than an order of magnitude longer than that of the CO product (ca.
50 sec). While formates are likely to form to a limited extent, the authors instead suggest
that the formation of surface carbonates is much more significant, and Pt-bound carbonyls
may also be worth considering. However, similar investigations by Vesselli et al.
subsequently supported the formate mechanism on a Ni(110) surface.128 It is unclear to what
extent these results can be considered analogous to the mechanism of RWGS chemistry on
CNT- or NCNT-supported iron oxide nanoparticles, though they do illustrate the fact that
much work remains to be done to generate a robust understanding of the RWGS mechanism
using varied catalysts and reaction conditions.129 Iron-based studies of the RWGS
mechanism appear to be limited to theoretical and computational investigations at this
time.125, 130-132 These studies have been valuable in confirming the thermodynamic viability
of CO2 conversion using iron-based catalysts, as well as the importance of surface hydrogen
coverage in effective CO2 activation. However, they provide relatively limited insights into
control of the RWGS reaction over iron oxide nanoparticles in real-world catalytic systems.
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2.1.2. Thermodynamics and kinetics of the RWGS reaction
The RWGS reaction is thermodynamically favoured at high temperatures (ca. >800 °C) at 1
bar and a 1:1 H2:CO2 ratio. However, this can be influenced by increasing the H2:CO2 ratio
of the feed gas or removing CO from the product stream to lower the temperature to increase
CO2 conversion, as seen in Figure 2.2.124 This is significant, as excess H2 is required in the
feed stream for combined RWGS/FT processes to allow for subsequent hydrogenation of the
RWGS-produced CO into hydrocarbons via FT. Furthermore, the subsequent FT reaction
consumes CO, thereby increasing the efficiency of the process by shifting the equilibrium of
the RWGS reaction towards products and increasing CO2 conversion.129

Figure 2.2. Thermodynamic equilibrium composition of the RWGS reaction from
150-1000 °C at 1 bar and (i) a 1:1 H2:CO2 ratio, (ii) a 3:1 H2:CO2 ratio. (iii) CO2 conversion in the RWGS
reaction at equilibrium and varying degrees of CO removal from 250-1300 K at 1 bar and a 3:1 H2:CO2 ratio.
Reproduced from reference 68.

The kinetics of any process depend significantly upon the reaction mechanism, which is itself
dependent upon the nature of the catalyst employed. Due to ambiguity surrounding the
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mechanism of the RWGS reaction over carbon-supported iron oxide nanoparticles,
consistent, relevant kinetic data is limited. Kinetic studies over copper surfaces and
supported Cu/ZnO systems have agreed that the reaction order and rate limiting step vary
with reaction conditions.129 At low PCO2/PH2 ratios the reaction is highly dependent upon
PCO2, though there are conflicting reports as to whether the limit for this dependence sits at
PCO2/PH2 < 1/3 or 1/10.129 As PCO2/PH2 increases to intermediate values, the reaction appears
to become more dependent upon PH2. At very low values of PH2 the reaction is dependent
upon PH2 (approximately 2nd order) as the reaction requires adequate hydrogen surface
coverage to form an active surface. Dissociation of CO2 on the Cu atoms is considered to be
the rate determining step, though the probability of CO2 dissociation is two orders of
magnitude greater on H-adsorbed Cu surfaces than clean surfaces. At very high values of
PCO2/PH2, the rate is again linearly dependent upon PCO2. This information may be useful in
aiding our initial consideration of mechanistic and kinetic models of the RWGS reaction
over the CNT-supported iron oxide nanocatalysts employed in this research. However, it
must be emphasized that bespoke studies are required to gain a more thorough understand
of the mechanism and kinetics of RWGS catalysed by the specific materials investigated in
this thesis. Furthermore, it is critical to consider that the presence of concurrent FT chemistry
on the surface of the catalyst during our CO2 hydrogenation testing may further influence
the mechanism and kinetics of the initial RWGS step. Examples of initial rate expressions
for the RWGS reaction over a commercial Pt/Al2O3 catalyst are highlighted in Equations
2.3-2.4.
𝑟0 =

0
𝑘𝑠 𝑃𝐶𝑂
𝑃0
2 𝐻2
0
(1 + 𝐾𝐶𝑂2 𝑃𝐶𝑂
+ 𝐾𝐻2 𝑃𝐻02 )2
2

Equation 2.3. Initial rate expression for the RWGS reaction over a commercial Pt/Al2O3 catalyst for the
associative mechanism. 𝑘𝑠 is the rate constant for the surface reaction between adsorbed reactants. 𝐾𝑥 is the
adsorption equilibrium constant for reactant x. 𝑃𝑥0 is the initial partial pressure of reactant x. Reproduced from
reference 126.

𝑟0 =

0
𝑘1 (𝐶𝑆 + 𝐶𝑂𝑆 )𝑃𝐶𝑂
𝑃0
2 𝐻2
𝑘 0
( 1 )𝑃𝐶𝑂
+ 𝑃𝐻02
2
𝑘2

Equation 2.4. Initial rate expression for the RWGS reaction over a commercial Pt/Al2O3 catalyst for the
redox mechanism. Only the redox mechanism was found to be plausible over the tested catalyst. 𝑘1 and 𝑘2
are the rate constants for the sequential oxygen transfer steps. 𝐶𝑆 and 𝐶𝑂𝑆 are the concentrations of the vacant
and occupied active sites, respectively. 𝑃𝑥0 is the initial partial pressure of reactant x. Reproduced from
reference 126.
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2.2.

The Fischer-Tropsch process

FT chemistry, sometimes referred to as FT synthesis or the FT process, is a series of chemical
reactions that was originally developed by Franz Fischer and Hans Tropsch in 1926.133 It is
a catalytic process that allows for the conversion of syngas (a mixture of CO and H2) into a
mixture of products that can be refined into synthetic fuels, lubricants and petrochemicals.
The syngas used in FT processes is typically derived from gasification of coal or biomass,
or reforming of natural gas. The products generated from FT chemistry are sometimes
referred to as synthetic crude oil (syncrude) and may require further refining to provide final
products, similar to conventional crude oil.134
𝑛𝐶𝑂 + (2𝑛 + 1)𝐻2 → 𝐶𝑛 𝐻2𝑛+2 + 𝑛𝐻2 𝑂
Equation 2.5. The Fischer-Tropsch process produces hydrocarbons and water by reacting CO and hydrogen.

The FT process has been extensively studied since its discovery, as it allows for access to
industrial organic chemistry from simple starting materials.133 FT-based fuels, lubricants and
petrochemicals are more complex and expensive to produce relative to similar product
generated from conventional crude oil. This is due to the additional chemical processing
required to produce syncrude from syngas, while conventional crude oil can be
inexpensively extracted from the earth on a large scale. However, historically there have
been several strategic, logistic and economic driving factors that have been significant
enough to drive investment into applied FT chemistry. Most notably these investments have
occurred at times when crude oil supplies could not be guaranteed (e.g. Germany in 19351939 to prepare for World War II, or South Africa in 1955-1993 to combat limited crude oil
imports during the apartheid era). Other driving forces include the necessity of liquifying
gaseous energy sources for ease of transportation, or economic incentives for converting low
value, low energy density raw materials into higher value products.134 Such processes are
often referred to as gas-to-liquid (GTL) technologies. FT chemistry is still employed
industrially today, as seen in Figure 2.3.
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Figure 2.3. Overall scheme for a typical industrial FT process. Adapted from reference 81.

Notable examples of modern industrial FT processes include the Sasol Advanced Synthol
process with a capacity of 120,000 bbl/day in South Africa, and the Shell Middle Distillate
Synthesis process with a capacity of 140,000-260,000 bbl/day in Qatar.134 As the world
grapples with the challenges of renewable energy storage and emissions mitigation, FT
chemistry has received renewed interest as a potential low-carbon energy storage
mechanism, though this concept appears largely confined to academic discussion at this
time.35, 81, 124
2.2.1. Catalysts and mechanisms of the FT process
Catalysts and mechanisms for the FT process have been extensively documented due to its
historical significance and widespread industrial implementation.124, 133-135 Similar to the
RWGS reaction, the FT process is often noted to operate at several distinct sets of conditions.
These are the High-Temperature Fischer-Tropsch (HTFT) and Low-Temperature FischerTropsch (LTFT) syntheses. The HTFT process typically operates at ca. 300-350 °C and
elevated pressures over fused iron catalysts in a fluidised bed reactor.133, 134, 136 The LTFT
process typically operates at ca. 220 °C and elevated pressures over precipitated iron or
supported cobalt catalysts in a fixed bed reactor.133, 134 Typical pressures for FT synthesis
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range from 10-40 bar.137 Iron-based HTFT catalysts form the basis of the FT component of
the combined RWGS/FT catalysts investigated in this work. This is primarily due to the
synergistic activity of iron in both RWGS and FT chemistry, combined with the
thermodynamic necessity of operating at HTFT temperatures, as this is approximately the
point at which the RWGS reaction becomes favourable at the relevant H2:CO2 feed gas ratio
and subsequent CO consumption from FT. The Hägg carbide (χ-Fe5C2) has been frequently
cited as the active phase in FT synthesis, though other carbides such as Fe2C have also been
discussed.138,

139

Alkali- and platinum-group promoter metals have often been used to

enhance the activity and selectivity of iron-based HTFT catalysts. Their enhanced activity is
attributed to greater basicity originating from the promoter metals, resulting in improved
CO2 adsorption, easier iron reduction and overall greater reducing potential from the
catalyst.72 Cu, K, Mn, Cr and Zn are also significantly investigated, though these appear to
be primarily applied to enhance the activity of precipitated iron catalysts during synthesis.72,
74, 134, 140

A wide variety of other metals have been explored as FT catalysts. Fe, Co, Ni, Ru

and Os are said to be the most active, with Re and Rh also displaying moderate activity. Only
Fe and Co are industrially employed, however, as they represent both the best performance
and the lowest cost.134
Mechanistically speaking, the FT process is thought of as a complex surface polymerisation
reaction.138 As such, the reaction proceeds via sequential initiation, propagation and
termination steps, the nature of which determines which final products are generated.134 The
possible reaction pathways that exist during FT synthesis have been outlined in Figure 2.4.

Figure 2.4. The reaction network of the catalytic Fischer-Tropsch process. Reproduced from reference 134.
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Initiation occurs with adsorption of CO and H2 at the catalyst surface, and it is said that this
step is the most important step in determining which propagation pathways become
accessible.134 Upon initial adsorption, CO is not yet a chain initiator and must be bound,
dissociated and partially hydrogenated to allow for chain initiation. The nature of the
initiation intermediate may be such that it precludes propagation, as is found during syngasto-methanol synthesis, or it may instead lead to water gas shift conversion.134 A variety of
mechanisms have been proposed for FT initiation and propagation, the most notable of which
are the CO insertion mechanism, the carbide/alkyl mechanism, the alkenyl mechanism and
the enolic mechanism.124, 134, 135, 141 Further details on these mechanisms, their chemistry and
respective initiators and monomers has been summarised in Table 2.1. The alkyl mechanism
is the most generally accepted and experimentally supported mechanism at this time.141-144
However, it does not easily explain the formation of oxygenates, suggesting that multiple
mechanisms likely take place at the catalyst surface with oxygenates instead forming as a
result of CO insertion or an alternative mechanism.145 Whatever the precise identity of the
propagation mechanism, the process always occurs such that oxygen cannot become bound
to more than one carbon, and branching of the carbon chain is possible.134 This gives rise to
two significant implications about the FT process. Namely, that (i) hydrogenation of the COderived intermediate that propagates the chain must occur at some stage during the
propagation phase of the reaction, and (ii) at some point during the propagation there must
be two carbons from the chain that are attached to the catalyst in such a way that growth is
possible from either carbon.134
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Table 2.1. Formation chemistry of monomer and initiator during FT reaction, reproduced from reference 124.
Full mechanistic schemes available from Saeidi et al.
Mechanism
type

Monomer
species

Formation chemistry of
monomer

Initiator
species

Formation chemistry of
initiator

Enolic

X-C-OH
|
H

2X+H2→2(X-H)
X+CO→X-CO
X-CO+X-H→X-COH+X
X-COH+X-H→ X-CHOH+X

–

–

CO insertion

X-CO

X+CO→X-CO

X-CH3

2X+H2→2(X-H)
X+CO→X-CO
X-CO+X→X-C+X-O
X-C+X-H→ X-CH+X
X-CH+X-H→ X-CH2+X
X-CH2+X-H→ X-CH3+X

Formate

CO

–

X-OH

2X+H2→2(X-H)
X+CO→X-CO
X-CO+X→X-C+X-O
X-O+X-H→ X-OH+X

Carbide

X-CH2

2X+H2→2(X-H)
X+CO→X-CO
X-CO+X →X-C+X-O
X-C+X-H→ X-CH+X
X-CH+X-H→ X-CH2+X

–

–

Alkyl

X-CH2

2X+H2→2(X-H)
X+CO→X-CO
X-CO+X →X-C+X-O
X-C+X-H→ X-CH+X
X-CH+X-H→ X-CH2+X

X-CH3

2X+H2→2(X-H)
X+CO→X-CO
X-CO+X→X-C+X-O
X-C+X-H→ X-CH+X
X-CH+X-H→ X-CH2+X
X-CH2+X-H→ X-CH3+X

Alkenyl

X-CH2

2X+H2→2(X-H)
X+CO→X-CO
X-CO+X →X-C+X-O
X-C+X-H→ X-CH+X
X-CH+X-H→ X-CH2+X

X-CH=CH2

2X+H2→2(X-H)
X+CO→X-CO
X-CO+X→X-C+X-O
X-C+X-H→ X-CH+X
X-CH+X-H→ X-CH2+X
X-CH+ X-CH2→ XCH=CH2+X

Alkylidene
Hydride
methylidyne

X-CH+X-H

2X+H2→2(X-H)
X+CO→X-CO
X-CO+X →X-C+X-O
X-C+X-H→X-CH + X

X=CH-CH2X

2X+H2→2(X-H)
X+CO→X-CO
X-CO+X→X-C+X-O
X-C+X-H→ X-CH+X

The final phase of the reaction is the termination step. This step is the most important in
determining product selectivity, as this is where chain growth and the addition of functional
groups is controlled.134 The termination process can be induced by either (i) thermal
desorption or (ii) reactive desorption.134 Thermal desorption occurs as a result of weakened
bonds between the catalyst and the surface intermediate. It is only possible for C2 and longer
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intermediates, and the product is an unsaturated alkene (olefin) or aldehyde. Reactive
desorption results from a reaction that breaks the bonds between the catalyst and the surfacebound intermediate. It is possible for C1 and longer intermediates, taking place primarily via
hydrogenation and producing either an alkane (paraffin) or alcohol.134
The product distribution of a given FT reaction is typically described using the AndersonSchulz-Flory (ASF) model. The ASF model relates the hydrocarbon product selectivity of
the reaction to its chain growth probability, α.81 A value of α closer to 1 is associated with a
higher probability of the reaction forming new hydrocarbon chains and adding to existing
chains, while a value closer to 0 is associated with processes that favour short product chains
due to early termination. More specifically, α = 0 will favour methanation, while α = 0.4-0.6
will favour short chain olefins, and paraffins and α = 0.9 will favour diesel and gasoline
production, as seen in Figure 2.5.

Figure 2.5. The ASF distribution of the FT process. Reproduced from reference 81.

The ASF model is expressed by Equation 2.6. This allows for α to be calculated from the
hydrocarbon product distribution of any given FT experiment or process.
𝑊𝑛
log ( ) = 𝑛 log(𝛼) + 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡
𝑛
Equation 2.6. The mathematical expression of the ASF model. Where n is the number of carbon atoms in a
given hydrocarbon, Wn is the weight fraction of a hydrocarbon with carbon number n, and α is the chain
growth probability of the process.
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2.2.2. Thermodynamics and kinetics of the FT process
The Fischer-Tropsch process is irreversible, and therefore the rate of the reaction generally
benefits from increased temperature and pressure. However, it has been shown that these
reaction parameters also influence the final product distribution away from the ideal values
predicted by the ASF distribution model.146 Specifically, increasing temperature decreases
the observed value of α, while increasing pressure increases the observed value of α, as seen
in Figure 2.6. Increasing the H2:CO feed ratio further affects the product distribution by
decreasing α as the feed ratio increases.146 It is therefore critical to balance these
experimental parameters in addition to effective catalyst design in order to achieve an
appropriate performance with respect to both the rate of the reaction and production of the
desired hydrocarbon species.

Figure 2.6. The effect of (i) temperature, (ii) pressure and (iii) feed composition on the product distribution of
the FT process. Reproduced from reference 146.
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2.3.

Combined RWGS/FT for production of hydrocarbons from CO2

Combined RWGS/FT chemistry allows for the conversion of CO2 into hydrocarbons by
coupling two well-established chemical processes together into a novel mechanism for
energy conversion and storage. The process of converting CO2 and electrolysed hydrogen
into fuel for subsequent combustion is a large energy sink in practical terms. However,
concern for climate change and increased investment in variable renewable energy sources
are providing new societal, political and economic incentives that may justify large scale
implementation of such technology, which would increase the efficiency of renewable
energy technologies (and thus improve their GHG mitigation potential faster) by providing
a large scale energy storage mechanism that allows for easy integration with the existing
energy infrastructure while being nearly CO2-neutral.
2.3.1. Developing catalysts for combined RWGS/FT
As has been mentioned in the prior sections discussing the RWGS and FT reactions
specifically, these reactions can be catalysed individually by a wide variety of metallic
species. However, in order to maximize the efficacy of the catalyst when combining these
processes it is necessary for the catalyst to support the chemistry of both reactions
simultaneously.147 Furthermore, the catalyst should be able to take advantage of the lower
reaction temperatures that become possible as a result of CO removal in the coupled
process.68,

69

Iron, cobalt, copper, nickel and ruthenium have been the subject of most

investigations into such CO2 conversion processes.124, 148 While nickel and ruthenium are
significantly active, they are generally considered to proceed via Sabatier chemistry, which
produces predominantly methane rather than the range of hydrocarbons generated by FT.
Copper catalysts proceed via a methanol intermediate and are therefore not considered true
RWGS/FT processes.149, 150 Cobalt and iron (often promoted by additional metals such as K,
Mn, Pd, Pt, etc.) are noted to be active in both RWGS and FT, and have received the most
research attention, likely due to the relatively large number of established commercial
catalysts available for the WGS and FT processes.74, 81, 151, 152 However, it should be noted
that while commercial catalysts for the WGS and FT processes have provided a valuable
starting point for combined RWGS/FT investigations, they are limited in their applicability
and there is significant room for research into specialised RWGS/FT catalysts. This is
predominantly due to the fact that WGS catalysts have not been optimized for RWGS
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chemistry, and FT catalysts have been designed to suppress WGS activity, which is required
for adequate activity in a combined RWGS/FT process.
Cobalt has displayed limited activity for the conversion of CO2 into longer hydrocarbons,
with iron-based catalysts often resulting in the best performance.153 Thus, iron has been
chosen as the active species to be investigated in this work, as it remains active for both
reactions at temperatures of ca. 300-400 °C, where combined RWGS/FT processes have
been noted to perform well.72 Furthermore, previous research from the University of Bath
has shown that residual iron nanoparticles (embedded into the graphitic walls of MWCNT
forests after catalysing their growth) are capable of high activity in subsequent CO2
conversion enhanced by beneficial particle-support interactions.70 This allows for
investigation into novel catalytic CO2 reduction materials and results in a facile catalyst
production process.71, 72, 116 The significance of MWCNT and the specifics of these materials
are discussed in greater detail in subsequent sections.

Figure 2.7. (i) CO conversion activity and (ii) catalyst TOF with respect to particle size in a pure FT process.
Reproduced from reference 154.

The importance of nanoparticle size and particle-support interactions is also worth noting
when attempting to develop an active RWGS/FT catalyst. Nanoparticles have been shown
to display high activity for WGS and FT catalysis. While a clear understanding of size effects
is yet to be established, it is generally accepted that catalyst activity is significantly
influenced by particle size. Catalyst activity itself is often measured using (i) activity, or the
rate of reactant conversion per gram of active metal or catalyst loading, and (ii) turn over
frequency (TOF), or the intrinsic activity of the catalyst active sites. The size of catalyst
particles has been shown to affect both of these parameters in Co-based FT catalysts. Activity
appears to peak using particles of ca. 7 nm and TOF decreases at smaller sizes, as seen in
Figure 2.7.154 The decrease in activity observed in particles below 7 nm is initially surprising,
as smaller particles are expected to afford a higher reactive surface-area-to-volume ratio.
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The product distribution was also observed to shift towards methane at smaller particle sizes,
which was attributed to increased H2 coverage on the smaller particles and irreversible CO
binding at the particle corner sites. Similar effects have also been observed for iron
particles.155 Particle-support interactions further affect activity and selectivity by modulating
the shape and electronic properties of the catalytic particles. Strong particle-support
interactions result in flatter particles when deposited by wet impregnation or incipient
wetness, and may also serve to make the particles more difficult to reduce.155 Examples of
iron particles on supports with strong particle-support interactions (e.g. SiO2 and Al2O3) have
been shown to result in decreased FT activity relative to more weakly interacting supports
(e.g. graphitic supports and SiC).155-162
2.3.2. Thermodynamic and kinetic considerations in RWGS/FT
The thermodynamic equilibrium and kinetics of a combined RWGS/FT process depends
upon complex, largely synergistic interactions between the equilibria, kinetics and
mechanisms of the two reactions individually. As has been previously discussed, consuming
the CO product from the initial RWGS step to feed the subsequent FT reaction shifts the
equilibrium of the RWGS process towards products at lower temperatures (as seen in Figure
2.2).68, 69 This can be considered as synergistic cooperation between the two reactions where
the activity of both processes is enhanced. The thermodynamic equilibrium of an entirely
methane-selective RWGS/FT process is outlined in Figure 2.8.

Figure 2.8. Thermodynamic equilibrium of a CO2 conversion process proceeding via a CO intermediate at
H2:CO2 feed gas ratio of 3:1. Reproduced from reference 118. The “relevant working area” label refers to the
represented temperature range of 100-1000 °C, which clearly indicates the transition to thermodynamically
favourable hydrocarbon production at a pressure of 0.1 MPa.
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Furthermore, the hydrocarbon selectivity may shift to favour the formation of longer
hydrocarbons as the process becomes viable at lower temperatures, in accordance with the
behaviour of the isolated FT process detailed in Figure 2.6.69, 146 Similarly to the isolated FT
process, the hydrocarbon distribution of combined RWGS/FT processes has been observed
to depend upon the ratio of reactants in the feed gas. Increasing the H2:CO2 ratio has been
noted to favour CO2 conversion and methane selectivity, with a ratio of 4:1 being
stoichiometrically ideal for methane production. Decreasing the H2:CO2 ratio favours the
production of longer hydrocarbons by starving the reaction of hydrogen, and a ratio of 3:1 is
typically used in literature as this affords a desirable balance of CO2 conversion and longer
hydrocarbon selectivity.67 Interestingly, decreasing pressure further increases selectivity
towards longer hydrocarbons in combined RWGS/FT processes – an opposite trend
compared to what is expected in isolated FT.67, 146 Furthermore, selectivity towards longer
hydrocarbons is often observed to increase with increasing time on stream in iron-based
catalysts, suggesting increased generation of FT-active sites in the catalyst as the process
evolves.67

Figure 2.9. Schematic representation of the proposed CO2-based Fischer-Tropsch mechanistic pathway.
Reproduced from reference 153.

Comprehensive kinetic understanding of combined RWGS/FT processes remains limited
due to the complex network of mechanistic possibilities that must be considered when
developing kinetic models, as seen in Figure 2.9.153 In all cases, CO2 is initially converted
into CO via RWGS, which then forms activated CO intermediates (CO*) that can be reduced
to hydrocarbons via either associative or dissociative pathways, as previously discussed. The
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stability of the CO* intermediates formed determines whether the molecule will desorb or
undergo further reduction.153 It is important to note that this requires the presence of different
types of active sites (RWGS-active and FT-active) on the catalyst surface, and the relative
abundance of these sites must likely be balanced to facilitate effective cooperation between
the reactions.
2.3.3. A note on catalyst deactivation
Deactivation of the iron nanoparticle catalysts is a critical process that takes place during
combined RWGS/FT catalysis, inhibiting the long-term activity of the catalyst and
potentially affecting the product distribution of the reaction. Deactivation of supported iron
nanoparticle catalysts in RWGS and FT chemistry is generally noted to occur via several
common mechanisms. Specifically, (i) particle sintering and/or agglomeration, (ii) carbon
deposition on the catalyst surface via the Boudouard reaction (iii) transformation of the
active iron species into other inactive species, and (iv) sulphur poisoning. Particle sintering
and agglomeration are known to reduce catalyst activity by increasing the size of the catalyst
particles through ripening or motion across the catalyst support, thereby reducing the number
of active sites available for catalysis due to surface-area-to-volume ratio effects.163,
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Carbon deposition is said to reduce activity by obscuring the catalytic particles beneath
graphitic carbon deposits.165, 166 Transformation of the iron species has been shown to impact
the activity of pure FT catalysts due to the conversion of FT-active χ-Fe5C2 sites into Fe3O4,
which is not active for FT.167 However, it is unclear to what extent this affects combined
RWGS/FT catalysis as the resulting iron oxides may contribute to RWGS activity. Sulphur
is a widely known poison for industrial FT catalysts, though this process can largely be
excluded from consideration in this thesis due to the high purity CO2 and H2 feed streams
used for testing.
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2.4.

Carbon nanotubes

CNT are an allotrope of carbon in which an sp2 hybridised network of carbon atoms takes
the form of a tube with a diameter on the nanometre scale, typically with a high aspect ratio.
Due to their numerous desirable properties, CNT have become a subject of intense research
for applications ranging from construction to electronics, catalysis and beyond.168-171 Their
significance is evidenced by the large quantity of publications referencing them since their
initial synthesis in 1991 – more than 200,000 publications to-date.172 CNT-type materials are
typically categorised into two notable groupings; single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNT)
and multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNT), as seen in Figure 2.10.

Figure 2.10. 3-dimensional representations of (A) SWCNT and (B) MWCNT. Reproduced from
reference 173.
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SWCNT are commonly defined as a single layer of sp2 hybridized carbon atoms, similar to
pristine graphene, rolled into a hollow cylinder, often with a diameter on the order of 1
nm.171, 174 MWCNT are therefore often considered as an arrangement of multiple concentric
SWNT with increasing diameter, fitted inside one another.171, 175 The number of walls in
MWCNT can vary from two (double-walled nanotubes) to several tens, reaching an external
diameter up to ca. 100 nm. As with graphene, the interlayer distance in MWCNT is often ca.
3.4 Å.171, 174, 175 The size and wall count of CNT-type materials directly influence their
material properties, as represented in Figure 2.11. It is worth noting that a similar class of
materials known as graphitic nanofibres (GNF) is also frequently discussed in literature,
though these materials differ from CNT-type materials in that they do not possess a hollow
core. While they are similar to CNT-type materials, GNF-type materials do not play a role
in the work conducted for this thesis and therefore will not be further discussed.

Figure 2.11. A CNT density gradient illustrating the different properties of differently sized CNT.
Reproduced from reference 176.

In this work, MWCNT represent the fundamental support material for the iron nanoparticle
catalysts that facilitate RWGS/FT chemistry for CO2 hydrogenation. This section
summarises their common synthesis techniques, proposed growth mechanisms, desirable
properties and the notable safety concerns and best practices associated with their use.
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2.4.1. Notable synthesis techniques
CNT have been reportedly synthesised via numerous routes, as seen in Figure 2.12. All
syntheses share three notable ingredients: (i) a carbon source, (ii) catalyst, and (iii) energy
input. Synthesis methods are often classified as being either “high temperature” or “low
temperature,” depending on the physical state of the carbon source employed.174 High
temperature methods typically involve the sublimation of graphite, which does not occur
below 3200 °C, followed by rapid condensation of the sublimated carbon atoms in a chamber
with a strong temperature gradient. Low temperature methods typically rely on the
decomposition of a gaseous or liquid carbon source, which occurs at relatively lower
temperatures (ca. 600-1200 °C).174 Notable high temperature techniques include laser
ablation and arc discharge. However, these are rarely applied in modern research due to cost
and limitations in scalability, and are therefore not discussed further in this thesis.

Figure 2.12. Current methods of CNT synthesis. Reproduced from reference 175.

Catalytic chemical vapour deposition (cCVD) is a low temperature synthesis technique,
which is now the standard method for industrial CNT production.175, 177 Compared to the
high temperature methods discussed previously, which were the first methods used to
reliably produce CNT,172, 178, 179 cCVD allows for easier scale-up and superior control of
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properties such as CNT length, diameter, orientation, purity and density, while providing a
yield between 20-100% by weight.175,

180

Due to the flexibility of the CVD technique,

numerous derivative techniques have been developed to allow for lower synthesis
temperatures (down to 480 °C)181 and the production of hybrid materials and surface
modifications. The most notable example of these is plasma enhanced CVD (PECVD),
which has itself has been developed into several variations including radio frequency (RFPECVD),

direct

current

(DC-PECVD),

diffusion

(DPECVD)

and

microwave

(MWPECVD).175 cCVD techniques typically produce MWCNT, though an increasing
number of examples of SWCNT produced via cCVD are being reported in literature.175, 182
In cCVD synthesis, a metal catalyst (typically Fe, Co or Ni, though many metals have been
reported)174, 177 is deposited onto a suitable substrate or support (typically a SiO2 or Al2O3
surface), as seen in Figure 2.13.175, 183 This can be achieved by either coating the substrate
with the catalyst beforehand or generating the catalyst in situ by depositing the catalyst onto
the substrate during the CVD process, which is often referred to as floating catalyst CVD
(FCCVD).174 While the former allows for greater control over catalyst and tube growth
orientation and morphology, the latter allows for a simpler overall manufacturing process.174,
184

Figure 2.13. Schema of the cCVD synthesis. Reproduced from reference 174.

A carbon source is introduced either as a gaseous hydrocarbon (e.g. methane, ethylene or
acetylene) or an aerosol of a liquid hydrocarbon (e.g. benzene, n-hexane, xylene, or toluene).
This carbon source is typically diluted into an inert carrier gas stream (e.g. nitrogen, helium
or argon) and flowed over the catalyst at temperatures of 600-1200 °C and pressures of 110 bar.174, 175 The temperature required depends upon the thermodynamic stability of the
carbon source, with methane requiring higher temperatures (ca. >850 °C) due to its relative
stability, and sources such as acetylene and ethylene allowing for lower temperatures (ca.
500-750 °C and 650-850 °C, respectively), as seen in Figure 2.14. A high flowrate (500
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sccm or more) is often used, as this dilutes the carbon source and suppresses the number of
walls formed on the catalyst.177 Hydrogen is often included in the gas stream if the catalyst
is introduced in situ as a metallocene complex (e.g. ferrocene, cobaltocene, nickelocene;
ferrocene is most common due to its high activity and stability in air) dissolved in the organic
solvent carbon source to aid in the decomposition of the catalyst precursor into the desired
catalytic nanoparticle on the substrate.185 Once deposited, the catalyst then serves to aid the
decomposition of the carbon source while acting as a nucleation site for CNT growth.186

Figure 2.14. a) Gibbs free energies of formation for various carbon precursors. The energies are normalized
to the number of carbon atoms in the precursor and correspond to its pyrolysis. b) Gibbs free energies of
typical reactions: CO disproportionation, water gas shift, oxidative dehydrogenation of acetylene, and
pyrolysis of ethanol. The energies are normalized to the number of solid carbon atoms. Reproduced from
reference 186. c) Bulk diffusion constants of carbon in various metals and metal carbides as a function of
temperature. Reproduced from reference 177.

Regardless of the synthesis method employed, CNT products always contain a variety of
defects and impurities which must be removed to obtain a more uniform, high-quality
sample.175 The most common impurities noted in literature are undesired residual catalyst
metals, amorphous carbon material, and structural defects such as bends and kinks caused
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by disorder in the sp2 lattice and deviation in growth morphology as a result of excess metal
particles interfering with CNT growth from the initial nucleation point.187 The most common
purification techniques include: microfiltration for the separation of CNT from amorphous
and graphitic carbons, metal clusters and polyaromatic carbons based on size/aspect ratio
exclusion; oxidation in air at temperatures of 400-750 °C to remove amorphous and
graphitic carbons by oxidation into CO2 (though it can be difficult to selectively oxidize
these graphitic impurities without destroying or shortening the CNT due to their similar
thermal stabilities); and acid oxidation to etch away undesired carbonaceous and metallic
contaminants more selectively without substantial loss of the CNT.187 This acid treatment is
the preferred purification technique employed in industry to produce high purity CNT
without carbonaceous or residual metal impurities.179, 187 However, it must be noted that
applying strong acids (e.g. HNO3, H2SO4, HClO4, and HPO4) in this method has the potential
to generate covalent adducts on the CNT sidewall which further modify the structure and
reactivity of the final product. For this reason, acid treatment is also often used as the starting
point for further attempts at surface modification.187
In this work, an aerosol-assisted FCCVD method is employed to produce the Fe@CNT,
Fe@NCNT and derivative catalyst materials from a precursor solution of ferrocene in
toluene or acetonitrile. A representative schematic of the experimental apparatus is presente
in Figure 2.15. This method has been chosen due to its simplicity, flexibility, and ability to
produce CNT decorated with iron nanoparticles embedded into the tube walls by adding an
excess of ferrocene into the precursor solution. While these nanoparticles would be
considered impurities if the target product were pure CNT, in this work the same metal
particles that catalyse CNT growth can later be activated for combined RWGS/FT catalysis.
Due to their integration with the CNT support material during synthesis, they allow for
strong particle-support interactions and improved hydrogen spill over from the particle to
the CNT support material.70 Hence, a thermal purification procedure is used to activate the
catalyst by removing unwanted graphitic and amorphous carbon while exposing the metal
particles for catalysis. The standard acid treatment purification method is comparatively
unsuitable due to its capacity for etching away the desired metals.
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Figure 2.15. Schematic of an aerosol-assisted FCCVD synthesis similar to the apparatus employed for this
work. Reproduced from reference 188.

2.4.2. CNT CVD growth mechanism
The mechanism for CNT growth is a topic of significant discussion in academia. Baker et
al. were the first to develop a model for the growth of carbon nanofibers in the 1970’s.189-191
The model originated from the observation that catalytic particles were often located at the
tip of a nanofiber, with one side chemically bonded to the solid carbon.186 It was therefore
proposed that the vapour-solid-liquid (VLS) model, originally developed by Wagner and
Ellis to explain the growth of Si whiskers, could also explain the growth of carbon
filaments.192 Schematics of the VLS mechanism and the alternative VSS mechanism are
presented in Figure 2.16. In the VLS mechanism, a carbon-containing precursor adsorbs and
dissociates on the catalyst particle to form elementary carbon atoms. These atoms then
dissolve into the bulk of the nanoparticle to form a metastable liquid carbide and diffuse
through the particle before finally precipitating as solid carbon to form a nanofilament (e.g.
nanotube, nanorod, etc.) on the opposite side of the particle.186
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Figure 2.16. The three steps involved in the VLS mechanism: a) decomposition of the carbon‐containing
precursor on the surface of the catalyst particle; b) diffusion of carbon atoms through the particle as a solid
solution; and c) precipitation of carbon at the metal‐support interface and formation of a nanofiber or a
nanotube. In an alternative VSS mechanism, carbon species diffuse only on the surface of the catalyst particle
(d–e). Reproduced from reference 186. It should be noted that while this figure illustrates a tip-growth
mechanism, both tip- and base-growth are possible.193

Activation energies for the growth of nanofibers have been measured to be in good
agreement with previously determined values for the dissolution of carbon into relevant
metals such as Fe and Co.186 This gave the VLS mechanism significant credibility, and is in
good agreement with more recent studies on the kinetics of CNF and MWCNT growth on
iron.194, 195 However, its validity has also been challenged, as the driving force behind the
diffusion of carbon through the catalyst remains unclear.196-201 Baker et al. propose that the
thermal gradient generated across the particle by the exothermic decomposition of the carbon
precursor and the endothermic precipitation of solid carbon drives the diffusion process.189
However, this does not account for growth when the decomposition of the precursor is
endothermic, as with alkanes, and additionally does not explain why CNT are hollow.186 In
light of this discrepancy it has been subsequently proposed that carbon diffusion occurs only
at the surface of the catalyst particles, which has since been supported by numerous in situ
studies using HRTEM and XPS.186 These studies also suggest that the active phase in CNT
growth is metallic iron, with only a small amount of subsurface iron carbide present during
catalysis. This surface diffusion growth mechanism has been dubbed the vapor-solid-solid
(VSS) mechanism, which is more substantiated by evidence than the VLS mechanism but
does not appear as prominently in literature.186 It is worth noting that while the diffusion of
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carbon through the catalyst is generally considered to be the rate limiting step, it has been
shown that when thick, dense mats or forests of CNT are grown, the mass transport of
gaseous reagents to the catalyst can become the rate limiting step instead.202
During this growth process, a large number of variables determines the final morphology of
the CNT product, as seen in Figure 2.17. Factors such as the crystal lattice of the catalyst,
the size of the catalyst particles, the supply (availability) of carbon to the surface, the nature
of the growth support material, the solubility of the carbon source in the chosen catalyst, and
general reaction conditions such as temperature and flow rate all influence the size, chirality
(metal/semiconductor ratio), length, defect density, number of walls, and orientation of the
final CNT material.177 For the purposes of this work, the principles governing the diameter
of the nanotubes and catalyst particles is of particular interest, as tubes and particles with
smaller diameters represent a greater surface area for catalysis and hydrogen spill over to
enhance catalyst activity.70 Furthermore, it has been noted that turnover frequency increase
notably, accompanied by a significant shift in product distribution, when iron carbide
particles decrease below 7 nm in FT synthesis.155 This makes particle and tube size an
attractive target for manipulation in the development of Fe@CNT and Fe@NCNT.

Figure 2.17. Input parameters and output features of carbon nanotube growth by cCVD. Reproduced from
reference 177.

Due to the mechanics of the VSS growth process, the diameters of the particles and
nanotubes are inextricably related, as seen in Figure 2.18.203-205 CNT diameter is generally
accepted to be linearly dependent upon the catalyst particle diameter. However, it should be
noted that for a given particle, temperature effects and other reaction conditions will also
influence the resulting tube diameter, with higher temperatures generally resulting in wider
tubes with greater crystallinity.177, 206 Carbon supply (i.e. the amount of carbon available to
the catalyst during growth) strongly influences the nanotube diameter distribution, though
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contradictory reports suggest that the influence of carbon supply is variably dependent upon
the growth conditions of each individual system.177 Numerous groups have reported that
nanotube diameter decreases as a result of reduced carbon feedstock flux or pressure.207-209
The opposite trend has also been reported by several groups,210, 211 while others have reported
an optimal carbon supply range for the production of small-diameter CNT at a given
temperature.212 Gaseous additives have also been reported to influence tube diameter,
notably by increasing tube size through the increased addition of CO2 into the feed stream.213
This further supports reports elsewhere that the nature of the carbon and metal precursor also
influences tube diameter. Substituted ferrocenes (most notably dimethylferrocene) have
been noted to decrease mean tube diameter by ca. 50% compared to unsubstituted
ferrocene,214 and low carbon supply has been noted to produce tubes with fewer walls.215-217

Figure 2.18. In situ Environmental Transmission Electron Microscopy observation of the growth of a fourwall CNT from a fluctuating catalyst nanoparticle of (Fe,Mo)23C6-type structure, reproduced from reference
218. This demonstrates the relationship between particle and tube diameter, as well as the malleable nature of
catalyst particles during CNT synthesis.

While variables governing the diameters of CNT in CVD have been studied in-depth,
relatively little work has been carried out on influencing the size of the FCCVD catalyst
particles in situ. Researchers investigating the controllable synthesis of CNT materials
consider these particles to be an impurity in the sample, rather than a source of valuable
catalytic sites for further reactions as they are considered to be in our studies of Fe@CNT
and Fe@NCNT. Even less work has been carried out to study the growth of the superfluous
metal particles that form on the walls of CNT during FCCVD synthesis. While these particles
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are thought to play an important catalytic role in Fe@CNT for RWGS/FT catalysts, they do
not serve to enhance the ordered CNT growth mechanism during FCCVD, which is thought
to be primarily governed by tip- or base-located particles. As a result, while manipulating
catalyst particle size in Fe@CNT and Fe@NCNT during FCCVD may be a powerful tool
for influencing their reactivity, determining methods to do so remains a significant challenge.
It should be noted that the nature of the support material can also significantly influence the
activity and character of the CNT growth catalyst.177, 183 Oxide supports (e.g. Al2O3, MgO,
SiO2, TiO2, ZrO2, ZnO) are commonly used to prevent diffusion of the metal catalyst into
the support. For example, SiO2 is preferable to pure Si, as metals have been noted to diffuse
into pure Si to form metal silicides, which are not active for CNT growth, as seen in
Figure 2.19.219 For these oxide supports, the effect of the substrate on the CNT growth
process is typically discussed in the context of the strength of the catalyst-support
interactions. Strong catalyst-support interactions result in lower catalyst growth activity and
can be attributed to two different phenomena: (i) modification of the electronic structure of
the catalyst particle (i.e. stabilisation) by the oxide support via charge transfer and (ii) the
physical encapsulation of the particles by a thin layer of oxide support.220 Depending on the
nature of the substrate material, different interaction effects may dominate the relationship
between the metal and the support. The two prominent interactions to consider are: (i) the
electronic interaction corresponding to the charge redistribution at the metal-oxide interface
and (ii) the chemical interaction corresponding to atom diffusion at the metal–oxide
interface.220 For conducting oxides (e.g. TiO2, ZrO2, ZnO), charge redistribution is long
range and driven by the difference of Fermi energies. For insulating oxide supports (e.g.
Al2O3, MgO, SiO2), chemical reactions (e.g. redox and alloy formation) are confined at the
interface and are notably driven by the differences of electronegativity between metals.177
While these interactions reduce catalytic growth activity, they can also result in reduced
particle coarsening (thus influencing the particle size distribution) as catalyst particles are
less free to move on the substrate surface.221
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Figure 2.19. Standard enthalpies of formation for several relevant 3d transition metal silicides. Reproduced
from reference 177.

Several notable deactivation mechanisms exist for CNT growth catalysis. Interestingly, these
mechanisms are often related to the size of the produced particles and tubes, as seen in
Figure 2.20. They are: (i) particle coarsening (sintering) due to either Ostwald ripening or
migration coalescence, resulting in particles that grow too large to grow nanotubes (i.e. they
become underfed by the carbon supply due to their size);222 (ii) deactivation of metal
particles due to either over-feeding (resulting in encapsulation by a carbon layer) or underfeeding (resulting in inactive particles) of carbon through sub-optimal carbon supply; (iii)
physical encapsulation of metal particles due to diffusion into the support; and (iv) formation
of alloys due to chemical affinity towards the support.174 While these mechanisms are
distinct phenomena, they are highly interconnected. It is important to be aware that attempts
to manipulate any single variable in the FCCVD growth process are likely to have affect a
significant number of other variables in the process.
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Figure 2.20. Proposed model of particle activation/deactivation as a function of particle size and carbon
supply. Adapted from reference 207.

2.4.3. CNT as catalyst support structures
CNT possess a number of desirable properties that have already seen them applied
commercially in the fields of energy storage (e.g. consumer lithium ion batteries), coatings
and films (e.g. fouling-resistant paints for ship hulls), and composite materials (e.g.
improved wind turbine blades) with many more applications on the horizon.223 They are also
desirable in the field of chemical catalysis as support materials for catalytic transition metal
nanoparticles. As catalyst supports, CNT have been noted to be particularly attractive for
their high surface area, tuneable structure (e.g. diameter, porosity and surface composition),
and significant chemical and thermal stability. Their surface area (ca. 400-900 and 200400 m2 g−1 for SWCNT and MWCNT, respectively) is appealing as it allows for a high
surface area to volume ratio for deposition and dispersion of catalytic metal nanoparticles.171
Their tuneable diameter allows for control over specific surface area and porosity, and may
also influence electronic interactions between the CNT pz orbitals and the d orbitals of their
supported nanoparticles, which have been found to decrease inversely with nanotube
curvature.224 Typical porosities, surface areas, and decomposition temperatures of CNT-type
materials and similar carbon-based nanomaterials are detailed in Table 2.2.
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Table 2.2. Adsorption properties and thermal stability of CNT, GNF, activated carbon and graphite.
Reproduced from reference 171.

Type of
Carbon
SWNT
MWNT
GNF
Activated
carbon
High SA
graphite

Porosity
(cm3 g−1)
Microporous, Vmicro: 0.15–0.3
Mesoporous, Vmeso: 0.5–2
Mesoporous, Vmeso: 0.5–2
Microporous

Surface area
(m2 g−1)
400–900
200–400
10–200
700–1200

Decomposition temp. in air
(°C)
∼800
∼650
∼600–900
∼500–600

Mesoporous

60–300

∼800

Surface composition can be additionally modified through the addition of surface heteroatom
species such as sp3 hybridised nitrogen and oxygen groups (i.e. NO3- groups and epoxides)
by e.g. acid treatment.187, 225 These groups can act as additional anchoring sites for the
deposition and dispersion of catalytic metal nanoparticles, which otherwise rely primarily
upon surface defects to stabilise them on the CNT surface.78, 171, 224, 226, 227 It should be noted
that several studies indicate a significant difference in the reactivity of CNT-supported
nanoparticles depending on whether they are located on the inner or outer surface of the
CNT, notably due to restricted movement of the nanoparticles and reactants in the tube,
stabilising the particles against sintering and potentially leading to the production of longer
hydrocarbons in FT catalysis.160,

161, 228, 229

The chemical stability of CNT makes them

suitable for a wide range of reaction conditions, including stability in acidic and basic
environments.171 Their relative thermal stability makes them suitable for high temperature
catalytic applications, though are also combustible, which allows for facile recovery of
precious metals from the CNT support as well.171 It has been noted that amount of residual
catalyst metals in the sample can decrease this stability.171
However, while the advantages of CNT as a catalytic support material are evident, there are
also several significant complications associated with their use. First, CNT remain relatively
expensive compared to conventional supports such as alumina, silica and activated carbon.230
This price is expected to decrease with time as larger and larger quantities of CNT enter the
market for other applications, though CNT must show significant benefits over conventional
catalyst support materials if they are to become a prominent material in commercial
catalysis.223, 230 Second, CNT often require significant pretreatment prior to catalysis to
remove residual CNT growth catalyst metals and deposit the desired catalysts for subsequent
reactions.171, 187 Finally, CNT powders have proven themselves to be difficult to handle in
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conjunction with conventional reactor designs. CNT powders suffer from significant
pressure drop in packed bed reactors, and their electrostatic behaviour makes them prone to
airborne dispersion. This makes them significantly hazardous when considered in
conjunction with the long-term health concerns associated with their inhalation.231
2.4.4. CNT safety concerns and best practices
Despite increasing efforts in research and production of CNT-based materials, the potential
health effects associated with CNT exposure remain poorly understood.232, 233 Indeed, the
number of publications investigating the toxicity of CNT-type materials pales in comparison
to publications concerning their novel properties and application, as seen in Figure 2.21.

Figure 2.21. Number of publications in the ISI Web of Science database identified with the keyword ‘carbon
nanotubes’ (grey bars) and ‘carbon nanotubes toxicity’ (black bars) from 1990-2010. Reproduced from
reference 233.

The possible routes for CNT to enter the human body during handling are via the lungs (e.g.
inhalation), the gastro-intestinal tract (e.g. ingestion), and the skin (e.g. absorption through
the epidermis).233 Of these, inhalation is the most likely, as CNT often exhibit a tendency
towards electrostatic dispersion, resulting in airborne CNT particulate matter in the vicinity
of their use. Initial studies on the toxicology of MWCNT focused on the effects of
aerosolised MWCNT in mice, and found that MWCNTs induced airway fibrosis in
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sensitized and MWCNT‐exposed mice 14 days after exposure at 100 mg m−3.234 It was also
shown subsequently that similarly aerosolized MWCNTs could reach the sub‐pleura of
pathogen‐free C57L6 mice after 6 h following a single exposure of 30 mg m−3.235 While
these studies were critical starting points in the toxicological study of CNT, it should be
noted that they are considered unrealistic due to the large doses and aerosolised nature of the
CNT, which are unlikely to occur in a typical handling environment.233 A landmark study
by Poland et al. indicated that long, stiff MWCNT are capable of carcinogenic toxicity in
humans via a similar mechanism as asbestos.236 This is attributed to MWCNT conforming
to the “fibre paradigm,” i.e. because they are (i) biopersistent and non‐biosoluble; (ii) thin
enough to enter cells (i.e. <5 μm); and (iii) have a length of at least 15 μm.233 Long, straight
MWCNT similar to those used in this study, particularly MWCNT-7, appear to be the most
hazardous due to their ability to pierce cells and their apparent resistance against
phagocytosis, as seen in Figure 2.22.

Figure 2.22. (i) Light microscopy images of J774A1 ‘macrophage‐like’ cells treated for 30 min with different
CNTs (15 μg mL−1) and stained for reactive oxygen species (green). The tangled CNTs appear to be readily
phagocytosed (black arrows) whereas the straight CNTs are incompletely taken up by the cells (black
arrows). Reproduced from reference 236. (ii) Lung models for carcinogenesis studies and chronic effects of
carbon nanotube exposure on aggressive cellular behaviours. Reproduced from reference 237.

Residual metals in CNT likely contribute to their toxicity. Short, iron-rich MWCNT have
been shown to possess a significant cytotoxic effect, and removing residual iron particles
has been recommended as a method to reduce the toxicity of MWCNT.238 Furthermore, hair
loss, oxidative stress, depletion of glutathione, an increase of dermal cell number, and skin
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thickening have been associated with skin contact for CNT with residual iron particles.239
Dermal toxicity is another area of concern, as it has been shown that 0.2-0.6 mg of processed
SWCNT were deposited on workers’ gloves following a HiPCO production process.233
Further studies on the dermal toxicity of SWCNT indicate that there is a dermal hazard
associated with CNT exposure and that the dermal response is primarily inflammatory in
nature.237 Functionalisation of CNT has been noted to further affect their toxicity, frequently
with reduced toxicity observed for carboxyl- and amino-functionalised CNT. It is unclear
whether this reduced toxicity is a result of reduced bioactivity for individual CNT as a result
of functionalisation, or whether it is instead caused by an increased tendency towards
agglomeration after functionalisation, as agglomerated CNT have been noted to be less toxic
than individual tubes.240 The toxicity of N-doped CNT similar to those employed in this
work has been sparsely studied, though evidence suggests that Fe- (2.0-2.5 wt. %) and Ndoped (2-4 at. %) CNT prepared from ferrocene in benzylamine are less toxic than their pure
CNT counterparts, and were not deemed to be toxic to mice when administered at doses of
≤1 mg/kg.241 Ultimately, however, due to the huge amount of variation in length, diameter,
residual metals, wall number, and chemical composition between otherwise “similar” CNT
materials, comparing results between different studies and identifying studies where only
one significant CNT variable has been altered remains a challenge. While a number of
excellent reviews are available on the toxicology of CNT materials, the most unanimous
conclusions drawn by these publications are that (i) CNT materials likely possess several
mechanisms for toxicity and carcinogenicity in humans, with long, straight MWCNT posing
a carcinogenic risk similar to asbestos, and (ii) that more stringent studies are required to
develop a consistent framework with which to evaluate the toxicity of these materials.233, 239,
242-244

Given the current state of knowledge regarding the toxicity of MWCNT materials similar to
those employed in this work, it is of the utmost importance to prevent worker exposure to
these materials. Several groups and organisations have attempted to establish suitable
occupational exposure limits (OEL) for workers who handle CNT regularly. In 2010,
Aschberger et al. derived an OEL of 1-2 μg m-3 for two different types of MWCNT. Also in
2010, the Bayer Schering Pharmaceuticals Institute of Toxicology derived an OEL of 50 μg
m-3 for its Baytubes® MWCNT. In 2013, The United States National Institute for
Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) recommended an 8 hour time weighted average
OEL of 2 μg m-3 for MWCNT and 1 μg m-3 for carbon nanofibers. Finally, in 2018
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Fukushima et al. used an extensive rat inhalation test to derive an OEL of 0.15 μg m-3 over
15 years and 0.05 μg m-3 over 45 years to protect workers from the most clearly carcinogenic
MWCNT (MWCNT-7).242, 243 Of course, mandatory use of appropriate extraction hoods,
gloves, lab coats and particle masks is always expected to ensure that these conditions are
met. Specifically, a TYVEK antistatic coat must be worn over the standard lab coat to ensure
that CNT fibres are not transported outside of the workspace on the workers’ clothes. Nitrile
gloves must be used to prevent dermal exposure, and as of 2013 the US NIOSH and UK
Healthy and Safety Executive (HSE) recommend a minimum of APF20- or FFP3-grade
respirator masks when handling CNT materials as a suitable precautionary measure against
spillages.245-247 If CNT are likely to become airborne during use, a full-face, motorised
respirator should be used. Furthermore, work with CNT should always be conducted in a
HEPA filtered fume cupboard, which is safely vented outside wherever it is reasonable to do
so.245 CNT samples should be stored in airtight vessels to prevent unintentional spillages,
and safety equipment such as masks and gloves should be stored separately from the CNT
samples to avoid contamination. As best practice, the required respirator masks should be
applied first and removed last when preparing to handle CNT. Furthermore, it is critically
important to ensure that work is conducted in a negative pressure extraction environment to
prevent any risk of exposure from the outset.
2.5.

Nitrogen-doped CNT (N-CNT, NCNT)

Substitutional heteroatom doping has become a central topic of interest in CNT research, in
attempts to gain greater control over the chemical and electrical properties of CNT
materials.225, 227, 248 Among possible candidates (e.g. B,249-252 N,227, 253-255 S,256 F257, P258)
nitrogen displays several notable advantages such as flexible, simple synthesis techniques,
and effective modulation of the graphitic structure while maintaining high conductivity.227
This thesis largely concerns the effect of nitrogen doping in the CNT support structure of a
CO2 hydrogenation catalyst, and how this influence can be exploited to enhance our capacity
for CO2 utilisation. In this section, the synthesis, structure, properties and previous work
using NCNT as supports for RWGS and FT catalysis are summarised.
2.5.1. Electronic and chemical properties of NCNT
Nitrogen can be incorporated into the graphitic CNT lattice in several bonding
configurations, as seen in Figure 2.23.259-261 When compared to carbon, nitrogen possesses
an additional valence electron. This prevents nitrogen from integrating into the sp2
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hybridised graphitic lattice perfectly, resulting in lattice defects and unique electronic
properties for different nitrogen atoms in the lattice depending on their bonding
configuration. The possible nitrogen bonding configurations, their respective properties and
resulting lattice vacancies have been outlined below.227, 260, 262-264

Figure 2.23. (i-viii) The bonding configurations of nitrogen incorporated into the graphitic CNT lattice,
reproduced from reference 259. (ix) Molecular orbital diagrams comparing the electronic structure of graphitic
carbon versus possible nitrogen substitutes, inspired by reference 265.
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i.

Pyridinic, where the N atom is substituted into a 6 membered ring, contributing pelectrons to the aromatic π-system via sp2 hybridised bonding to graphitic carbons.
Two valence electrons take part in σ-bonding, two others form a lone pair, and the
rest stay in the π-state. The lone pair on a pyridinic N may act as a Brönsted-Lowry
base to become readily protonated in aqueous solutions or take part in base-catalysed
reactions.

ii.

Pyrrolic, where the N atom is substituted into a 5 membered ring. It retains sp2
hybridisation through energetically favourable delocalisation of its lone pair into the
aromatic π electron system.

iii.

Graphitic/Quaternary, where the N atom replaces a graphitic carbon atom in the
CNT lattice. Four out of five valence N electrons form σ- and π-bonds similar to C
atoms; the remaining one electron forms a shallow donor state in the band gap of
semiconducting SWCNT or is entirely delocalised in the π-system of graphene or
metallic SWCNT. Other possible quaternary configurations include edge-located
quaternary N, where nitrogen replaces a carbon in a 6 membered ring, but forms a
terminal N—O or N—H bond rather than a fourth N—C bond that would otherwise
continue the graphitic lattice.260 In this instance, the quaternary N gains a formal
positive charge as it is no longer fully stabilised by surrounding π electron systems.

iv.

Nitrile, where the N atom experiences a terminal triple bond to a single-bonded
carbon.

v.

Primary amine, where the N atom is single-bonded to a CNT lattice carbon atom in
addition to two hydrogen atoms.

vi.

Vacancy pyridinic doping complexes, where the N atom is directly incorporated
into an aromatic 6 membered ring in the CNT lattice, resulting in lattice defects
elsewhere (there are multiple configurations within this bonding regime – for
example see vii).

viii.

Interstitial divalent, where the N atom is divalently incorporated into two 6
membered rings, joining two more together in the process.

In general, the additional electron density contributed by nitrogen incorporation is said to
increase the reductive character and electron donation potential of N-doped graphitic
materials versus their pristine counterparts, as seen in Figure 2.24.266 However, each
different nitrogen environment also gives rise to its own unique chemical properties that
influences its role in catalysis. All C—N bonds experience charge redistribution with a weak
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negative charge (δ-) over the nitrogen and a weak positive charge (δ+) over the carbon due
to the difference in their electronegativities of 3.04 and 2.55 on the Pauling scale,
respectively.227 These dipoles have been noted to facilitate the first step of the catalytic
oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) over N-doped graphene catalysts, by encouraging
adsorption of O2 to begin the process. In electrochemical ORR catalysis, dipoles aid the
process further by the increasing in the local density of states around the Fermi level of Ndoped graphitic carbons.227 This facilitates charge transfer to the adsorbed O2 molecule,
reducing the energy barrier to dissociation. Graphitic/quaternary nitrogen is the most active
in this facilitation of the ORR reaction, while pyridinic and pyrrolic nitrogen are noted to be
less active. This is attributed to the presence of lone pair electrons in pyridinic and pyrrolic
nitrogen, which hinder the initial adsorption of O2 at the catalyst surface.227 Graphitic
nitrogen has been observed to be the most chemically stable of the three nitrogen
environments.267 Dipoles in the NCNT lattice also enhance interactions between NCNT and
numerous solvents, notably causing them to disperse more readily than pure CNT.268

Figure 2.24. Number of reducing sites (meq g−1) versus (A) total nitrogen content and (B) pyridinic nitrogen
in NCNTs as determined by iodometric analysis. Reproduced from reference 266.

The aforementioned bonding modes and local C—N dipoles in NCNT represent attractive
features to be exploited for novel chemical and catalytic applications. However, the
vacancies and defects resulting from imperfect incorporation of nitrogen into the sp2 lattice
result in a decrease in the overall crystallinity, thermal and chemical stability of NCNT
compared to similar pristine CNT.262, 266, 269, 270 Common nitrogen concentrations reported
for NCNT-based materials range from 1-10 at. %, with increasing nitrogen concentration
resulting in decreased thermal stability of the material.206, 262, 266, 270 It is therefore necessary
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to balance the required stability of the NCNT material with the desired reactivity of its
nitrogen sites in order to develop NCNT-based catalysts that are both active and durable.271
2.5.2. NCNT synthesis methods and mechanism
Nitrogen doping in CNT materials can be achieved by either in situ or post-treatment doping
techniques.187, 262 In situ techniques incorporate nitrogen directly into the CNT lattice during
synthesis, while post-treatment techniques rely on surface modification of alreadysynthesized CNT. Whenever necessary in this thesis, N-doped CNT synthesised via in situ
methods will be referred to as NCNT, while post-doped CNT will be referred to as N-CNT
for clarity, though no formal distinction in naming convention has been made in literature.
Common in situ synthesis methods are similar to the standard CNT synthesis techniques
discussed above (e.g. CVD,206 arc-discharge,272 solvo-thermal,273 laser ablation,274
pyrolysis248), where nitrogen incorporation is achieved by adding a nitrogen source to the
reaction and nitrogen integration occurs during CNT assembly. Of the in situ doping
techniques, CVD remains the most investigated due to its potential for upscaling.271 Postdoping techniques involve exposing pristine CNT to a nitrogen source (e.g. flowing
ammonia) at elevated temperatures (ca. 400-1000 °C). Pretreatment of the CNT to introduce
reactive oxygen groups (e.g. with nitric acid solution) has also been reported to facilitate
more thorough nitrogen doping has also been reported.78, 187, 275
In this work, NCNT are primarily produced via in situ CVD doping using ferrocene as a
floating catalyst dissolved in acetonitrile as a nitrogen- and carbon-containing precursor
solution. This provides the benefit of facile catalyst synthesis, but also results in the same
residual iron particles embedded in the NCNT surface that can later be applied in combined
RWGS/FT catalysis. While a variety of N-containing organic solvents may be used,
acetonitrile has been found to be the most versatile, producing NCNT consistently across a
broad temperature range.264 NCNT synthesis in this manner functions similarly to CNT CVD
synthesis as described earlier. However, it has been noted that multi-walled NCNT CVD
synthesis using iron nanoparticle catalysts results in “bamboo-like” compartments or
segmentation along the internal tube bore rather than the hollow tubes observed in CNT
without nitrogen doping, as seen in Figure 2.25.206, 248, 253, 254, 264, 269-271, 276, 277
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Figure 2.25. The degree of bamboo segmentation observed in CNx nanotubes (NCNT) as a function of
nitrogen content. Reproduced from reference 253.

The mechanism of formation for these bamboo-like segments is currently unconfirmed.
However, results from independent studies have been corroborated to give an approximate
description of the process. Several studies suggest that nitrogen acts as a surfactant during
CNT growth, improving diffusion of carbon through the catalyst particle by reducing the
energy barrier to diffusion.278, 279 It is suggested that this results in partial encapsulation of
the catalyst particle by the graphitic structure. Continued diffusion of carbon and nitrogen
into the particle results in increasing strain in the graphitic shell until the particle is forcefully
ejected from the shell, allowing for the process to be repeated as seen in Figure 2.26.265
Bamboo-like structure is observed primarily in NCNT grown over iron catalysts, which has
been suggested to be an effect of the stability of iron carbides, which may form favourably
as carbon diffusion is enhanced along the exterior of the particle.264, 266 This is said to reduce
the vertical growth rate of NCNT relative to CNT, as it inhibits vertical carbon extrusion
from the particle as more carbon is incorporated into the graphitic bamboo shell structures.280
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Figure 2.26. Proposed mechanism for the formation of bamboo-like segmentation in NCNT synthesised via
CVD. Inspired by reference 265.

Controlling the individual properties of NCNT during CVD synthesis remains challenging.
As with CNT, the individual properties of NCNT are significantly dependent upon each other
such that altering a synthesis variable to target one material property is likely to influence
numerous characteristics of the final product. In addition to all of the variables that must be
considered when attempting to control the properties of pristine CNT during synthesis,
NCNT synthesis requires the consideration of additional variables such as overall nitrogen
content and the concentrations of each different nitrogen environment.227, 280 Some progress
has been made in targeting control of these properties. Several studies have shown that
increasing temperature decreases the total nitrogen content (C/N ratio) of the NCNT
product.206, 264 This is attributed to the difference in ΔGf for the relevant metal nitrides and
carbides, with carbides becoming relatively more favourable at higher temperatures.264
Increasing temperature has also been shown to increase the average tube diameter and
decrease both nitrogen content and the ratio of pyridinic-to-graphitic nitrogen observed in
the final product.206, 264 Ferrocene concentration in the precursor solution has also been noted
to influence nitrogen incorporation in NCNT. In NCNT grown via CVD of a ferrocene-inacetonitrile precursor solution, increasing ferrocene concentration was shown to decrease
the length and nitrogen content of the final product.277 In NCNT grown via CVD of a
ferrocene-in-pyridine precursor solution with added NH3 in the carrier gas, increasing the
NH3 concentration during synthesis was shown to increase both the nitrogen and residual
iron content of the final product.266
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2.5.3. RWGS and FT over NCNT-supported iron particles
The reactivity of iron nanoparticle catalysts supported on N-doped CNT materials has been
investigated in literature for the conversion of CO and CO2.78, 79, 227, 275 Notably, Lu et al.
investigated the promoting effect of nitrogen doping into MWCNT on pure FT over
supported iron nanoparticles.281 NCNT with 3-5 at. % nitrogen with a ca. 1:1 ratio of
graphitic and pyridinic N were synthesised via CVD and purified to remove the iron, cobalt
and Al2O3 growth catalyst via reflux in 6M NaOH and 6M HCl solution at 110 °C for 4 h.
Iron loadings of 2-15 wt. % were then achieved via incipient wetness of the desired amount
of iron nitrate dissolved in distilled water, resulting in a particle size of ca. 7-8 nm. Nitrogen
doping was observed to result in increased reducibility, basicity, activity, stability and olefin
selectivity relative to a similarly prepared pristine CNT-based catalyst using 100 mg of
catalyst at 300 °C, 1 bar, 4200 mL h–1 g–1, and H2/CO = 1. The increased activity and olefin
selectivity were attributed to the intrinsic basicity of the nitrogen sites, which enhances CO
adsorption and dissociation at the catalyst surface while encouraging desorption of short
olefins. The enhanced reducibility of the N-doped catalyst was also credited for its improved
activity due to easier formation of the FT-active Hägg carbide iron species (χ-Fe5C2). The
enhanced stability of the catalyst was attributed to the anchoring effect of the nitrogen sites
on the deposited catalyst particles, stabilising them against deactivation via coarsening.
Xiong et al. performed a similar investigation into the pure FT activity of iron particles
supported on an N-CNT material.275 The N-CNT support was produced by bubbling
acetonitrile vapour over pristine CNT using an argon carrier gas at 100 sccm and
temperatures of 700-900 °C, yielding N-CNT with a nitrogen content of 0.7-6.5 at. % and a
ratio of ca. 3:1 graphitic to pyridinic N. Prior to nitrogen doping, the pristine CNT substrate
had been grown in-house and purified of its iron, cobalt and CaCO3 growth catalyst via
treatment in 30% HNO3 solution for 2 hours at room temperature. To achieving iron doping,
the as-produced N-CNT supports were first further acid-treated under mild (30% HNO3 at
room temperature for 2 hours) and harsh (55% HNO3 at 120 °C for 2 hours) conditions to
introduce oxygen functionalities as further anchoring sites for the deposition of catalytic iron
particles.187 10 wt. % iron doping was then achieved by dissolving the requisite amount of
Fe(NO3)3·9H2O and urea (1.5 mol per mol of Fe) in 20 mL deionised water and stirred for
at 90 °C for 2 hours to allow for hydrolysis of the urea before drying. N-doping and harsh
acid treatment were observed to decrease particle size while increasing dispersion, activity,
olefin selectivity and C5+ selectivity. The increased activity and selectivity were attributed
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to the smaller particle size (ca. 6 nm) and improved adsorption and dissociation of CO at the
catalyst surface. Interestingly, N-doping decreased the reducibility of the material in this
instance.
Finally, Chew et al. investigated the activity of iron nanoparticles supported on N-CNT
materials in full RWGS/FT CO2 hydrogenation following initial studies on pure FT over
similar materials.78, 162 The N-CNT support was produced via nitric acid vapour treatment of
commercially-obtained pristine MWCNT at 200 °C for 24 hours to introduce oxygenated
anchoring sites.282 The oxygenated CNT were then treated under flowing ammonia (10 vol%
NH3 in He) at 400 °C for 6 hours to produce N-CNT with a nitrogen content of ca. 5.9 at. %,
though the concentration of specific nitrogen environments was not stated. A theoretical iron
loading of 40 wt. % was achieved via dry impregnation of ammonium ferric citrate in
aqueous solution for 1 hour, resulting in iron particles of ca. 8-10 nm. N-doping was
observed to increase reducibility, activity, olefin selectivity and C5+ selectivity relative to
similar O-doped materials and an Fe/SiO2 catalyst, though in many cases performance
between the O-doped and N-doped samples were within a reasonable margin of error, and
no comparison with pristine CNT-supported materials was provided.
These reports provide a valuable starting point to begin an investigation into the effect of
nitrogen doping on the catalytic performance of CNT-supported iron particles on combined
RWGS/FT CO2 hydrogenation. Indeed, they suggest that nitrogen doping may be a valuable
tool in enhancing the activity of these materials through enhanced particle-support
interactions. However, existing studies remain limited in number, scope, comparability, and
effective integration of the nitrogen, iron, and CNT support in the catalyst. The current state
of the literature does little to account for the unique influence of different nitrogen
environments in the CNT support, the limited integration between iron, nitrogen and the
CNT support, and the mechanistic influence that nitrogen incorporation might have in the
presence of competing simultaneous CO and CO2 conversion reactions at the catalyst
surface.
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2.6.

Fe@CNT and derivative materials

The work in this thesis builds upon previous studies of the Fe@CNT CO2 hydrogenation
catalyst,70-72, 116 which relies on the residual iron nanoparticles used to catalyse the growth
of MWCNT as active sites for combined RWGS/FT CO2 reduction. The catalyst
incorporates synergistic properties from iron nanoparticles, MWCNT supports,70 and
RWGS/FT chemistry.68, 69 This affords a catalyst with a simplified manufacturing method,72
and novel, noteworthy activity towards the reduction of CO2 to hydrocarbons.70-72 The
investigations detailed in this thesis build upon these existing studies by determining the
effect of nitrogen doping into the MWCNT support upon the activity of the N-doped catalyst
(Fe@NCNT) in CO2 hydrogenation. This section summarises the findings of previous
publications from the University of Bath regarding the synthesis and catalytic activity of the
Fe@CNT catalyst. Previous literature studies concerning the synthesis of similar
Fe@NCNT-type materials are also summarised. While in theory any N-doped CNT
produced via a typical iron-based FCCVD method might be considered as Fe@NCNT-type
materials, there are no other reports in literature of the residual iron particles embedded in
these materials being exposed and exploited for further reactivity. As such, this work
constitutes the only example of turning these Fe@NCNT-type materials into the fullyrealised Fe@NCNT catalyst by harnessing their iron particles as catalytic sites for CO2
hydrogenation and other sustainable catalytic processes.
2.6.1. Fe@CNT
Investigations into the Fe@CNT CO2 hydrogenation catalyst were originally published by
O’Byrne et al. in 2013.70 The catalyst was produced via an aerosol-assisted chemical vapour
deposition method, resulting in a powder consisting of forests of MWCNT with residual iron
catalyst growth particles embedded into their wall structure rather than doped onto the
surface as had been previously reported. The particle diameters were noted to be ca. 31 ± 12
nm with tube diameters on the order of 25-75 nm. After CVD synthesis, the residual iron
particles were noted to be obscured beneath a layer of graphitic carbon, which could be
removed via thermal activation in air (as seen in Figure 2.27), thereby significantly
increasing the activity of the catalyst.
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Figure 2.27. Oxidation states of (a) untreated iron nanoparticle coated in graphitic carbon (not to scale), (b)
thermally oxidised nanoparticle with carbon layers removed, and (c) reduce particle treated with H2.
Reproduced from reference 70.

This deep integration of the catalytic iron particles and their MWCNT support materials
resulted in notably superior CO and CO2 hydrogenation performance relative to other Fe/C
catalysts reported at the time.70 This was attributed to improved hydrogen spillover from the
metallic particles onto the CNT surface facilitated by the bridged connection between the
CNT support and iron particles, thereby enhancing the reducing capabilities of the catalyst.
The catalyst was analysed via SEM, TEM, EDS and XPS to elucidate the clear structure of
Fe@CNT material and confirm the iron phases present during catalyst synthesis, activation,
reduction and reaction. The catalyst was observed to consist of ca. 0.2 and 1.0 at. % iron
loading at the surface, before and after activation, respectively, indicating the successful
removal of the graphitic layer that initially obscured them. The phases of the iron were
identified as predominantly metallic iron after synthesis, Fe(III) after activation, and a
mixture of Fe(II) and Fe(III) after reduction. Tests were conducted using 0.4 g Fe@CNT
powder in a packed bed reactor at 370 °C under a total flowrate of 8 sccm and a CO2:H2 ratio
of 3:1 after an initial reduction under 50 sccm H2 at 400 °C and atmospheric pressure for 3
hours.
Subsequent investigations into the Fe@CNT catalyst centred around supporting the catalyst
on a cordierite monolith to improve process efficiency after initial investigations using a
powder packed bed.116 Mounting the Fe@CNT onto the cordierite monolith support was
successfully achieved by using the cordierite monolith as a substrate during CVD synthesis,
as seen in Figure 2.28. This was followed by a shorter thermal activation to avoid fully
oxidizing away the thin Fe@CNT layer.
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Figure 2.28. SEM micrographs of (a) bare cordierite monolith and (b) cordierite monolith coated with CNT
layer. Reproduced from reference 116.

Fe@CNT-monoliths were determined to be stable at temperatures significantly above typical
reaction conditions via TGA, with decomposition occurring above 500 °C under H2 and
above 600 °C under CO2. CO2 conversion performance was observed to suffer compared to
the powder packed bed at atmospheric pressure, though similar conversions and superior
rates of reaction were achieved at elevated pressures. Beyond the pressure of 7.5 bar,
conversion did not increase further and the process was stated to become mass transfer
limited rather than rate limited. Furthermore, catalyst stability was tested for 15 hours time
on stream, during which conversion was observed to decrease by ca. 30%, though no shifts
in product distribution were reported. This deactivation was attributed to a mixture of carbon
deposition and iron particle sintering, as sulphur poisoning and conversion of the active
phase could be excluded with some confidence, though conclusive evidence for any of these
deactivation processes could not be established. Interestingly, in situ pXRD analysis of the
monolith-supported catalyst revealed that a significant amount of Fe(0) was formed after the
reduction step rather than the previously reported mix of Fe(II) and Fe(III). This was
attributed to the greater penetration of pXRD into the sample relative to previous XPS
studies, combined with the enhanced reducibility of iron particles encapsulated within the
MWCNT at temperatures where particles supported on the tube exterior remain as oxides.
Prior to the investigations in this thesis, the most recent publication concerning the Fe@CNT
catalyst was published by Mattia et al. in 2015 and consisted of efforts to optimise reaction
conditions for the powder packed bed catalyst, as seen in Figure 2.29. Investigations into the
effect of doping a variety of promoter metals onto the catalyst surface were also detailed and
concluded with a full life cycle assessment (LCA) of the Fe@CNT to determine their realworld feasibility.72 Ideal reaction conditions were confirmed to be a reaction temperature of
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370 °C, flowrate of 8 sccm, reduction pressure of 5 bar, and reaction pressure of 7.5 bar. The
target parameters for optimization were CO2 conversion and selectivity towards (preferably
long-chain) hydrocarbons. These findings served as a basis for determining the reaction
conditions applied in this thesis. A variety of promoter metals were doped onto the surface
of the Fe@CNT, including Na, K, Cs, Mg, Ca, Mn, and Pd. Of these, Na resulted in a
desirable increase in CO2 conversion and C5+ selectivity, though CO selectivity was also
enhanced.

Figure 2.29. (i) CO2-to-hydrocarbon conversion performance under a variety of reaction temperatures,
flowrates, reduction pressures and reaction pressures. (ii) CO 2-to-hydrocarbon conversion performance when
upon doping of the Fe@CNT with a variety of promoter metals at different metal loadings and pressures.
Reproduced from reference 72.
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The results of the LCA indicated that the impacts of materials sourcing, catalyst production
and process operation could be approximately balanced by their offset in CO2 mitigation.
However, it was also overwhelmingly demonstrated that the renewable energy sources must
be used to drive the process at an industrial scale in order for CO2-neutral energy storage to
be feasible.72 The outcomes of these LCA studies are presented in Figure 2.30.

Figure 2.30. (i) Overview of LCA inputs and outputs when evaluating the environmental viability of the
Fe@CNT-driven CO2 conversion process. (ii) LCA results for the Fe@CNT-driven CO2 conversion process
showing the impact of catalyst production and process operation relative to the offset generated by the
process at different scales and using different energy sources. Reproduced from reference 72.
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2.6.2. Previous examples of Fe@NCNT
This thesis describes continued research into the Fe@CNT catalyst by exploring the effect
of chemically modifying the underlying MWCNT support in RWGS/FT for the conversion
of CO2 into hydrocarbons. In order to maintain the simple synthesis and beneficial properties
afforded by deep integration of the iron nanoparticles and CNT support in the Fe@CNT
catalyst, any modification or substitution of heteroatoms into the CNT support structure must
take place during the CVD synthesis process. Nitrogen doped Fe@CNT-type materials have
been previously reported in literature.206, 248, 253, 254, 264, 269-271, 277 Relevant findings from these
studies have been summarised in detail in section 2.5. Indeed, any CNT or NCNT produced
via a typical iron-based FCCVD method could be considered as Fe@CNT-type or
Fe@NCNT-type materials. However, the final Fe@CNT or Fe@NCNT catalyst is defined
by having suitably high enough iron content in the CVD precursor solution to generate a
significant number of residual iron particles along the grown CNT, as well as the subsequent
exposure of these iron particles from beneath the graphitic carbon layer to act as catalytic
sites. To the best of our knowledge there are no known examples of the activated residual
iron particles in Fe@NCNT-type materials being applied in thermochemical catalysis. As
such, these studies constitute the first example of investigations into the reactivity of the
fully realised Fe@NCNT catalyst.
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3.

Chapter 3 – Aims and objectives

3.1.

Aims

The aim of the research detailed in this thesis was to contribute to the body of knowledge
surrounding the catalytic conversion of CO2 into chemical fuels. More specifically, it was
intended to contribute to the development of novel and improved catalytic materials for the
direct hydrogenation of CO2 via coupled RWGS/FT chemistry. These aims were pursued by
further iterating upon the material properties of the previously-published Fe@CNT catalyst,
particularly through in situ nitrogen doping in the CNT support material. Desirable outcomes
of these experiments included the successful production of novel CO2 hydrogenation
materials, improved catalyst activity in the RWGS/FT process, increased yield of high value
olefins or long-chain hydrocarbons, and an improved understanding of the thermodynamic,
kinetic, and mechanistic effects governing RWGS/FT chemistry.
3.2.

Objectives

In order to achieve the aims of the research detailed in this thesis, a series of objectives was
defined. These short, medium, and long-term objectives served to guide our research efforts
and deconstruct the overarching aims of this project by categorising them into a series of
approachable, related, and sequentially organised goals. The objectives of this research
project have been outlined below:
Short-term objectives
•

Achieve consistent synthesis of Fe@CNT and Fe@NCNT on a scale that is suitable for
CO2 hydrogenation testing

•

Construct a suitable high-pressure CO2 hydrogenation reactor

•

Establish a reliable method for analysing and quantifying the products of CO2
hydrogenation experiments via GC-MS

•

Fully characterise the Fe@NCNT material to achieve a baseline understanding of its
physical morphology and chemical composition

•

Establish a suitable protocol for activation of the Fe@NCNT material to expose the
embedded iron particles from underneath their graphitic layers for catalysis
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Medium-term objectives
•

Establish repeatability of previously published CO2 hydrogenation data over Fe@CNT
using the newly constructed high-pressure reactor

•

Obtain an initial comparison of the reactivity of Fe@CNT and Fe@NCNT

•

Determine the influence of reaction conditions upon the RWGS/FT process over
Fe@NCNT

•

Conduct a screening of potentially appealing promoter metals to identify desirable
reactivity or synergistic effects arising from cooperation between the N-doping in the
catalyst support and surface-doped promoter metals

Long-term objectives
•

Fully characterise promising materials identified during promoter screening experiments

•

Conduct further in-depth catalytic investigations of promising materials identified during
the promoter screening studies (e.g. design of experiments targeting reaction conditions
and promoter loading) for optimisation of desirable properties

•

Investigate the mechanistic influence of N-doping upon the RWGS/FT process over
Fe@NCNT

•

Explore further in situ catalyst composition control methods (e.g. particle size and
nitrogen content) to establish techniques for tuneable catalyst manufacturing

Logically defining and pursuing these objectives was critical in guiding research efforts and
ensuring consistent, incremental progress during this project.
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4.

Chapter 4 – Materials and methods

This exploration of the catalytic conversion of CO2 to hydrocarbons relies on a variety of
synthetic and analytical techniques to develop and characterize novel catalytic materials, and
assess their efficacy in catalysing RWGS/FT chemistry. This chapter summarizes the theory
behind the techniques employed throughout this research and describes the specific
methodologies employed during materials synthesis and catalytic testing.
4.1.

Catalyst synthesis and characterisation

4.1.1. Chemical vapour deposition
CVD is a commonly employed laboratory and industrial scale technique for the synthesis of
a wide variety of solid materials such as CNTs, graphene and thin films. In CVD processes,
gaseous or vaporized reagents are dissociated, deposited and reacted in their atomized form
over a heated or activated substrate surface such as quartz. This produces highly pure product
materials with control at the atomic or nanometre scale, through the homogeneous reaction
of gas phase reagents and/or the heterogenous chemical reactions that occur on or near the
surface of the activated substrate.283
In this work, CVD was the most heavily employed materials synthesis technique for the
production of Fe@CNT and Fe@NCNT. To produce Fe@CNT, 1.0 g ferrocene (FcH) was
dissolved in 50 mL toluene to produce a CVD precursor solution of concentration 20 mg
mL-1 FcH in toluene. 40 mL of the precursor solution was then injected at a rate of 10 mL h1

into a quartz tube (25 mm ID × 28 mm OD × 122 cm L), loaded in a tubular furnace at 790

°C under a flow of 50 sccm H2 and 400 sccm Ar. A schematic representation of this process
is presented in Figure 4.1.
Syringe controlled by
pump filled with 20
mg/mL FcH in ACN

Tube furnace containing quartz CVD tube

H2 and Ar MFCs
control gas flow

Gas bubbler
to extraction

Figure 4.1. Schematic of a the Fe@NCNT synthesis process in the tubular CVD reactor.
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After 4 hours of CVD injection, the raw catalyst was readily retrieved from within the quartz
tube by scratching the interior cavity of the quartz tube with an elongated spatula. While the
quartz tube itself was ca. 120 cm long, Fe@NCNT were only grown between 35-55 cm from
the inlet of the tube, corresponding to the region of the tube located in the hot zone of the
furnace. While black carbonaceous deposits were clearly visible along a greater length of the
tube, these have been shown to consist of graphitic and amorphous carbon rather than CNT
due to inadequate temperatures for CNT synthesis outside of the hot zone. A 40 mL injection
synthesis typically yielded ca. 1.5 g of catalyst. To minimize error due to variance between
catalyst batches, a stock of ca. 10 g was produced before beginning catalytic trials, and
progressively topped up every 3 reactions.
In this synthesis process, the FcH and toluene solution acts as a carbon and iron source, and
the argon acts as an inert carrier gas to deposit the vaporized solution evenly along the
interior of the quartz tube. The hydrogen gas assists in the high temperature decomposition
of the FcH in the vaporized solution. This results in the deposition of iron nanoparticles along
the quartz surface. These iron particles form a solid solution, allowing them to dissolve
carbon from the vaporized precursor to nucleate the growth of the Fe@CNT.185 Thus, in
order to produce Fe@NCNTs, the same experimental procedure was employed with the sole
exception of replacing toluene in the precursor solution with acetonitrile (ACN) to act as a
source of both carbon and nitrogen during the CNT growth process, resulting in a nitrogendoped CNT support structure.
4.1.2. Catalyst wet impregnation
Impregnation has been commonly used to load catalytic species onto or into porous materials
to produce a wide variety of supported catalysts,284 and is often a first choice when
attempting to synthesize or screen novel supported catalysts due to its simplicity in
execution, scalability, and the relatively small amount of waste produced.285 The technique
can be broadly categorized into two notable variants, namely standard wet impregnation
(WI) and pore volume impregnation (PVI), sometimes also referred to as incipient wetness
impregnation (IWI) or dry impregnation (DI). All impregnation techniques rely on the initial
preparation of a catalyst- or precursor-containing loading solution, in which the desired
amount of catalyst (e.g. pre-synthesized metal nanoparticles) or catalyst precursor (e.g. an
inorganic metal salt) is dissolved or dispersed according to the desired metallic loading of
the final supported catalyst material. This loading solution is then mixed with the desired
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amount of the porous support material to decompose the catalyst precursor and deposit the
catalytic species onto the surface of the support (e.g. by initial sonication to aid in dispersion
of the materials, following by an extended stirring period; often 24-48 hours). The resulting
mixture is then dried to remove the solvent, leaving behind the supported catalyst as a
product. The most commonly used solvent for inorganic salts is water because of the high
solubility of many precursors. Methanol is also employed due to its beneficial solubility. To
prevent premature deposition of the metal precursor in bulk solution, concentrations below
(super)saturation are required.285
In standard WI, the amount of solvent used is in excess to the pore volume of the support
material, resulting in a mixture that is more easily stirred but contains a relatively lower
concentration of the catalyst or precursor compared to PVI. In PVI, the amount of solvent
used to prepare the loading solution matches the pore volume of the support material (this
volume is often experimentally determined by adding pure solvent to the desired amount of
the support material dropwise, observing its absorption into the support until saturation has
been reached and slight pooling is observed on the surface). This results in a thick, dry slurry
containing a relatively higher concentration of the catalyst or precursor compared to standard
WI. Which method should be chosen depends on the solubility of the catalyst or precursor
in the chosen solvent, and the desired properties of the resulting catalyst, as the strong
capillary forces acting on the high concentration loading solution in PVI can assist in
depositing catalytic species more deeply into the porous support.285
In this work, standard WI was used to dope promoter metals such as ruthenium and sodium
onto the surface of pre-synthesized Fe@NCNTs prior to activation. It was also used to dope
iron nanoparticles of various sizes and morphologies onto commercially obtained carbon
nanotubes and a variety of novel porous support materials. WI was chosen over PVI to ensure
that all of the chosen metal precursors and nanoparticles were evenly dissolved and dispersed
through prolonged stirring with the catalyst support to minimize the effect that differences
in solubility and particle size might have on the impregnation process. Additionally, because
RWGS/FT catalysis takes place primarily at the exterior surface of the nanotube support,
rather than in the internal cavity, increased metal impregnation inside the nanotubes through
PVI was not a desirable outcome.
To deposit promoter metals onto the surface of existing Fe@NCNTs, a variety of potentially
beneficial promoters was first identified. Promoters were primarily evaluated by their
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potential to increase the α values and olefin-paraffin ratios of our product distributions in
combined RWGS/FT catalysis. Precursor salts of these metals corresponding to 0.5 wt. %
promoter metal loading were then dissolved into 15 mL of either water or methanol,
depending on the solubility of the precursor salt, and stirred for 24 hours with 0.5 g
Fe@NCNT. The product was then heated at 115 °C for 2 hours to ensure the removal of any
remaining solvent after stirring. The salts, solvents and weights employed have been
summarized in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1. Summary of salts, solvents and loadings used in Fe@NCNT promoter screening.

Loading /mg
Salt

Solvent

Co(NO3)6.6H2O methanol

(0.5 g Fe@NCNT, 0.5 wt. %)
12

LiOAc.2H2O

methanol

24

Pd(OAc)2

methanol

5

RuCl3

methanol

11

Cs2CO3

water

6

NaHCO3

water

9

InCl3

water

5

To deposit pre-synthesized iron oxide nanoparticles onto the surface of pristine commercial
carbon nanotubes (Sigma-Aldrich, MWCNT 50-90 nm diameter), the nanotube support first
had to be oxidized with nitric acid to aid in their dispersion and provide anchoring sites for
the subsequent iron nanoparticle doping step. 0.5 g CNT was dispersed in 200 mL 6 M nitric
acid solution and stirred for 24 hours. The resulting slurry was collected and washed with
deionised water under vacuum filtration until the washings were pH neutral. The solid was
then washed again with toluene to remove any remaining water and dispersed in toluene with
5 wt. % of the desired iron particles. Fe2O3 was the primary species used for a brief study of
the relationship between particle morphology and RWGS/FT activity. For Fe2O3 particles, a
loading of 35 mg was used per 0.5 g CNTs to ensure that the amount of iron metal being
added was equal to 5 wt. %. After stirring for 48 hours the slurry was collected again washed
with acetone under vacuum filtration before being left to dry at 60 °C overnight.
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4.1.3. Brunauer-Emmett-Teller surface area analysis
Surface area analysis measures the specific surface area (total surface of the material per unit
of mass or volume) and pore size distribution of a material by employing the BET model.
This provides a model for the monolayer physical adsorption of gas molecules on a solid
surface, and follows from the Langmuir theory for monolayer molecular adsorption,
extending it to multilayer adsorption under three key hypotheses. Namely, that gas molecules
physically adsorb on a solid in layers infinitely, that gas molecules only interact with adjacent
layers, and that the Langmuir theory can be applied to each layer, as seen in Figure 4.2.

Figure 4.2. Multilayer gas adsorption on a solid surface, as modelled by BET theory. Reproduced from
reference 286.

This gives rise to the BET isotherm equation (Equation 4.1), which allows for the surface
area of the sample to be determined from the adsorption cross section of the adsorbing
species.
𝑉
𝑉𝑚𝑜𝑛

=

𝑐𝑧
(1 − 𝑧)(1 − (1 − 𝑐)𝑧)

Equation 4.1. The BET isotherm equation, where 𝑉is the adsorbed gas quantity, 𝑉𝑚𝑜𝑛 is the monolayer
absorbed gas quantity, 𝑐 is a constant which is large when the enthalpy of desorption from a monolayer is
𝑝
large compared with the enthalpy of vaporization of the liquid adsorbate, and 𝑧 = , where 𝑝 is the
𝑝0

equilibrium pressure and 𝑝0 is the saturation pressure.

In this work, BET surface area analysis was used to determine the specific surface area of
Fe@CNTs and Fe@NCNTs to compare their physical properties, as these may be useful in
understanding the causes for similarities and differences in their catalytic activity. It is worth
noting that it was difficult to assess the significance of surface area with respect to the
reactivity of these materials, as it is unclear how much reactivity occurs on the outer surface
of the nanotube versus inside the tube cavity. Surface area analysis was conducted in
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conjunction with collaborators at the University of Bari, using a Pulse ChemiSorb 2750
Micromeritics instrument with N2/He as a carrier gas at 273 K followed by heating to
923 K.
4.1.4. Raman spectroscopy
Raman spectroscopy is a powerful spectroscopic technique that allows changes in molecular
state to be explored by examining the frequencies present in the radiation scattered by subject
molecules. In Raman spectroscopy, an incident photon is scattered from a molecule with
either an increase in frequency (if the radiation gains energy from the molecule) or with a
lower frequency (if it loses energy to the molecule) to give the anti-Stokes and Stokes lines,
respectively, as seen in Figure 4.3. Scattering without changes in frequency result in
Rayleigh lines.287 The difference between the frequencies of the scattered and incident
radiation is determined by the transitions that take place within the molecule as a result of
the impact of an incoming photon, and can thus be used to study molecular rotations and
vibrations.

Figure 4.3. Energy level diagram representing the transitions observed in Raman spectroscopy. Line
thickness in the transition arrows is roughly proportional to signal strength. Reproduced from reference 288.
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Raman spectroscopy of carbon nanotubes can yield significant information regarding the
structure, purity and integrity of a given sample by considering the relative magnitudes of
several characteristic vibrations. These vibrations include the radial breathing mode (RBM)
at ca. 200 cm-1, the D band at ca. 1340 cm-1, and the G’ band at ca. 2600 cm-1, as seen in
Figure 4.4. However, the positions of these bands will shift depending on the frequency of
the laser used.289, 290

Figure 4.4. Characteristic features in the Raman spectra of CNT-based materials. Reproduced from
reference 290.

The RMB is particularly characteristic of CNT with a small tube diameter of less than 2 nm.
This band is thus more often observed in SWCNT, though it may also be observed in
MWCNT if the inner tube diameter is less than 2 nm. However, the RMB has not been noted
as a significant feature in the Raman spectra of Fe@CNT- or Fe@NCNT-based materials,
as their outer tube diameters tend to range from 20-100 nm, with inner diameters typically
no smaller than 10 nm. The group of peaks commonly referred to as the D band is typically
associated with defects, disorder, impurities or damage to the integrity of the CNT lattice.
Conversely, the group of peaks referred to as the G band corresponds to tangential vibration
of the carbon atoms in a CNT sample, and thus its intensity is a good measure of
graphitisation in the material. This band is seen as a single peak at 1582 cm-1 in graphite,
with considerably lower intensity than in SWCNT and MWCNT. It is therefore possible to
use the ratio of the D and G bands (often referred to as the ID/IG value of a sample) as a
measure of the purity and integrity of the CNT lattice in a given sample, with a higher value
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of ID/IG corresponding to greater disorder or impurity.291 Finally, the G’ band (sometimes
referred to as the 2D band) is a second order harmonic overtone of the D band. The presence
of this band in a sample indicates that there is long-range order in the sample, and its presence
can thus be used to confirm the purity of the material as it is highly sensitive to defects in
the CNT lattice. It has also been used in determining the diameter of SWCNT and MWCNT
with relatively few walls.292
In this work, Raman spectroscopy was used to verify the successful synthesis and purity of
CNT-based catalyst samples such as Fe@CNTs, Fe@NCNTs and their metal-promoted
derivative materials. A Renishaw InVia system with a 532 nm laser was used to analyse all
samples. For CNT-based materials, a laser power of 5% was employed with the standard
exposure time to facilitate quick analysis without burning or damaging the sample during
analysis. For NCNT-based materials, the laser power was reduced to 0.1% due to the
decrease in the stability of the CNT lattice caused by nitrogen doping leading to significant
decomposition under even 1% laser power. Consequently, the exposure time for NCNTbased samples was also increased substantially to 400 seconds to collect a clear Raman
spectrum. Comparing the ID/IG ratios of 3 similar samples indicated a standard deviation in
ID/IG measurements of ca. ± 0.01.
4.1.5. Scanning and Transmission Electron Microscopy
SEM and TEM are widespread microscopic techniques used in the imaging of nano- and
micrometre-sized objects. Both techniques rely on bombarding the sample with a beam of
electrons with a well-defined de Broglie wavelength to collect information, as seen in Figure
4.5. In SEM, this beam is focused into a fine point as small as 1 nm in diameter on the
specimen surface, and scanned in a rectangular raster over the specimen. As the beam
interacts with the sample, it produces secondary electrons, backscattered electrons and
characteristic X-rays. These signals are collected by one or more detectors to produce the
desired micrograph of the sample surface. Accelerating voltages in SEM vary from 5030,000 volts, with a maximum resolution of approximately 1 nm.287, 293 Field Emission
Electron Microscopy (FESEM) is a variation on SEM that was also occasionally conducted
in this work. While in normal SEM the electron beam is driven by a thermoionic electron
beam gun, in FESEM the beam is driven by a cold cathode field emitter, which allows for
improved resolution at lower accelerating voltages. In TEM, the electron beam is broader
and static, with much higher accelerating voltages used (often 100-300 kV).294 Electrons
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from the beam penetrate through the sample and are collected behind the sample to produce
the desired cross-sectional or plan view micrograph of the specimen, where denser or heavier
areas of the sample appear darker. Atomic resolution is currently possible with TEM
instruments.

Figure 4.5. Schematic of electron-sample interactions in SEM and TEM. Reproduced from references 295.

In this work, SEM was typically used to image the catalyst in its powdered form to observe
its micro-scale growth morphology (100-3,000 times magnification). Typically this
produced micrographs of the highly-ordered CNT bundles after key steps in the process of
producing and testing the catalyst (e.g. after synthesis, wet impregnation, activation, and
catalytic testing) to determine the effect of each step on the overall integrity and morphology
of the tubes in aggregate. TEM was used for high resolution imaging of individual tubes
rather than the aggregated tube bundles observed via SEM (100,000-300,000 times
magnification). TEM allowed for detailed analysis of catalyst tube and particle morphology,
and was useful in confirming successful doping of nitrogen and promoter metals, producing
particle and tube size distributions, determining appropriate conditions for catalyst
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activation, and assessing damage to the catalyst throughout the process of producing and
testing our materials. SEM analysis was conducted using a JEOL SEM6480LV in secondary
electron imaging mode at an accelerating voltage of 10 kV, or a JEOL FESEM6301F at an
accelerating voltage of 5 kV. TEM analysis was conducted using a JEOL JSM-2100PLUS
at an accelerating voltage of ca. 200 kV.
4.1.6. Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy
EDS (sometimes also referred to as EDX, EDXS, XEDS, EDXA or EDXMA) is a common
analytical technique used in determining the elemental composition of a material sample.
The technique makes use of the X-ray spectrum emitted by a solid sample bombarded with
a focused beam of electrons to obtain a localized elemental analysis, as seen in Figure 4.6.
By scanning the beam in a television-like raster and displaying the intensity of a selected Xray line, elemental distribution maps can be produced and used in conjunction with
topographical images produced by electrons collected from the sample surface to visually
portray the position and quantity of elements in a sample.296

Figure 4.6. X-ray source region in EDS with path of X-rays through the sample to the spectrometer, where ψ
is the take-off angle. Reproduced from reference 296.

In this work, EDS was used to determine the elemental analysis of catalyst samples. Most
notably it was used to confirm successful nitrogen doping in Fe@NCNTs and distinguish
between different metal nanoparticle species after doping Fe@CNTs and Fe@NCNTs with
additional promoter metals. EDS analysis was conducted using a JEOL JEM-2100Plus
transmission electron microscope with Oxford Instruments large area EDS detector and
Aztec analysis software.
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4.1.7. Temperature programmed desorption and reduction
TPD is a common analytical technique used in identifying and evaluating the strength of
molecular adsorption modes on a solid surface. The technique relies on exploiting the
different desorption activation energies of the observed adsorption modes to produce a
spectrum of molecular desorption rates from the sample surface plotted with respect to
temperature.287 Typically, the desired sample is initially saturated with a desired adsorbate
gas such as N2, H2, CO2, etc. The sample is then placed under high vacuum, as seen in Figure
4.7, and the temperature is linearly raised across a desired temperature range. The rate of
desorption of the adsorbate molecules is measured as a change in pressure, or may be coupled
with a mass spectrometer for additional analysis of the desorbed species.287, 297, 298

Figure 4.7. Schematic of a typical TPD experimental setup. Reproduced from reference 298.

When the temperature reaches the desorption activation energy of one or more of the
adsorption modes present in the sample, a rapid increase in desorption is observed until the
corresponding adsorption mode is depleted of adsorbate molecules and the observed
desorption flux falls again. In this manner, the quantity strength of different adsorption
modes in a single sample or across multiple samples may be compared, as an adsorption
mode that desorbs at a higher temperature is considered to be adsorbed more strongly, and
vice versa.
In this work, TPD was primarily used to compare the strength of adsorption of the reactant
molecules H2, CO, and CO2 on Fe@CNTs and Fe@NCNTs to determine whether nitrogen
doping in the catalyst support significantly influenced the attraction of these molecules to
the catalyst surface. TPD analysis was conducted in conjunction with collaborators at the
University of Cambridge, using a Micrometrics AutoChem II 2920 Automated Catalyst
Characterization system. Samples of typically 0.05-0.1 g were saturated with the desired
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adsorbate gas and then heated across the desired temperature range (typically 100-400 °C or
100-1,000 °C) at 10 °C min-1 to observe the relevant rates of desorption. These temperature
ranges were chosen as they reflect the typical temperature ranges experienced by the
analysed materials (0-1,000 °C for H2, 0-400 °C for CO and CO2) through the processes of
catalyst synthesis and catalytic testing.
4.1.8. Thermogravimetric analysis
TGA is a thermal analysis technique used to characterize a wide variety of materials by
measuring the amount and rate of change in the mass of a sample as a function of temperature
or time in a controlled atmosphere such as a fixed flow rate of air or argon. By measuring
the loss or gain of mass as a result of decomposition, oxidation or loss of volatiles such as
moisture, TGA provides valuable information about the thermal and oxidative stability of a
sample, as well as its composition. The technique is most commonly employed to determine
information such as the composition of multi-component materials or blends, thermal
stability, oxidative stability, estimated product lifetimes, decomposition kinetics, effects of
reactive atmospheres on a material, filler content in materials, and moisture or volatiles
content.299 TGA may in some cases be coupled with a mass spectrometer (MS) to aid in
identifying decomposition products and monitor their production with respect to temperature
and time to provide further information on sample composition and the rate and mechanism
of its decomposition.
In this work, TG-MS was used in conjunction with XPS and TEM to determine adequate
activation conditions for the Fe@NCNTs to expose their iron particles for catalysis without
damaging the NCNT support. The mass of the Fe@NCNT sample was monitored with
respect to a temperature ramp, and CO2 counts were additionally monitored in the MS to
provide additional information on the decomposition products. By plotting the first
derivative of these spectra, it was possible to determine the onset decomposition temperature
of the Fe@NCNT sample. TGA was conducted using a Setsys Evolution TGA 16/18 from
Setaram with Omnistar GSD 320 by Pfeiffer Vacuum mass spectrometer. In all cases, the
TG-MS was prepared for analysis by rinsing the crucible with acetone, leaving it to dry and
taring the balance prior to adding the sample. Approximately 10 mg sample was then added
to the crucible and the temperature ramp was executed under 20 sccm air flow. Typically,
samples were heated from 0-200 °C at 5 °C/min, and then ramped to their isotherm
temperature at 1 °C/min. Decomposition was monitored for 1 hour before cooling.
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4.1.9. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
XPS is a common technique used in analysing the atomic composition and chemical bonding
observed at the surface of a material. Through this powerful technique it is possible to
determine the elemental composition, empirical formula, chemical state and electronic state
of elements in a sample.300 XPS falls under a family of characterization techniques known
as Photoelectron Spectroscopy (PES), which relies on measuring the ionization energy of
electrons that are ejected from a molecule upon absorbing a photon of a known energy,
referred to as photoelectrons, as seen in Figure 4.8.

Figure 4.8. The photoemission process involved in XPS surface analysis. Discs represent electrons and bars
represent energy levels with the material. Inspired by reference 301.

Because energy is conserved when a photon ionizes a sample, the sum of the ionization
energy of the sample and the kinetic energy of the photoelectron must be equal to the energy
of the incident photon, as seen in Equation 4.2. It is therefore possible to infer the energy,
and thus also the character, of the orbital from which a photoelectron was ejected by
measuring its kinetic energy and comparing it to the known energy of the incident photon.
This interpretation is made possible through Koopman’s theorem, which states that the
ionization energy 𝐼𝑖 is equal to the orbital energy of the ejected photoelectron. In actuality
this is not entirely accurate, as the remaining electrons adjust their distributions when
ionization occurs, though this approximation is critical in obtaining useful information from
photoelectron spectra.287
1
ℎ𝜈 = 𝑚𝑒 𝜈 2 + 𝐼
2
Equation 4.2. The energy of an incident photon (ℎ𝜈) is shown to be equal to the sum of the kinetic energy of
1
the ejected photoelectron ( 𝑚𝑒 𝜈 2 ) and the ionization energy of the molecular orbital from which the
2
photoelectron was ejected (𝐼).
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Molecular ionization energies are on the order of several electron volts (eV), even for low
energy valence electrons, so a minimum photon energy in the ultraviolet range is required to
generate photoelectrons that can be analysed with PES techniques. When core electrons are
studied, even higher energy photons are required to expel them. In this case X-rays are used,
hence the ubiquity of XPS analysis. A critical characteristic of XPS analysis is that though
the incident X-rays penetrate many microns into the sample, the inelastic mean free path
(IMFP) of the ejected photoelectron determines the information depth of XPS analysis. The
IMFP of the ejected photoelectrons varies from element to element, but is typically on the
order of 1-3.5 nm. It is well established that the ca. 95% of the observed signal in XPS
analysis comes from a depth of ca. 3 times the IMFP of the collected photo electrons. Thus,
the information depth of XPS analysis is typically considered to be on the order of 1-10 nm,
making it a true surface characterization technique that is not intended for analysing the bulk
of a sample.302
In this work, XPS analysis was used to collect information about the quantity and chemical
character of nitrogen, iron, carbon and other metal promoters that were present in our catalyst
samples after synthesis, activation and catalytic testing. XPS was particularly useful in
identifying suitable catalyst activation conditions, calculating the surface iron and nitrogen
content of the catalysts after activation, and identifying any chemical differences that
resulted through catalytic testing or doping additional promoters, such as catalyst
deactivation due to carbon deposition or the formation of iron-promoter composites (or lack
thereof) after promoter doping experiments. For all samples, a survey scan was collected to
determine the overall elemental composition of the sample in at. % concentration. High
resolutions scans of the C 1s, N 1s, O 1s, and Fe 2p orbital regions of the spectrum were also
collected for all samples, with additional high resolution orbital region scans for added
promoter metals when appropriate. These high resolution orbital regions scans made it
possible to determine the chemical character of each element in the survey scan by
deconvoluting the high resolution orbital scans into separate components (e.g. graphitic,
pyridinic and pyrrolic nitrogen components in the N 1s region, or different iron oxidation
states in the Fe 2p region). Calculating the areas under these deconvoluted component curves
made it possible to quantify the at. % concentrations of each chemical species as well. This
was achieved by multiplying the normalized area % contribution from each component in
the orbital scan of an element with the overall at. % concentration of that element in the
survey scan, as seen in Equations 4.3-4.4.
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𝐴𝑖
× 100 = 𝑐𝑖
∑ 𝐴𝑖
Equation 4.3. The normalized area percentage contribution of a given chemical component in a high
resolution orbital region scan (𝑐𝑖 ) is shown to be equal to the the area under that specific component’s peak
after deconvolution (𝐴𝑖 ) divided by the total area under all component peaks in that orbital scan after
deconvolution (∑ 𝐴𝑖 ) multiplied by 100.

𝑐𝑖
× 𝐶𝑥 = 𝐶𝑖
100
Equation 4.4. The at. % concentration of a given chemical component in a sample (𝐶𝑖 ) is shown to be equal to
the normalized area percentage contribution of that component in its high resolution orbital scan (𝑐𝑖 ), divided
by 100 and multiplied by the total at. % concentration of the element containing that chemical component in
the survey scan of the material (𝐶𝑥 ).

The survey scans were additionally used to estimate the surface iron loading of the
Fe@NCNTs to determine how much iron was available for catalysis in terms of approximate
iron nanoparticle weight loading at the surface. This was done by calculating the relative
mass contribution of iron in the XPS survey scans, as seen in Equation 4.5. As has been
discussed above, XPS information depth is limited to ca. 10 nm sample penetration, so the
elemental compositions indicated by the survey scans were assumed to be roughly indicative
of the composition of the tube surface rather than the tube interior or bulk of the sample. In
actuality, however, with an average tube diameter 20-40 nm and an average tube wall of <10
nm, it is likely that XPS did probe beyond just the tube surface, including some contribution
from the tube interior as well. These calculations yielded a rough surface iron loading of 4.5
wt. %, though due to the degree of sample penetration in the XPS, the amount of iron in
these calculations is likely slightly overrepresented.
𝐶𝑊,𝑖 =

𝐶𝑎𝑡,𝑖 × 𝑀𝑊𝑖
× 100
∑ 𝐶𝑎𝑡,𝑖 × 𝑀𝑊𝑖

Equation 4.5. The wt. % concentration of a given element in the survey scan of an XPS spectrum (𝐶𝑊,𝑖 ) is
shown to be equal to 100 times the given at. % concentration of that element in the survey scan multiplied by
its molecular weight (𝐶𝑎𝑡,𝑖 × 𝑀𝑊𝑖 ), divided by the sum of the products of the at. % concentrations and
molecular weights of all elements in the sample (∑ 𝐶𝑎𝑡,𝑖 × 𝑀𝑊𝑖 ).

XPS analysis was conducted using a Kratos Axis Ultra-DLD system through the Cardiff
University XPS analysis facilities and Newcastle University NEXUS XPS facilities. All
scans were run three times and averaged to minimize random error.
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4.1.10. X-ray diffraction
XRD is a common analytical technique used for phase identification in crystalline materials,
and can additionally be used to provide information on atomic spacing and unit cell
dimensions. The technique produces diffraction patterns generated by constructive
interference between monochromatic X-rays and a crystalline sample, which acts as a threedimensional diffraction grating for X-ray wavelengths that are similar to the spacing between
the planes of the sample’s crystal lattice.303 The X-rays are produced by a cathode ray tube
that is filtered to produced monochromatic radiation. This is then concentrated and directed
at the sample, as seen in Figure 4.9. The incident X-rays produce constructive interference
upon interacting with the sample when the conditions of Bragg’s Law are satisfied.

Figure 4.9. Schematic of a typical XRD analysis configuration. 2θ is the diffraction angle. Inspired by
reference 304.

The sample is scanned across a range of 2𝜃 angles to collect all possible diffraction
directions from the lattice, which are then detected, processed, counted and plotted against
2𝜃 to produce the XRD spectrum of the sample. The diffraction peaks may be converted into
d-spacings to identify a crystalline material by matching them against a reference database,
as each crystal structure will display a unique, characteristic set of d-spacings. This is
achieved using Bragg’s Law (Equation 4.6).
𝑛𝜆 = 2𝑑 sin 𝜃
Equation 4.6. Bragg’s Law relates the wavelength of electromagnetic radiation to the diffraction angle and
lattice spacing in a crystal sample. 𝑛 is the order of reflection, 𝜆 is the wavelength of the incident X-ray, 𝑑 is
the interplanar spacing of the crystal, and 𝜃 is the angle of incidence.
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XRD can be additionally useful in determining the average particle size of nanoparticles in
a sample using the Scherrer equation (Equation 4.7), which relates the average crystallite
size in a powder to the broadening observed in its powder diffraction peaks.305 Appropriate
use of the Scherrer equation in this manner benefits from a sample with a narrow, unimodal
size distribution, and requires users to carefully account for additional factors that contribute
to peak broadening such as shape, size, strain, orientation, and instrumental broadening
before beginning particle size calculations.
𝛽𝐿 =

𝐾𝜆
𝐿 cos 𝜃

Equation 4.7. The Scherrer equation relates the size of crystallites in a solid to the broadening of a peak in a
diffraction pattern. 𝛽𝐿 is the line broadening at the full width at half maximum of the peak, 𝐾 is a
dimensionless shape factor constant that is typically on the order 0.9, 𝜆 is the wavelength of the incident Xray, 𝐿 is the average crystallite size in the sample, and 𝜃 is the usual Bragg angle.

In this work, XRD was primarily used to confirm the iron species present in catalyst samples
throughout various stages of synthesis, activation and reaction. A Bruker D8 Advance with
Vantec Detector using Cu K-α1 radiation was used to analyse all samples, which were
scanned in flat plate mode from 20-85° at a scan rate of 0.27° min-1 (4 hours per sample).
4.2.

Reaction equipment and analysis

4.2.1. Catalyst activation and sample preparation
Before any Fe@CNT or Fe@NCNT-based materials could be tested for catalytic activity,
they first had to be calcined to remove the thin graphitic carbon layer obscuring their iron
particles and preventing them from participating in catalysis. To activate the catalyst in this
manner, 0.47 g of the catalyst was loaded into a stainless steel calcination tube (0.5 inch OD
× 0.451 ID × 6 inch L). This tube was plugged at one end with quartz wool (9-30 micron, H.
Baumbach & Co Ltd) to prevent the catalyst from escaping while still allowing for air flow.
For Fe@ NCNT-based materials, the tube was then heated in a muffle oven at 400 °C for 1
hour under a static air atmosphere, with a heating ramp rate of 10 °C min -1. For any
Fe@CNT-based materials, the same process was repeated, though the catalysts were instead
heated to 570 °C for 40 min, as pure CNTs without nitrogen doped into the surface are known
to be more thermally stable than NCNTs, which degrade faster when heated due to lattice
defects introduced during nitrogen doping.262
Catalyst samples were prepared by loading the required amount of the desired catalyst
(typically 0.4 g) into a stainless steel reaction tube (0.5 inch OD × 0.451 inch ID × 6 inch
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L), which was plugged with quartz wool (9-30 micron, H. Baumbach & Co Ltd) at both ends
to ensure that the catalyst powder rested securely in the middle of the tube. When catalyst
dilution was necessary, the catalyst was diluted on a volume by volume basis with silicon
carbide powder before mixture of powders was loaded into the reaction tube.
4.2.2. Catalyst testing and the high-pressure packed bed reactor
Once the reaction sample tube had been prepared it was then placed in the tubular furnace
of the high pressure packed bed reactor and heated to 400 °C for 3 hours under a flow of 50
sccm H2 at atmospheric pressure to reduce the catalytic metal sites and saturate the catalyst
support with hydrogen. This allowed for the formation of the iron carbide species that
catalyse the FT process to form hydrocarbons from CO, following the initial RWGS step.
After reaction, these carbide species are not maintained and the particles return to their initial
iron oxide state.
To begin the combined RWGS/FT process, the temperature was lowered to the desired
temperature (typically 370 °C) and the was pressure gradually raised to the desired reaction
pressure (typically 15 bar), while maintaining the desired reaction gas ratio (typically 3:1
H2:CO2). A high overall flow rate (180 sccm) was employed during this step to facilitate
pressurization of the reactor. When the desired pressure had been achieved, the flow rate was
lowered to the reaction flow rate of 8 sccm. The reactor was left for 2 hours to equilibrate
following pressurization, after which samples were taken hourly for 3 hours via a 50 mL
SGE gas tight syringe with leur-lock fittings and analysed via GC-MS.
4.2.3. Gas chromatography-mass spectrometry analysis and calibration
GC is a common analytical technique for analysing compounds that can be vaporised without
decomposition. Most commonly, GC is used to determine the purity of a substance or to
separate and quantify the different components in a mixture. The principle behind GC is
similar column chromatography and other chromatographic techniques such as HPLC and
TLC. Components in the analyte are transported through the column by a mobile phase, and
are separated from each other with respect to their retention time in the column, as seen in
Figure 4.10. This separation is a function of their relative attraction to the stationary phase
in the column and their boiling points.
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Figure 4.10. Gas separation in the GC column according to analyte interactions with the stationary phase.
Inspired by reference 306.

In GC, a carrier gas is used as the mobile phase, typically an inert gas such as nitrogen or
helium, while the stationary phase is often a microscopic layer of liquid or polymer on an
inert solid support inside a length of glass or metal tubing referred to as the GC column, as
seen in Figure 4.11. Interactions between the analyte gases and the stationary phase cause
separation of the gases in the mixture, resulting in each component of the mixture to elute
after a different retention time on the column.

Figure 4.11. Schematic of a standard GC analysis set up showing the full process of sample injection,
separation and quantification. Reproduced from reference 307.

The column is also typically placed inside an oven, providing temperature control over the
analyte and thus influencing the strength of its interaction with the stationary phase. A higher
temperature will typically weaken this interaction, resulting in a shorter retention time on the
column. As such, establishing an effective GC method relies on effectively combining the
flow of the mobile phase with an appropriate temperature ramp to provide good separation
of the analyte components in an acceptable amount of time. GC analysis is often coupled
with a mass spectrometer at the outlet to provide information on the mass of each eluent.
This analysis configuration is referred to as GC-MS. The temperature ramp and retention
times of key analytes in this work are outlined in Figure 4.12.
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Figure 4.12. The temperature ramp used in this work with key retention times demarked.

In this work, GC-MS was used to separate and quantify the mixture of H2, CO2, CO,
hydrocarbons and water produced by combined RWGS/FT catalytic testing. The reaction
products were sampled from the reactor via a 50 mL SGE gas tight syringe with leur-lock
fittings and injected into GC-MS instrument for analysis. An Agilent Technologies 7890A
GC System with Agilent Technologies 5975C insert MSD with Triple-Axis Detector (MS,
TCD, FID) was used as the GC-MS instrument. The installed column was an HP-Plot Q
column. This is a polystyrene-divinylbenzene based column designed for separation of polar
and a-polar compounds. While it is specifically intended separate C1-C3 hydrocarbons, CO2,
air, water and polar solvents, it is additionally capable of separating hydrocarbons in the
range of C1-C7. However, it should be noted that nitrogen, oxygen, CO and Ar cannot be
separated and all display similar retention times. This makes sampling particularly sensitive
to error via contamination from air and makes the process of implementing an internal
standard additionally complex, as the presence of air or a convenient internal standard gas
such as argon at the same retention time as CO results in over-counting CO in the product
distribution, and thus also overestimating CO2 conversion.
To begin, it was necessary to determine the retention times and response factors of key
components in the product gas composition. Knowing the approximate retention times of all
possible products greatly expedites the data analysis process and additionally aids in the
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identification of contaminants or unexpected by-products. Determining the response factor
of each possible component greatly improves the accuracy of conversion and product
analysis, as different gases will elicit different responses from the GC detector, even if they
are at the same concentration in the mixture. The response factor of a component is
determined by calculating the ratio the detector’s response signal (e.g. peak area) with
respect to a known concentration of the component (Equation 4.8). By calculating the
response factor of each component at the detector, quantification analysis can be calibrated
to account for this difference in detector response for different gas components. The response
factors of key analytes in the work are highlighted in Table 4.2.
𝑅𝐹𝑖 =

𝐴𝑖
𝐶𝑖

Equation 4.8. The response factor of a component in a gas mixture (𝑅𝐹𝑖 ) is shown to be equal to the detector
response (such as peak area) for that component (𝐴𝑖 ) divided by the concentration of the component in the
analyte mixture (𝐶𝑖 ).
Table 4.2. Tabulated retention times, response factors and relevant detectors for quantification as determined
by the calibration gas mixture.

Component Retention time Response factor Detector
/min
CO

2.813

3297300

TCD

CO2

4.245

4270200

TCD

CH4

3.072

34244112

FID

C2H6

7.791

71799521

FID

C3H8

12.876

132744357

FID

n-C4H10

15.557

178668655

FID

Retention times and response factors were determined by injecting a calibration gas
containing 1% v/v CO, CO2, CH4, C2H6, C3H8, and n-C4H10 in N2. CO2 and CO were detected
and quantified via the TCD, while hydrocarbon were detected and quantified via the FID to
ensure that components were detected with the highest possible sensitivity. The gas
components eluted at different retention times with respect to their polarity on the column,
with CO eluting first, methane eluting second, CO2 eluting third, and all other hydrocarbons
eluting afterwards with increasing retention times according to their carbon number. In later
testing, olefins were observed to elute marginally faster than paraffins of the same carbon
number, though their response factors were assumed to be identical. Response factors were
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determined on a volume basis by calculating the ratio of the GC response to a component
(its peak area) with respect to its known concentration. This was done in greater detail for
CO2 and CO by the plotting the response of each gas at known concentrations of 5.0, 33.3,
66.7, and 100 % v/v in H2, as seen in Figure 4.13. The gradient of these plots was then used
as more robust values for the response factors of CO2 and CO in particular.

Figure 4.13. TCD calibration for CO2 and CO at different partial pressures in H2.

The response factors of hydrocarbons in the calibration gas mixture were additionally plotted
with respect to their carbon number, as seen in Figure 4.14. Because the calibration gas did
not contain hydrocarbons beyond a length of C4, the gradient of this plot was then used to
extrapolate response values for hydrocarbons up to a value of C9.

Figure 4.14. FID response factors of hydrocarbons in the product gas mixture plotted with respect to their
number of carbons.
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After performing these calibration steps, the composition of reaction samples could be
quantified from GC-MS spectra by dividing the peak area of each component by that
component’s response factor to calculate its volume concentration (Equation 4.9). It should
be noted that quantification of H2 and water was not possible using the employed GC-MS
method. H2 cannot be detected when using He as the carrier gas, as the thermal conductivities
of these two gases is too similar to be distinguished by the TCD. The use of nitrogen as the
carrier gas would allow for the detection of H2, though this would also reduce the
effectiveness of the GC-MS detection and increase error in detecting CO due to their similar
retention times. Water is detectable in the GC-MS trace, though the detector is sensitive to
water and carrying out a calibration for accurate water quantification would involve
introducing significant water to the detector, potentially resulting in damage. Thus, the
quantification of H2 and water were foregone in favour of accurate quantification of the
carbon species in with a helium carrier gas instead.
𝐶𝑖 =

𝐴𝑖
𝑅𝐹𝑖

Equation 4.9. The concentration of a component in a gas mixture (𝐶𝑖 ) is shown to be equal to the detector
response (such as peak area) for that component (𝐴𝑖 ) divided by the response factor of that component at a
known concentration (𝑅𝐹𝑖 ).

4.2.4. Mass balance calculations and internal standard implementation
Understanding the mass balance of a reaction is critical in assessing the activity of a given
catalyst and determining the fates of different reagents in a chemical process. Mass balance
calculations may also be useful in identifying reactor malfunctions such as leaks, though this
application is secondary to their value in reaction analysis and quantification. Mass balance
calculations rely on the principle of conservation of matter (i.e. that matter cannot be
spontaneously created or destroyed), and in their simplest form state that any mass that enters
a system must either leave the system or accumulate within the system (Equation 4.10).
When quantifying a chemical reaction, the term “mass” typically refers to the sum of the
masses of all atoms entering the system. As the reaction occurs these atoms may rearrange
into new molecules, though their total mass should remain unchanged.
𝐼𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡 = 𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡 + 𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
Equation 4.10. The input of mass into a system is shown to be equal to the sum of the output of mass from
the system and the accumulation of mass within the system.
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In this work, mass balance calculations were used to determine and quantify the various
reactive fates of CO2 for each catalyst that was tested, as well as to quantify the productivity
of each catalyst normalized with respect to an argon internal standard. This was done by
comparing the volume concentration of different components in a reaction gas sample as
determined by GC-MS with the known input feed gas flow rate of CO2 (or sometimes CO
for pure FT testing) and H2 as determined by the MFCs on the high pressure packed bed
reactor.
For a full mass balance analysis, it would have been necessary to quantify both H2 and water
in the GC-MS, though this was not possible due to complications in detecting H2 when using
a helium carrier gas, and the susceptibility of the GC-MS detector to water damage, as
previously discussed. Thus, carbon balance calculations were used instead, as GC-MS
analysis allowed for accurate quantification of all carbon species, and the carbon species
formed could be easily related to H2 consumption and water production through the known
chemical equations for the RWGS and FT processes.
To begin, it was necessary to determine the molar flow rate of CO2 and H2 into the reactor
using the known volumetric flow rate of the gases into the high pressure packed bed reactor
as determined by the MFCs (typically 2 sccm CO2 + 6 sccm H2 = 8 sccm total flow rate),
and the ideal gas law (Equation 4.11).
𝑛𝐹 =

𝑃𝑉𝐹
𝑅𝑇

Equation 4.11. The ideal gas law relates the molar flow rate of a gas (𝑛𝐹 ) to its volumetric flow rate (𝑉𝐹 ) at a
given pressure and temperature, assuming ideal gas behaviour.

It should be noted that different MFC manufacturers will sometimes use different conditions
to define a “standard cubic centimetre.” As such, it is necessary to understand how the chosen
MFC defines an sccm unit in order to calculate its molar flow rate correctly.
The molar production of each carbon component in a gas sample could then be calculated
by multiplying the % v/v concentration of the component as determined via GC-MS with the
molar flow rate of CO2 into the reactor (Equation 4.12).
𝑛𝐹,𝑖 = 𝑛𝐹,𝐶𝑂2 𝑖𝑛 × 𝐶𝑖
Equation 4.12. The molar production of each component in a gas mixture (𝑛𝐹,𝑖 ) at the outlet of the high
pressure packed bed reactor is shown to be equal to the product of the molar input flow of CO2 in the feed
gas (𝑛𝐹,𝐶𝑂2 𝑖𝑛 ) and the % v/v concentration that component in the sample as determined by GC-MS (𝐶𝑖 ).
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CO2 conversion was then calculated by comparing the molar carbon content in all detected
carbon product components with the molar flow rate of CO2 into the reactor (Equation 4.13).
𝜒𝐶𝑂2 =

∑ 𝑁𝐶,𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡 𝑖 × 𝑛𝐹,𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡 𝑖
× 100
𝑛𝐹,𝐶𝑂2 𝑖𝑛

Equation 4.13. CO2 conversion (𝜒𝐶𝑂2 ) is shown to be equal to the sum of the molar productions all carbon
products (hydrocarbons and CO) multiplied by the number of carbons they contain (𝑁𝐶,𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡 𝑖 ×
𝑛𝐹,𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡 𝑖 ), divided by the molar input flow of CO2 in the feed gas (𝑛𝐹,𝐶𝑂2 𝑖𝑛 ) multiplied by 100.

The carbon balance of a sample could then be similarly calculated by adding the molar flow
of CO2 out of the detector, as determined via GC-MS, into the numerator of the previous
expression (Equation 4.14).
𝐶𝑏𝑎𝑙 =

𝑛𝐹,𝐶𝑂2 𝑜𝑢𝑡 ∑ 𝑁𝐶,𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡 𝑖 × 𝑛𝐹,𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡 𝑖
× 100
𝑛𝐹,𝐶𝑂2 𝑖𝑛

Equation 4.14. The carbon balance of a sample (𝐶𝑏𝑎𝑙 ) is shown to be equal to the sum of the molar flow of
CO2 out of the reactor as determined via GC-MS (𝑛𝐹,𝐶𝑂2 𝑜𝑢𝑡 ), plus the molar productions of all carbon
products multiplied by number of carbons they contain (𝑁𝐶,𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡 𝑖 × 𝑛𝐹,𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡 𝑖 ), divided by the molar
input flow of CO2 in the feed gas (𝑛𝐹,𝐶𝑂2 𝑖𝑛 ) multiplied by 100.

It should be further noted that throughout the course of this work, the gas syringe sampling
method for collecting and injecting samples for GC-MS analysis was noted to be subject to
error due to loss in volume from H2 consumption and water production. A loss in H2 volume
during the reaction had the potential to cause oversampling of carbon species, as the sample
in the syringe might contain greater than 25% v/v carbon species. This exceeded the initial
concentration of carbon in the feed gas, often resulting in overstated conversion and carbon
balances. This effect was observed particularly in samples with high conversion and greater
selectivity towards long chain hydrocarbons, as more H2 was consumed in these samples.
To account for this, the pure H2 feed gas was replaced with a 1% v/v Ar in H2 mixture. While
the H2 volume decreased as a result of conversion, the Ar internal standard continued to flow
at a constant rate, accumulating in the syringe in a similar fashion to the carbon species.
Thus, the values for carbon balance and CO2 conversion could be corrected by dividing them
by ratio of Ar in the outlet gas versus the feed gas mixture (Equations 4.15-4.16).
𝐶𝑏𝑎𝑙 ′ =

𝐶𝑏𝑎𝑙
𝐷𝐴𝑟

Equation 4.15. The corrected carbon balance (𝐶𝑏𝑎𝑙 ′) is shown to be equal to the uncorrected carbon balance
(𝐶𝑏𝑎𝑙 ) divided by the ratio of Ar at the outlet of the reactor versus in the feed gas (𝐷𝐴𝑟 ).
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𝜒𝐶𝑂2 ′ =

𝜒𝐶𝑂2
𝐷𝐴𝑟

Equation 4.16. The corrected CO2 conversion (𝜒𝐶𝑂2 ′) is shown to be equal to the uncorrected carbon balance
(𝜒𝐶𝑂2 ) divided by the ratio of Ar at the outlet of the reactor versus in the feed gas (𝐷𝐴𝑟 ).

As previously discussed, Ar elutes at a similar time to CO, N2 and O2. As such, the Ar
internal standard contributes to error in the system by contributing to the CO signal in the
TCD. This must be separately quantified by the MS detector to determine 𝐷𝐴𝑟 , where its
signal contribution can be separated from other contributions at the same retention time
according to its mass-to-charge ratio (m/z = 40 for Ar), using the “Extract Ion IEC” function
in the ChemStation analysis software (it should be noted that this Ar-specifc analysis file
must be generated and saved under a different name in the sample directory before exporting
the results for the rest of the sample to avoid overwriting it).
𝐷𝐴𝑟 =

𝐴𝐴𝑟,𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝐴𝐴𝑟,𝑖𝑛

Equation 4.17. The ratio of the Ar content in the outlet stream versus in the feed gas (𝐷𝐴𝑟 ) is shown to be
equal to MS detector response signal for Ar at the outlet (𝐴𝐴𝑟,𝑜𝑢𝑡 ) divided by the MS detector response signal
for Ar at the known inlet concentration (𝐴𝐴𝑟,𝑖𝑛 ).

Finally, to correct the CO signal in the TCD to account for the added contribution from the
Ar internal standard, the Ar TCD signal must be subtracted from the total CO TCD peak
(Equation 4.18). To do this, the TCD signal for 1% v/v Ar in H2 was measured (this value
was typically on the order of 2×106). This could then be used conjunction with 𝐷𝐴𝑟 to
estimate the Ar contribution to the CO TCD peak. A calibration curve was plotted using
100%, 50% and 33% Ar/H2 mix in CO and CO2 to ensure an accurate response from the
internal standard in the MS detector. Comparing 3 repeated samples at 5 bar indicated an
error in GC-MS species quantification of ca. ± 5%.
𝐴𝐶𝑂 ′ = 𝐴𝐶𝑂 − 𝐴𝐴𝑟,𝑇𝐶𝐷,1% ×

𝑃𝐻2
× 𝐷𝐴𝑟
𝑃𝐶𝑂2 + 𝑃𝐴𝑟,𝐻2

Equation 4.18. The actual signal response for CO in the TCD, in the presence of the Ar internal standard
(𝐴𝐶𝑂 ′) is shown to be equal to the uncorrected signal due to CO (𝐴𝐶𝑂 ), less the contribution from the CO
peak from the Ar internal standard at 1% v/v in H2 (𝐴𝐴𝑟,𝑇𝐶𝐷,1% ) multiplied by the contribution of the Ar/H2
𝑃𝐻2
mixture to the feed gas stream (
), multiplied by the ratio of the Ar content in the outlet stream
𝑃𝐶𝑂2 +𝑃𝐴𝑟,𝐻2

versus in the feed gas (𝐷𝐴𝑟 ).
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4.2.5. Reactor safety and adiabatic temperature rise calculations
The high-pressure packed bed reactor used for CO2 hydrogenation testing in this thesis is
pictured in Figure 4.15. Safety is of the utmost concern during combined RWGS/FT catalytic
testing, and undoubtedly the most severe hazards encountered during this process are
potential exposure to the CNT-based catalyst, leaks of hazardous gases such as H2 and CO,
and, in the worst case, runaway combustion of H2 culminating in an explosion or open flame.
Additionally, the heating cord used to maintain products in their gaseous state after the
furnace outlet may short out if the internal wire comes in contact with the metal surface of
the reactor, resulting in uncontrolled heating in excess of 700 °C. In this section, the risks
and precautions taken to mitigate each of these hazards are outlined.

Figure 4.15. P&ID diagram of the high pressure CO2 conversion reactor used in this work.
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Detailed safety procedures and best practices concerning the handling of CNT-based
materials have been outlined in section 2.4.4. During the catalytic testing process, the risk of
exposure to the CNT-based catalyst is relatively limited compared to the processes of
catalyst synthesis and activation. However, it is important to be aware that the typical
quantity of catalyst loaded into the reaction tube (0.4 g) poses a significant hazard if it is
improperly handled, dispersed, or inhaled. It is therefore recommended once again to refer
to the previously described nanomaterials safety procedures before loading or unloading the
reaction tube, keeping in mind that damage to the reactor could result in the additional hazard
of catalyst exposure.
Leaks represent a significant cause for concern in any high pressure chemical application. In
this instance, H2 and CO represent the most significant leak hazards, as H2 is highly
flammable, and CO is a potentially fatal asphyxiant gas. Leaks are primarily mitigated during
the reactor commissioning process. The reactor is filled with an inert gas such as Ar or N2
and pressurized to several bar above typical reaction pressures. All joints on the reactor are
then checked for leaks with snoop and tightened as appropriate. Whenever sections of the
reactor are replaced or upgraded, this process must be repeated for any components that have
been changed. At the typical reaction flow rate of 8 sccm and PH2/PCO2 = 3, the amount of
CO or H2 that is likely to escape is very low and is unlikely to pose a significant threat as
long as the reactor is placed in a large enough room with suitable extraction (such as a walkin fume hood). A CO detector should be kept near the reactor at all times to identify potential
leaks, and all gases should be fed to directly to the extraction when they are not being
sampled. It is additionally worth noting that while H2 has very low ignition energy of 0.017
mJ in air, which makes it much easier to ignite in the presence of a spark than typical
hydrocarbon fuels, it is also extremely lightweight, which causes it to disperse very quickly
and results in a much more localized flame if ignition does occur.
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Finally, it is important to understand the adiabatic temperature rise in the reactor, as an
increase in the reaction temperature not only affects reaction progress, but may eventually
result in hazardous conditions in the reactor. In the case of combined RWGS/FT testing, a
potential concern during prolonged testing is reaching the auto-ignition temperature of
hydrogen in air (ca. 500 °C). If H2 gas in the reactor were to reach this temperature and then
leak from the reactor, it could produce an open flame and subsequent runaway reaction. By
calculating the adiabatic temperature rise within the reactor as a result of the reactions
(Equation 4.19), we are able to estimate the time required for the reaction to reach a
potentially hazardous temperature.
𝑇 = 𝑇0 +

(−∆𝐻𝑟𝑥𝑛 )𝜒
∑ 𝜃𝑖 𝐶𝑝𝑖

Equation 4.19. Adiabatic temperature rise for a mole of gas reacted at a given temperature (𝑇0 ). ∆𝐻𝑟𝑥𝑛 is the
enthalpy of reaction, 𝜒 is conversion, and ∑ 𝜃𝑖 𝐶𝑝𝑖 is the sum of the mole fractions of the gases in the reaction
multiplied by their specific heat capacity.

CO2 methanation is the most exothermic process that can occur during combined RWGS/FT
catalysis (-165 kJ mol-1), so 100% CO2 methanation was assumed as a worst-case scenario
calculation for the adiabatic temperature rise. It was determined that at a typical flow rate of
8 sccm and PH2/PCO2 = 3, the temperature increases by ca. 12.2 K hr-1. Keeping this in mind,
a test would need to run for ca. 10 hours before approaching the auto-ignition temperature
of hydrogen in air under conservative conditions. Thus, the typical operating conditions and
test duration of ca. 5 hours has been deemed safe to perform.
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5.

Chapter 5 – Fe@NCNT production

Several examples of Fe@NCNT-type materials (with nitrogen heteroatom and iron
nanoparticle doping incorporated during synthesis) have been reported in the literature, as
outlined in sections 2.5.2 and 2.6.2. However, no previous studies have utilised the residual
iron particles embedded in the NCNT wall structure for CO2 hydrogenation catalysis. In
order to keep the synthesis and growth mechanism for the Fe@NCNT material as similar as
possible to those of the previously studied Fe@CNT, the same CVD synthesis technique was
employed with the exception of replacing toluene with acetonitrile in the precursor solution
to act as a carbon and nitrogen source during NCNT growth process. The specifics of this
synthesis process have been outlined in greater detail in section 4.1. This chapter first
summarises the initial production, characterization and scale-up of the Fe@NCNT catalyst.
After confirming the physical and chemical composition of the as-synthesised Fe@NCNT
material, the chapter concludes with a study leading to the determination of suitable
activation conditions to expose the residual iron particles for catalysis.
The work discussed in this chapter has been used to produce the following publication:
D. L. Williamson, C. Herdes, L. Torrente-Murciano, M. D. Jones and D. Mattia, ACS
Sustainable Chemistry & Engineering, 2019, 7, 7395-7402.
5.1.

Fe@NCNT synthesis and characterisation

Fe@NCNT were produced using the same CVD synthesis technique outlined by Minett et
al. to produce Fe@CNT,70, 71 with the exception of replacing toluene with acetonitrile as the
carbon- and nitrogen-containing solvent in the precursor solution. The specifics of this
synthesis process have been outlined in greater detail in section 4.1. Initial synthesis efforts
yielded ca. 400-500 mg catalyst as a black, spongy powder, as seen in Figure 5.1. This is
typical for CNT materials produced via CVD, though the presence of black powder in itself
does not confirm the successful production of the desired Fe@NCNT product. A wide
variety of graphitic materials and amorphous carbon can be deposited with a similar
appearance during CVD, without necessarily yielding nanotube arrays. A comprehensive
suite of characterisation techniques was therefore employed to confirm the atomic
composition and nanoscale morphology of the collected powder.
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Figure 5.1. Typical initial synthesis yield of ca. 400-500 mg Fe@NCNT. The pictured sample vial has a
maximum capacity of 20 mL.

5.1.1. Structural characterisation
SEM micrographs of as-produced Fe@NCNT revealed bundles and wisps of highly-aligned,
vertically-grown forests of CNT fibres, as seen in Figure 5.2. This is in good agreement with
previously published findings on the microscale morphology of the Fe@CNT catalyst.71
While individual tube diameters and composition cannot be determined from SEM due to
limited magnification, tube length was determined to be up to ca. 100 μm, corresponding to
a CVD growth rate of ca. 100 μm/hour or 10 μm/mL of the CVD injected precursor solution.

Figure 5.2. SEM micrographs of Fe@NCNT after synthesis at (i) 100, (ii) 400, and (iii) 3,000 times
magnification.
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Brief sonication (ca. 1-3 min) of the tightly packed bundles in ethanol dispersed them
sufficiently to be individually visible in TEM. TEM micrographs of Fe@NCNT revealed
clear MWCNT structures with a similar morphology and dimensions relative to the
Fe@CNT produced via the same technique, as seen in Figure 5.3. Embedded iron
nanoparticles were clearly visible along the length of the tube support structure, with
elongated slugs of iron also occasionally occupying the interior tube bore. A noteworthy
difference in morphology between the Fe@CNT and Fe@NCNT was the presence of clear
graphitic compartmentalisation (sometimes referred to as bamboo segmentation) along the
Fe@NCNT interior tube bore. This is in good agreement with previous studies, which have
noted such segmentation to be characteristic of successful nitrogen incorporation into the
MWCNT crystal lattice. These segmented structures are generally attributed to defects in the
sp2 hybridised carbon network that arise out of imperfect nitrogen incorporation, resulting
in deviation away from the hollow bore structure observed in Fe@CNT.206, 254, 266, 270, 277

Figure 5.3. TEM micrographs, particle and tube size distributions of (i) Fe@CNT and (ii) Fe@NCNT after
activation in air for 1 hour at 570 °C and 400 °C, respectively.
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While characteristic bamboo segmentation served as a valuable initial indication of
successful nitrogen incorporation in the MWCNT lattice, further characterisation was
required to confirm the chemical composition of the Fe@NCNT product. HRTEM EDS
maps confirmed the presence of carbon and nitrogen in the MWCNT support structure of the
Fe@NCNT, as seen in Figure 5.4. Carbon appeared in significantly greater concentrations
than nitrogen. This is in good agreement with previously reported syntheses of Fe@NCNTtype materials in literature, where nitrogen contents have typically been reported between 110 at. %.206, 262, 266, 270 Crucially, nitrogen was observed to remain fixed in the CNT lattice
even after activation to expose the catalytic iron particles for catalysis. Due to imperfect
incorporation of nitrogen atoms into the sp2 hybridised CNT network, they are less stably
bound into the CNT structure than the graphitic carbons that comprise the rest of the lattice.
The presence of nitrogen in the EDS maps of Fe@NCNT after activation confirmed that
nitrogen was not entirely removed by the oxidative activation process, and the catalyst
maintained some degree of nitrogen doping prior to its application as a CO2 hydrogenation
catalyst. Furthermore, oxidation of the embedded iron particles was evidenced by the
presence oxygen mapped over the iron particles after activation.

Figure 5.4. EDS maps of Fe@NCNT after activation at 400 °C in air for 1 hour. Maps display clear nitrogen
doping along the CNT tube support structure and oxidation of the embedded iron particles due to activation.
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5.1.2. Chemical characterisation
In addition to microscopy and EDS mapping, a variety of spectroscopic techniques was
applied to investigate the chemical composition of the Fe@NCNT catalyst in greater detail.
Raman spectroscopy of the Fe@NCNT catalyst displayed sharp peaks at 1354 cm-1 and 1597
cm-1, as seen in Figure 5.5. These are assigned to the D and G bands, respectively. These
peaks are typically observed in the Raman spectra of CNT-based materials.270 The D band
becomes more intense as the number of defects in the sample increases, and so the ratio of
these peaks (ID/IG) is often used as a measure of the overall disorder in a sample. Fe@CNT
display a low ID/IG value of 0.2, while ID/IG for Fe@NCNT is much larger at 0.9. This
increase in ID/IG is an indication of nitrogen incorporation in the CNT lattice, as the number
of defects in the lattice increases due to poor assimilation of nitrogen atoms into the sp2
hybridized network. 206, 227, 254, 266, 270, 277, 308 The final feature at ca. 2666 cm-1 is the G’ band,
which is caused by two-phonon scattering processes that are free from the defect
structures.255,

309, 310

It is therefore suppressed in Fe@NCNT where defects are more

prominent.

Figure 5.5. Raman spectra of Fe@CNT and Fe@NCNT after activation in air for 1 hour at 570 °C and 400
°C, respectively. ID/IG error is estimated to be ± 0.01.
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XPS spectra further confirm the presence of ca. 3 at. % nitrogen in the Fe@NCNT sample,
with ca. 1 at. % iron exposed for catalysis in both Fe@CNT and Fe@NCNT after activation.
It should be noted that the surface iron and nitrogen content varied depending on the
temperature of activation. Further details on the determination of the activation conditions
to expose the iron nanoparticles are discussed in section 5.3. Fe 2p spectra of the Fe@NCNT
suggest the formation of Fe8N and Fe16N2 after synthesis, as seen in Figure 5.6. This is
evidenced by peaks at 707.2, 708.0, and 710.5 eV.311 These peaks shift to 707.5, 709.9, and
711.3 eV after oxidation in air to expose the iron particles for catalysis, suggesting the
formation of Fe(0), Fe(II) and Fe(III) as a mix of Fe2O3 and Fe3O4 and metallic iron,
respectively.312, 313 A similar shift has been observed for the iron carbides in Fe@CNT.70 N
1s spectra for Fe@NCNT display peaks at ca. 398.8, 401.3, and 404.4 eV, corresponding to
the presence of pyridinic, graphitic and physisorbed N2 or N–O species, respectively.227, 266,
270, 275

These peaks initially appear at a ratio of 1:2:1 after synthesis, though this shifts to a

ratio of 1:3:0 as the pyridinic, chemisorbed and physisorbed peaks are suppressed during the
thermal activation process. This suggests that the nitrogen species in the CNT lattice consist
primarily of graphitic nitrogen prior to catalytic testing. This may be significant, as different
nitrogen environments have been noted to encourage different reactivity due to discrepancies
in electron availability (e.g. graphitic nitrogen forms a shallow donor state, while the valence
electrons in pyridinic and pyrrolic nitrogen sites remain confined to the πz orbital).79, 227, 265
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Figure 5.6. XPS spectra of Fe@NCNT N 1s region (i) freshly synthesized, (ii) activated at 400 °C in air for 1
hour, and (iii) after a typical CO2 reduction reaction. Fe@NCNT Fe 2p region (iv) freshly synthesized, (v)
activated at 400 °C in air for 1 hour, and (vi) after a typical CO 2 reduction reaction.

Varying the CVD synthesis temperature of Fe@NCNT indicated that nitrogen content may
decrease with increasing synthesis temperatures, as seen in Table 5.1. This is in good
agreement with previously reported trends in literature.206, 266 However, no clear temperature
dependence was observed in the concentrations of the individual nitrogen species.
Table 5.1. XPS composition of Fe@NCNT synthesised at varying CVD hold temperatures after activation at
400 °C in air for 1 hour.

Tsynth

C

N

O

Fe

[°C]

[at. %]

[at. %]

[at. %]

[at. %]

650

89.3

3.4

6.3

1.0

700

87.6

3.6

7.7

1.1

750

88.7

3.1

7.1

1.0

790

90.9

2.7

5.2

1.2
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pXRD further confirmed similarities in the morphology and iron species of Fe@CNT and
Fe@NCNT, as seen in Figure 5.7. Both materials exhibit reflections at ca. 26.4°
corresponding to the CNT support structure. Reflections at 30.5°, 35.8°, 43.4°, 54.1°, 57.6°,
and 62.5° confirm the presence of Fe3O4 in both materials,314 while reflections at 24.2°,
30.4°, 33.3°, 35.8°, 41.0°, 49.6°, 54.1°, 57.6°, 62.5°, and 63.9° confirm the presence of
Fe2O3.315 Iron carbides are also weakly visible as a characteristic grouping of overlapping
peaks between 40° and 50°.316 Fe@CNT appear to have more intense reflections from Fe2O3,
which is likely an effect of the higher activation temperature (Tact) required to expose the
iron particles for catalysis due to the greater thermal stability of the Fe@CNT (Tact = 570 °C)
compared to Fe@NCNT (Tact = 400 °C).70 Further justification of this difference in activation
conditions is discussed in section 5.3. Beyond this difference, which is itself mitigated during
catalyst reduction prior to catalysis,116 pXRD suggests similar iron species between the iron
particles of Fe@CNT and Fe@NCNT, with limited effect on the particles due to nitrogen
doping. Reducing the Fe@NCNT sample resulted in suppression of the iron oxides and clear
evolution of metallic iron characterized by reflections at 44.9° and 64.9°.317 This is in good
agreement with previous XRD studies of the Fe@CNT material.116

Figure 5.7. pXRD spectra of Fe@CNT and Fe@NCNT after activation at 400 °C (or 570 °C for Fe@CNT) in
air for 1 hour. Fe@NCNT after reduction in 50 sccm H2 at 400 °C and atmospheric pressure are also
included. Spectra indicate the presence of the CNT support (+), Fe 2O3 (x), Fe3O4 (Δ), iron carbides (□),
metallic iron (•).
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5.2.

Fe@NCNT scale-up

While initial attempts at synthesising the Fe@NCNT material were successful, CVD
injections using 10 mL of the ferrocene-in-acetonitrile precursor solution generated low
yields of ca. 400-500 mg. Such yields represented enough catalyst to perform a single CO2
hydrogenation experiment per catalyst synthesis run when applied under previously reported
conditions used in the testing of the Fe@CNT.70, 72 This significantly limited experimental
workflow and the frequency of catalytic experiments. It was therefore determined that the
Fe@NCNT production process should be scaled up to produce more catalyst per CVD
synthesis run. This section outlines the results of several approaches taken to increase
Fe@NCNT production yield. Initial efforts involved increasing the substrate surface area by
loading quartz beads into the CVD tube in the hot zone of the furnace, while subsequent
efforts attempted to increase yields by increasing the CVD injection volume and run duration
to maintain a sustained injection rate over a longer period of time.
5.2.1. Catalyst growth on quartz beads
Efforts to increase the yield of each Fe@NCNT synthesis initially centred around increasing
the CVD quartz substrate surface area for deposition. This was achieved by loading the CVD
tube with quartz beads (Multi-Lab Ltd, 6 mm OD × 6 mm L) in the furnace hot zone. These
experiments were conducted at the very outset of this research, prior to establishing a reliable
procedure for the production of Fe@NCNT. Therefore, scale-up over quartz beads was
largely attempted using Fe@CNT, with the intention of applying an established scale-up
process to Fe@NCNT production once both procedures had matured. A map of the furnace
hot zone has been previously shown to correspond to increased thickness of the carbon layer,
as seen in Figure 5.8. This makes proper placement of the quartz beads critical for scale-up.
Quartz beads were loaded between 35-55 cm in the CVD furnace, corresponding to the area
that experiences the most reliable temperatures and the greatest CNT deposition. The typical
Fe@CNT synthesis process was then executed, and the Fe@CNT product could then be
retrieved as a black powder coating the quartz tube wall and the surface of the quartz beads
substrate.
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Figure 5.8. (i) Map of temperature against distance from the furnace entrance, and (ii) variation in carbon
layer distance in relation to distance from the furnace entrance. Reproduced from reference 71.

While collection and activation of the Fe@CNT powder deposited on the quartz tube wall
could be easily achieved using previously reported techniques,70 the Fe@CNT deposited on
the quartz beads could not be reasonably removed from the surface of the beads on a scale
required for catalyst testing by scraping with a spatula. The Fe@CNT-beads were instead
activated while still supported on the beads using the milder conditions that have been
reported for Fe@CNT supported on cordierite monoliths (470 °C for 10 min in ambient
air).116 This was determined to be necessary after attempts to activate the Fe@CNT-beads
using the same conditions as the Fe@CNT powder (570 °C for 40 min in ambient air)
resulted in significant decomposition of the Fe@CNT-beads, oxidizing away the carbon
support and leaving a red iron dust deposit behind on the previously blackened beads, as
seen in Figure 5.9. Conversely, activation under the same conditions as the Fe@CNTmonoliths resulted in a significant amount of catalyst remaining on the beads without
quantitative oxidation. This is likely due to the significantly greater availability of oxygen
for the thin layer of Fe@CNT deposited on the quartz beads relative to the bulk powder when
packed into the typical calcination tube. The activated Fe@CNT-beads were then collected
by sonication in methanol for 30 min to dislodge the deposited Fe@CNT from the beads.
The resulting Fe@CNT-in-methanol slurry was then transferred into a round bottom flask to
remove the remaining methanol using rotary evaporation.
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Figure 5.9. Fe@CNT-beads activated at (i) 570 °C for 40 min, and (ii) 470 °C for 10 min.

Comparison of the Fe@CNT-beads with the Fe@CNT deposited on the quartz tube wall via
SEM and TEM revealed familiar bundles of Fe@CNT grown on both substrates, as seen in
Figure 5.10. This initial assessment suggested that the loaded quartz beads were in fact
capable of supporting the growth of Fe@CNT similar to those deposited on the quartz tube
wall, thereby increasing yields per Fe@CNT synthesis run. However, further analysis of
Fe@CNT-beads was required to confirm that they displayed a similar degree of crystallinity
and chemical composition when compared with Fe@CNT deposited on the quartz tube wall.
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Figure 5.10. SEM and TEM micrographs of activated Fe@CNT retrieved from (i, iii) the quartz tube wall,
and (ii, iv) the quartz beads substrate after activation and collection via sonication in methanol.

Interestingly, the Fe@CNT-beads displayed a lower ID/IG ratio in Raman analysis when
compared with Fe@CNT collected from the quartz tube wall, as seen in Figure 5.11. The
ID/IG ratios were calculated to be 0.49 and 0.78 for Fe@CNT collected from the quartz beads
and quartz tube wall, respectively. This was unexpected, and suggests a greater degree of
crystallinity in the Fe@CNT-beads. Furthermore, both of these ID/IG ratios are greater than
the previously recorded value of 0.2 for Fe@CNT synthesized without any beads present in
the quartz tube. The greater crystallinity of the Fe@CNT-beads relative to the wall-grown
Fe@CNT suggests that the collection and activation process for the Fe@CNT beads may be
more effective at purifying the sample than the processes used to collect and purify the wallgrown Fe@CNT. It may also be possible that the presence of quartz beads in the quartz tube
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inhibits the regular supply of carbon to the Fe@CNT growing on the bottom half of the
quartz tube, below where the beads rest, thereby impeding their ability to grow pure
Fe@CNT. Overall, however, it appears that the mere presence of quartz beads within the
quartz tube itself results in poorer crystallinity in the Fe@CNT sample when compared with
Fe@CNT deposited on the quartz tube wall without any added quartz beads.

Figure 5.11. Raman spectra of activated Fe@CNT deposited on (i) the quartz tube wall, and (ii) the quartz
beads substrate after activation and collection via sonication in methanol.

When comparing the stability of Fe@CNT-beads versus Fe@CNT grown on the quartz tube
wall, both samples displayed similar rates and profiles of decomposition in air, as seen in
Figure 5.12. A larger mass percentage remained after the decomposition of the Fe@CNTbeads, which was attributed to a larger amount of quartz contamination present in the sample.
This increased quartz contamination likely originated from chipping of the beads into the
sample during the sonication process, resulting in quartz shards that are difficult to separate
from the bulk powder. Despite different degrees of crystallinity observed in the Raman
spectra of these materials, TGA suggested similar that both samples possessed similar
thermal stability. This might support the theory that the larger ID/IG ratio observed for the
Fe@CNT grown on the quartz tube wall was largely due to greater amorphous carbon
deposition on the tube wall due to impeded carbon supply caused by the presence of the
quartz beads in the CVD tube. This amorphous carbon is likely to decompose early in the
TGA ramp without a significant mass contribution, though even a small amount could impact
the ID/IG ratios observed via Raman spectroscopy.
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Figure 5.12. TGA decomposition profile of Fe@CNT grown on quartz beads versus the quartz tube wall in
air.

Synthesizing Fe@CNT using beads in the CVD tube resulted in a positive, but limited
increase in overall production capacity. The yield of Fe@CNT synthesized with beads
ranged from 445-726 mg, with an average yield of ca. 590 mg compared to typical yields of
ca. 400-500 mg without beads, as seen in Table 5.2. This represented an average increase of
18-48%. However, the process of producing Fe@CNT with beads required significantly
increased time, processing, and generated a significant amount of methanol solvent waste
while occasionally providing no increased yield at all. Furthermore, while microscopy
confirmed the presence of Fe@CNT-type materials grown on the quartz beads, variability in
the Raman spectra of Fe@CNT-beads samples, wall samples, and samples deposited without
any beads present gave rise to concerns over the purity and consistency of samples produced
in the presence of the quartz beads substrate. As a result, it was concluded that a simpler and
more reliable method for scale-up should be pursued.
Table 5.2. Synthesis yields of Fe@CNT grown with beads and without beads.

Sample run
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Beads
N/A
0.54
0.33
0.43
0.52
N/A
0.37

Specific mass yield [g]
Wall 35-55 cm
0.30
0.15
0.10
0.10
0.11
0.38
0.07

Wall 55+ cm
0.01
0.01
0.02
0.20
0.01
0.04
0.02

Total mass yield
[g]
0.31
0.71
0.45
0.73
0.64
0.42
0.46
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5.2.2. Increased CVD injection time and volume
Subsequent efforts to scale-up Fe@NCNT production centred around increasing the CVD
injection volume and run duration. This allowed for sustained injection rate over a longer
period of time in hopes of depositing more CNT in the furnace hot zone. The total injection
volume and hold time was progressively increased to the maximum volume that could be
injected by the syringe/pump system (40 mL). The Fe@NCNT yield was measured with
each 10 mL increase in injection volume, as seen in Figure 5.13.

Figure 5.13. Fe@NCNT yield using different injection volumes. A constant injection rate of 10 mL hr-1 was
used.

Fe@NCNT yield increased approximately linearly with increased injection volume, though
some diminishing returns may have been present as the average yield decreased from 0.045
g mL-1 when injecting 10 mL to 0.040 g mL-1 when injecting 40 mL. The increased bulk
yield per synthesis using a 40 mL injection volume represented a significant improvement
in work flow efficiency, as seen in Table 5.3. It allowed for the execution of 3 CO2
hydrogenation reactions per catalyst synthesis run compared to 1 reaction per 1-2 synthesis
runs using the original 10 mL injection method, with a similar day-long reaction time when
factoring in time for furnace ramp-up and cooldown.
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Table 5.3. Fe@NCNT bulk yield, specific yield, and corresponding number of CO2 hydrogenation tests
achievable per CVD synthesis run using different injection volumes.

Injection volume
[mL]
10
20
30
40
40
40

Fe@NCNT yield
[g]
0.45
1.04
1.33
1.84
1.63
1.60

Specific yield
[g mL-1]
0.05
0.05
0.04
0.05
0.04
0.04

CO2 reactions per
synthesis
1
2
2
3
3
3

When analysed using SEM and TEM, the Fe@NCNT samples displayed similar
morphologies regardless of CVD injection volume, as seen in Figure 5.14. Similar bundles
of tubes with comparable diameters, shapes, embedded iron particles and characteristic
bamboo segmentation were observed in all samples. However, a potential difference was
noted in the thickness of the deposited Fe@NCNT layer, which appeared to increase from
ca. 100 μm using a 10 mL injection to ca. 400 μm using a 40 mL injection. This was an
unexpected but reasonable result, as increasing the duration of the deposition process
logically increases the length of the deposited tubes rather than resulting in more nucleation
sites for the Fe@NCNT growth process. There is little reason to assume that the chemical
composition of the catalyst should change significantly with increasing tube length,
however. This suggested that this increased injection volume technique might allow for
successful scale-up of Fe@NCNT production without significantly altering the composition
of the catalyst.
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Figure 5.14. SEM and TEM micrographs of Fe@NCNT synthesised using (i, iii, v) a 10 mL synthesis
injection, and (ii, iv, vi) a 40 mL synthesis injection.
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Subsequent Raman analysis of Fe@NCNT synthesised with different injection volumes
displayed similar peak positions and ID/IG ratios across all samples, as seen in Figure 5.15.
This confirmed a similar degree of crystallinity (and disorder) in the produced materials
regardless of injection volume, and further supported the viability of upscaling with
increased injection volume. Additionally, syntheses conducted using a 40 mL injection
volume displayed good repeatability, with consistent peak positions and ID/IG ratios across
multiple synthesis runs.

Figure 5.15. Raman spectra of (i) fresh Fe@NCNT samples synthesised at using different CVD injection
volumes, and (ii) repeated syntheses using a 40 mL injection volume. ID/IG error is estimated to be ± 0.01.

Furthermore, limited differences were observed in the chemical compositions of samples
produced from a 10 mL injection versus a 40 mL injection, as seen in Table 5.4. While using
a larger injection volume appeared to slightly reduce nitrogen content in the final material,
sample consistency appeared also appeared to be more uniform, with less variation between
different scan sites in the same sample. As such, it was determined that increasing
Fe@NCNT production via the use of larger injection volumes and longer hold times was
capable of producing a consistent product without notable drawbacks. The up-scaled
synthesis protocol using a 40 mL injection volume was used for the production of all
Fe@NCNT samples going forward.
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Table 5.4. Chemical composition of unactivated Fe@NCNT produced via 10 mL and 40 mL injection
volumes, as determined via XPS.

Sample
10 mL

40 mL
Avg 10
Avg 40
Stdev 10
Stdev 40

5.3.

Scan
1
2
3
1
2
3
-----

C
94.6
93.7
93.5
94.3
94.4
94.1
93.9
94.3
0.6
0.2

Composition [at. %]
N
O
3.1
2.1
2.1
4.1
4.1
2.2
2.7
2.8
2.8
2.6
2.6
3
3.1
2.8
2.7
2.8
1.0
1.1
0.1
0.2

Fe
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.3
0.2
0.2
0.0
0.1

Fe@NCNT activation conditions

It has been previously determined that the catalytic iron particles in Fe@CNT-type materials
remain obscured beneath a thin graphitic carbon layer directly after synthesis, as seen in
Figure 5.16. This layer prevents them from participating CO2 hydrogenation must therefore
be removed via calcination in air to activate the catalyst prior to CO2 hydrogenation.
Activation at 570 °C for 40 minutes has been shown to sufficiently remove the graphitic
layer in Fe@CNT, resulting in ca. 1 at. % iron exposure as determined by XPS.70 However,
due to lattice defects that form as a result of nitrogen doping in Fe@NCNT, their thermal
stability is decreased and milder activation conditions must be applied to expose similar
levels of iron without destroying the catalyst.

Figure 5.16. (i) Schematic illustrating the oxidation states of the iron nanoparticles in Fe@CNT (a) as
synthesised, (b) following thermal activation, and (c) following reduction prior to catalytic testing. Removal
of the protective graphitic layer during the activation step is clearly communicated. (ii) TEM micrograph of
freshly synthesized Fe@NCNT clearly exhibiting the presence of a similar graphitic layer over the iron
nanoparticle. Reproduced from reference 70. (iii) TEM micrograph of activated and reduced Fe@NCNT
illustrating the removal of the graphitic layer after activation and a similar sample morphology after
reduction.
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5.3.1. Determining thermal stability and iron exposure
TG-MS, TEM and XPS were used to determine suitable activation conditions for the
Fe@NCNT. The decomposition of Fe@NCNT was monitored in air via TG-MS in an
attempt to identify a distinct decomposition temperature for the graphitic layer prior to the
onset of decomposition for the NCNT support material. The TG-MS profile of Fe@NCNT
in air is presented in Figure 5.17. The rate of mass loss began increasing significantly at ca.
300 °C until peaking at ca. 415 °C. No distinct decomposition mode for the graphitic layer
was detected in either the mass loss or CO2 counts over the range of tested activation
temperatures. This suggests that either the decomposition of the graphitic layer is too small
to be detectable, or the graphitic layer has a similar thermal stability to the NCNT support
and must therefore be removed through a quick activation procedure that serves to expose
the iron particles before the NCNT support can be significantly damaged. Thus, TGA was
used primarily to determine the onset temperature for Fe@NCNT decomposition in air,
which could in turn be used to inform a rough range of activation temperatures that could be
probed in conjunction with TEM, XPS and catalytic testing to establish a more precise
activation procedure.

Figure 5.17. Mass loss and CO2 counts of Fe@NCNT from 280-420 °C, as measured via TG-MS. TG refers
to the measured mass, dTG refers to the rate of change in the measured mass, and 44 refers to CO2 counts
registered by the detector.
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TEM micrographs were subsequently corroborated with XPS analysis of Fe@NCNT at
different activation temperatures to monitor iron exposure and the integrity of the NCNT
support after a 1 hour activation procedure. TEM micrographs indicated limited degradation
to the Fe@NCNT structure up until 420 °C. At this point significant iron particle
agglomerates became visible and the NCNT support became visibly degraded as the
oxidation conditions became too severe, as seen in Figure 5.18.

Figure 5.18. TEM micrographs of Fe@NCNT showing increased degradation and disintegration with
increasing activation temperature. Samples were activated in air for 1 hour at (i) 340 °C, (ii) 360 °C, (iii) 380
°C, (iv) 400 °C, and (v) 420 °C.
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Stability of Fe@NCNT up to 400 °C corresponded well with XPS analysis of samples
activated at different temperatures, as seen in Figure 5.19. Increasing activation temperature
appeared to increase average iron and carbon content while decreasing nitrogen content. The
increase in iron is attributed to increased exposure of the iron nanoparticles from beneath
their graphitic layers up until a maximum of ca. 1 at. % iron content, corresponding to ca.
4.5 wt. % iron at the surface. This corresponds well with previously reported surface iron
content in Fe@CNT.70 However, it should be noted that while the surface iron content is
measured at ca. 1 at. % via XPS, the total metallic iron content of the catalyst is noted to be
ca. 10-20 wt. % after complete oxidation via TG-MS. This discrepancy is due to the
substantial amount of iron present in the CNT interior bore, which is not detected by the
surface-level penetration of XPS in the sample. The decrease in nitrogen from 4 at. % after
synthesis to ca. 3 at. % after activation at 400 °C is attributed to the loss of more weakly
bound nitrogen species such as pyridinic nitrogen and surface-adsorbed N2 and N—O
species.227, 264, 266, 270, 275 This in good agreement with the relative decrease of these species
in the N 1s region of the XPS spectrum after activation, as previously discussed.
Interestingly, oxygen content was ca. 3 at. % after synthesis, increasing to ca. 5 at. % after
activation and remaining roughly constant or decreasing slightly to ca. 4.5 at. % at 400 °C.

Figure 5.19. Effect of activation temperature on Fe@NCNT composition, as determined via XPS.
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The initial oxygen content after synthesis is unexpected and suggests some degree of oxygen
functionalisation during the CVD process. The CVD synthesis tube is ensured to be airtight
using a subaseal and parafilm and flushed many times with argon prior to Fe@NCNT
production, and it is unlikely that so much oxygen would correspond to oxidation of the
small amount of iron that is initially exposed in the sample after synthesis. Thus, the origin
of this initial oxygen content remains unclear but may be indicative of some amount of quartz
contamination in the XPS sample or unexpected oxygen contamination during synthesis. The
increase in oxygen content is expected, as this corresponds with iron oxide formation as the
nanoparticles are exposed and oxidised during the activation process. It is noteworthy,
however, that oxygen content remains roughly constant or decreases slightly with increasing
activation temperature, even as more iron is exposed and oxidised by the activation process.
This suggests a release of oxygen from the sample that matches or outpaces iron oxide
formation during activation. While the exact origin of this oxygen release remains unclear,
it is possible that this corresponds to the desorption of surface oxygen and N—O species.
Removal of impurities such as physisorbed H2O, and sintering of iron oxide particles to
reduce their surface area my also reasonable causes. The increase in overall carbon content
is likely a relative increase, observed as a result of nitrogen and oxygen loss in the samples
as the activation temperature increases.
5.3.2. Effect of activation conditions on reactivity
In order to probe the effect of activation temperature on catalytic activity, an initial screening
of Fe@NCNT activated at different temperatures were applied in CO2 hydrogenation, as
seen in Figure 5.20. An uncalcined sample was also tested for comparison, displaying
negligible activity as expected (less than 2% conversion at all reaction temperatures). While
catalyst activation resulted in a significant increase in activity relative to the uncalcined
sample, there was little difference in performance between any of the activated samples aside
from the sample activated at 380 °C. This sample consistently displayed greater conversion
and marginally improved hydrocarbon selectivity at all reaction temperatures. However, no
notable difference in catalyst composition or morphology could be determined via Raman,
TEM or XPS. This abnormal peak activity was therefore attributed to experimental error. An
activation temperature of 400 °C for 1 hour was eventually chosen as the activation
temperature to use for Fe@NCNT going forward. This resulted in similar performance
relative to catalyst activated other temperatures, and displayed a similar level of iron
exposure as determined via XPS (ca. 1 at. %). Maintaining similar exposed iron contents
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between Fe@CNT and Fe@NCNT in such a manner was intended to allow for more
reasonable attribution of any differences in reactivity between them to the presence or
absence of nitrogen in the catalyst support, rather than differences in their catalytic iron
species or metal loading.

Figure 5.20. Conversion and product selectivity for catalysts activated at different temperatures. In all cases,
0.4 g Fe@NCNTs were reduced for 3 hours at 300 °C under 20 sccm H2 and 1 bar, then reacted at 300 °C,
350 °C, and 400 °C under 5 sccm CO2 and 15 sccm H2 at 1 bar. The reactor was allowed to equilibrate for 1
hour between each temperature change. Carbon balances for all samples were calculated to be between 100110 %. CLC refers to the calcination temperature used to activate the samples. Quantification error is
estimated to be ± 5%.
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6.

Chapter 6 – Fe@NCNT reactivity

A successful technique for the production of Fe@NCNT and valid activation conditions to
expose their catalytic iron sites have been described in Chapter 5. Chapter 6 therefore
concerns the results of investigations into the unique reactivity of Fe@NCNT when applied
in CO2 hydrogenation. Notable differences between Fe@CNT and Fe@NCNT, enhanced
reactivity arising from the addition of promoter metals, and the mechanistic implications of
these findings are discussed here.
Section 6.1 discusses the reactivity of pristine Fe@NCNT when initially compared with
Fe@CNT, to establish a baseline estimation of the effect of nitrogen doping prior to any
further process optimisation. The effects of reaction conditions such as temperature and
pressure upon the RWGS/FT process over Fe@NCNT are subsequently discussed. A full
screening of relevant promoter metals is also detailed, in order to identify synergistic
relationships between the iron nanoparticles, promoter metals at the catalyst surface, and
nitrogen doping in the CNT support. The results of these promoter screening studies
culminate in a full design of experiments investigating the combined effects of reaction
conditions and sodium promoter content in the Fe@NCNT.
Section 6.2 discusses the mechanistic implications of the observed reactivity of Fe@NCNT
in RWGS/FT CO2 hydrogenation. Further characterisation of the material is conducted to
determine the effect of nitrogen doping on the adsorption properties of reactant molecules at
the catalyst surface. This characterisation is supported by further catalytic testing and
molecular dynamics simulations to verify the differences in reactant adsorption observed
between Fe@CNT and Fe@NCNT. The chapter concludes with section 6.3, which
summarizes several ancillary studies on in situ CVD particle size control during Fe@CNT
and Fe@NCNT production, and a collaboration investigating the capabilities of Fe@NCNT
in sustainable oxalic acid production.
The work discussed in this chapter has been used to produce the following publications:
D. L. Williamson, C. Herdes, L. Torrente-Murciano, M. D. Jones and D. Mattia, ACS
Sustainable Chemistry & Engineering, 2019, 7, 7395-7402.
M. Ventura, D. Williamson, F. Lobefaro, M. D. Jones, D. Mattia, F. Nocito, M. Aresta and
A. Dibenedetto, ChemSusChem, 2018, 11, 1073-1081.
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6.1.

Fe@NCNT reactivity and promotor addition

Upon determining valid conditions for the activation of the Fe@NCNT catalyst, the
reactivity of the catalyst was thoroughly investigated. This section first discusses an initial
comparison of the Fe@NCNT catalyst with Fe@CNT under previously tested CO2
hydrogenation conditions.70, 72 This serves to determine a baseline influence of nitrogen
doping in the catalyst support. The effect of temperature and pressure are subsequently
discussed, followed by a screening of potentially interesting promoter metals and a full
design of experiments to evaluate the influence of temperature, pressure and sodium
promoter loading upon Fe@NCNT reactivity.
6.1.1. Initial comparison of Fe@CNT and Fe@NCNT
To establish a baseline understanding of the influence of nitrogen doping in the CNT support,
the reactivities of Fe@NCNT and Fe@CNT were initially compared, as seen in Figure 6.1.
Conditions were chosen based upon previously established experiments investigating
Fe@CNT,70, 72 which were optimised to provide high conversion, hydrocarbon production
and olefin selectivity. Readers should note that detailed instructions concerning
interpretation of the CO2 conversion and product selectivity plots presented throughout this
thesis (e.g. Figure 6.1) are located in Appendix 3.
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Figure 6.1. Comparison of Fe@CNT and Fe@NCNT reactivity at (i) 1 bar, and (ii) 15 bar. Aside from
pressure, reaction conditions were fixed at 370 °C, 8 sccm, a 3:1 H2:CO2 feed gas ratio, and 0.4 g catalyst.
Quantification error is estimated to be ± 5%.

At 1 bar, Fe@CNT and Fe@NCNT display nearly identical conversion, hydrocarbon
production and selectivity, aside from a slightly increased ratio of olefin to paraffins
observed over Fe@NCNT. These values are in good agreement with previously published
CO2 conversion and product selectivity over pristine Fe@CNT.70 While this confirmed good
repeatability between our reaction setup and previous protocols, the lack of variance between
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Fe@CNT and Fe@NCNT was unexpected and suggested limited influence from nitrogen
doping. At an elevated pressure of 15 bar, however, reactivity and selectivity shifts
significantly and a distinct effect from nitrogen doping is observed. CO2 conversion and
methane selectivity increases substantially using Fe@NCNT, while olefin, CO, and longchain hydrocarbon selectivity are significantly diminished.
When considering these results in the context of competing RWGS and FT reactions at the
catalyst surface, this data provides initial evidence that nitrogen doping serves to enhance
RWGS activity and initial FT conversion. At low pressure, this effect appears limited. The
RWGS and FT reactions proceed at a similar rate regardless of nitrogen doping, with largely
identical product distributions. The greater olefin production observed over Fe@NCNT
could arise from electronic modulation of the catalytic iron particles due to nitrogen
doping.227, 265 However, the previously discussed XPS and XRD analysis of the iron species
in Chapter 5 suggest negligible differences in iron species between Fe@CNT and
Fe@NCNT. The slight difference in olefin production at atmospheric pressure is therefore
more likely to be within experimental error. At 15 bar, the influence of pressure appears
more pronounced over Fe@NCNT than Fe@CNT. The significant decrease in CO selectivity
suggests that Fe@NCNT are more capable of consuming CO for FT conversion than
Fe@CNT. This increased rate of CO consumption increases overall CO2 conversion by
shifting the equilibrium of the RWGS reaction further towards products, in addition to the
already beneficial effect of pressure upon the RWGS reaction. However, the increase in
methane selectivity, decrease in olefin production, and decrease in C5+ selectivity suggest
that nitrogen doping also serves to inhibit further chain growth via subsequent FT
polymerisation steps. As a result, Fe@NCNT provide increased CO2 conversion and overall
hydrocarbon production, but generate fewer valuable olefins and long-chain hydrocarbon
products than Fe@CNT.
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6.1.2. Effect of reaction conditions on unpromoted Fe@NCNT
The effects of temperature (Figure 6.2) and pressure (Figure 6.4) upon CO2 hydrogenation
over Fe@NCNT were subsequently investigated. Temperature has a significant effect upon
the rates of both the RWGS and FT reactions, with the RWGS reaction becoming more
thermodynamically favourable at higher temperatures.68 However, the FT process favours
production of more valuable long-chain hydrocarbons at lower temperatures.146 Selectivity
towards CO is also expected to increase at lower temperatures due to reduced FT activity.
For this reason, the reaction temperature must be carefully tuned to balance high conversion
with desirable hydrocarbon selectivity.

Figure 6.2. Effect of reaction temperature on the CO2 hydrogenation performance of Fe@NCNT from 300400 °C at 5 bar, 8 sccm, and a 3:1 H2:CO2 feed gas ratio. Quantification error is estimated to be ± 5%.

A reaction pressure of 5 bar was maintained while investigating the effect of temperature
upon the Fe@NCNT CO2 hydrogenation process. This was to done to ensure that some
degree of the nitrogen influence observed in the initial Fe@CNT comparison experiments
would be observed while varying temperature, without overshadowing the influence
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temperature entirely as might occur at a high pressure of 15 bar. As expected, CO2
conversion increases with reaction temperature from 300-400 °C. The product distribution
of the process remains relatively constant between 300-370 °C. This suggests a limited
benefit to maintaining a lower reaction temperature to target long-chain hydrocarbon
production. Above 370 °C, CO selectivity remains similar while methane selectivity
increases significantly. As a result, further catalytic testing was maintained at 370 °C in order
to achieve high CO2 conversion without tending towards methane production.
The continued increase in CO2 and CO conversion over the tested temperature range of 300400 °C suggests that both the RWGS and FT reactions remained rate limited up to (and
possibly beyond) 400 °C. The observed activation energies (ΔEa) of both reactions can
therefore be estimated from the Arrhenius plot of the observed rate constants (kobs) of the
reactions at the measured temperatures versus 1000/T, as seen in Figure 6.3. Values for kobs
at each temperature are obtained from the observed rate of reaction (robs) and the observed
reactant concentrations at each temperature. robs is defined as the moles of reactant (CO2 for
RWGS and CO for FT, respectively) converted per gram of catalyst per second (μmol
gFe@NCNT-1 s-1). Values for robs and the reactant concentrations are experimentally obtained
via GC-MS analysis of the product gases at each temperature. The true reaction orders of
these processes remain unclear (both individually and combined). Therefore, the reactions
are assumed to be first order with respect to each of their reactants in these calculations.
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Figure 6.3. (i) Observed rates of reaction for the RWGS and FT processes over Fe@NCNT from 300-400 °C.
(ii) Activation energies of the individual RWGS and FT reactions over Fe@NCNT from 300-400 °C.
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The observed activation energies are ΔEa,RWGS = 50.9 kJ mol-1 and ΔEa,FT = 26.9 kJ mol-1. It
is noteworthy that the FT process appears to occur more readily than the RWGS reaction,
but depends on the initial RWGS reaction taking place in order for FT to occur at all. This is
in good agreement with the low CO selectivity observed over Fe@NCNT. Furthermore,
these values are notably low when compared with literature. Activation energies for the
RWGS reaction range from 40-120 kJ mol-1 over a variety of catalytic metals.63,
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Activation energies for the FT process have been cited as ca. 63-89 kJ mol-1 over iron
catalysts.166 This suggests that Fe@NCNT are highly suited for catalysing both processes,
while being particularly amenable to FT catalysis. The observed rate of reaction ranges
between robs = 0.97-2.14 μmolCO2 gFe@NCNT-1 s-1. This is twice the rate of reaction of a
previously reported Fe@CNT-monolith catalyst at 300 °C and 7.5 bar, and comparable to
performance at 400 °C and 7.5 bar.71 Furthermore, this matches or exceeds high literature
values over other iron catalysts, even using harsher conditions and more efficient reactor
designs (e.g. CSTR).73, 74, 77, 318 However, this is significantly lower than the rate of ca. 38.15
μmolCO2 g-1 s-1 reported by Chew et al. over a post-doped Fe/N-CNT catalyst.78 It should be
noted that a high flowrate of 50 L hr-1 and pressure of 25 bar were used in those experiments,
and product selectivity significantly favoured CO production. It is likely that Fe@NCNT
would display a higher rate of reaction under similar conditions, and significant process
optimisation remains to be done to exploit their ideal performance. Care should be taken not
to confuse the observed rate of reaction, robs, with the true or maximum possible rate of
reaction in the current, unoptimized system. A wide variety of confounding factors may be
masking the true rate of reaction (e.g. mass transfer limitations, heat transfer limitations,
pressure drop, etc.).
Pressure plays an equally important role in influencing the rate and selectivity of the
RWGS/FT process. Added pressure primarily affects the FT reaction, increasing the rate of
reaction and favouring longer hydrocarbon production.146 The FT process is irreversible and
therefore does not possess a pressure-dependent equilibrium. Pressure increases the rate of
the RWGS reaction and may influence the equilibrium if water is removed from the product
stream (e.g. by condensation). The effect of increasing pressure from 1-25 bar can be seen
in Figure 6.4. CO2 conversion increases steadily with pressure until 15 bar, at which point it
stabilises at ca. 60%. Hydrocarbon selectivity also increases with pressure until 15 bar, at
which point it stabilises at ca. 90%. This suggests that the FT process experiences a greater
pressure dependence than the RWGS reaction. Olefin selectivity remains significantly below
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50% in all cases, oscillating between a low value of 10-20% as soon as pressure increases
above 1 bar. Interestingly, C5+ selectivity appears to decrease with pressure. This is in direct
conflict with the expected relationship between pressure and long-chain hydrocarbon
production.146 The origins of this unexpected reactivity are explored further in section 6.2.
A pressure of 15 bar was noted to result in a desirable balance between CO2 conversion,
hydrocarbon selectivity, and relatively mild conditions.64, 137 As such, 15 bar was frequently
used as the reaction pressure in subsequent testing in hopes of achieving high CO2
conversion and low CO selectivity while investing further means of modulating the
hydrocarbon product distribution.

Figure 6.4. Effect of pressure on the CO2 hydrogenation performance of Fe@NCNT. Aside from pressure,
reaction conditions were fixed at 370 °C, 8 sccm, and a 3:1 H2:CO2 feed gas ratio. Quantification error is
estimated to be ± 5%.

It should be noted that pressure drop across the catalyst bed likely influenced the outcome
of these CO2 hydrogenation experiments. Figure 6.5 shows the pressure drop measured
across a reactor filled with various cordierite monolith supports, including monolithsupported Fe@CNT, compared with an equivalent mass of Fe@CNT powder. This shows
that the powder packed bed experiences a significantly greater influence from pressure drop
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relative to a supported catalyst. Furthermore, significantly more process optimisation is
required to establish a kinetic model of the process where mass transfer limitations do not
play a significant role. While the present investigations into Fe@CNT and Fe@NCNT are
valuable in establishing the influence of nitrogen doping in the MWCNT support, it is likely
that activity and selectivity could be further improved by testing the catalyst in an optimised,
supported form rather than in a powder packed bed.

Figure 6.5. Pressure drop over a 10 cm × ½ inch Swagelok™ tube filled with: (○) 10 × 1 cm bare cordierite
monolith; (◊) 10 × 1 cm CNT coated cordierite monolith; (●) 10 × 1 cm alumina washcoated cordierite
monolith; (□) empty reactor tube; and (▲) equivalent mass of CNT powder in packed bed configuration.
Reproduced from reference 71.
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6.1.3. Effect of promoter addition
Alkali- and platinum-group promoter metals have often been used to enhance the activity
and selectivity of iron-based HTFT catalysts. Their enhanced activity is attributed to greater
basicity originating from the promoter metals, resulting in improved CO2 adsorption, easier
iron reduction and overall greater reducing potential from the catalyst.72 Cu, K, Mn, Cr and
Zn are also significantly investigated, though these appear to be primarily applied to enhance
the activity of precipitated iron catalysts during synthesis.72, 74, 134, 140 A variety of promoters
were therefore added to Fe@NCNT via wet impregnation and screened to identify
synergistic reactivity between the iron, nitrogen, and promoter dopants, as seen in Figure
6.6. Dopants were considered attractive if they might decrease CO and methane selectivity,
or increase CO2 conversion, long-chain hydrocarbon production, and the ratio of olefins to
paraffins. Previous investigations into promoted Fe@CNT were used as a basis for this
screening.72 These studies revealed that Cs and Na were the most effective alkali promoters
for Fe@CNT, resulting in enhanced CO2 conversion, olefin production, and C5+ selectivity
when compared with other alkali species. Pd resulted in the greatest increase in CO2
conversion of all of these promoters, though olefin production and C5+ selectivity suffered
comparatively.
Cs, Na and Pd were therefore selected as promoters for the present screening study over
Fe@NCNT. Co, In, Li, and Ru were also screened, as these have not been previously
investigated as promoters over Fe@CNT-type catalysts but also possess potentially desirable
reactivity. Co is commonly used in commercial FT catalysts, and might therefore enhance
the activity of Fe@NCNT by providing additional active sites. In has been noted to improve
the reducibility of Fe-based FT catalysts due to improved H2 spill-over, and has been posited
to improve FT activity similar to Cu through the “Knight’s move” relationship (though the
low melting point of In may present a significant practical limitation).319 Li was investigated
for its potential to enhance the basicity of the catalyst similar to other alkali metals. Finally,
ruthenium is a well-known CO and CO2 methanation catalyst on its own, and the addition of
an Ru component during synthesis has been previously shown to enhance both CO2
conversion and long-chain hydrocarbon production over an Al2O3-supported iron catalyst.75
The results of the promoted Fe@NCNT screening studies have been outlined in Figure 6.6.
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Figure 6.6. Effect of promoter addition on the CO2 hydrogenation performance of Fe@NCNT. * indicates
that Ru was tested at 1.0 wt. % loading rather than 0.5 wt. %. Quantification error is estimated to be ± 5%.

Interestingly, all promoted Fe@NCNT samples displayed a decrease in CO2 conversion of
at least 10% when compared with unpromoted Fe@NCNT. Ru-Fe@NCNT was the only
exception to this trend, displaying an increase of ca. 25% over unpromoted Fe@NCNT with
nearly quantitative conversion to methane. Among the alkali-promoted samples, an apparent
trade-off between CO2 conversion and desirable product selectivity was observed. LiFe@NCNT displayed a moderate decrease in conversion and increase in CO selectivity,
while the hydrocarbon product distribution remained similar to Fe@NCNT aside from a
slight increase in olefin production. Na-Fe@NCNT and Cs-Fe@NCNT displayed further
decreased CO2 conversion and increase CO selectivity compared to Li-Fe@NCNT, with a
more notable shift in hydrocarbon products. Both Na-Fe@NCNT and Cs-Fe@NCNT tended
towards higher hydrocarbon production than either Li-Fe@NCNT or unpromoted
Fe@NCNT, though Na-Fe@NCNT slightly favoured olefin production, while CsFe@NCNT slightly favoured the production of C5+ hydrocarbons. Co-Fe@NCNT displayed
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greater CO selectivity than unpromoted Fe@NCNT in addition to decreased CO2 conversion
and a similar hydrocarbon product distribution. Pd-Fe@NCNT displayed a small decrease
in CO2 conversion, as well as significant increases in CO and C5+ hydrocarbon selectivity.
Finally, In-Fe@NCNT displayed the least desirable performance of all samples, with a low
CO2 conversion of ca. 25% and a significant tendency towards methane production.
The results of this screening further emphasize the potential significance of competition
between the RWGS and FT reactions at the catalyst surface. While FT-driven CO
consumption is known to result in higher equilibrium CO2 conversion,68, 69 in these screening
experiments, further propagation of the FT hydrocarbon polymerisation appears to come at
the expense of CO2 and CO utilization. Figure 6.7 plots CO2 conversion and CO selectivity
versus α for the screened promoted Fe@NCNT samples. Samples with greater values of α
(i.e. more potent FT chain growth catalysts) display both decreased CO2 conversion and
increased CO selectivity (or decreased CO consumption). While this was not an expected
result, it might be intuited by considering that longer hydrocarbon species occupy the catalyst
surface longer per mole of product than shorter hydrocarbons. This inhibits the adsorption
of new CO reactants, hence the increased CO selectivity and subsequent decrease in CO2
conversion. This may explain why the relationship between α and reactant conversion
appears to hold more strongly for CO selectivity than CO2 conversion, as the decreased CO2
conversion is a secondary effect of inhibited CO consumption. No evidence of such a
relationship between CO conversion and α has been identified in literature studies of pure
FT catalysts. As such, this build-up of CO at higher α values in combined RWGS/FT
catalysis appears to be an effect of operating the reactions simultaneously.
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Figure 6.7. (i) CO2 conversion, and (ii) CO selectivity plotted versus α for the screened promoted Fe@NCNT
samples.

Despite this observation, Na-Fe@NCNT and Ru-Fe@NCNT were identified as valuable
subjects for further investigation. A full design of experiments targeting temperature,
pressure and sodium loading was devised to exploit the increased olefin production observed
over Na-Fe@NCNT. Ru-Fe@NCNT were subsequently probed to optimize their high
methanation potential using a relatively small amount of ruthenium. The results of the NaFe@NCNT design of experiments have been outlined in the following section, while the
results of investigations into Ru-Fe@NCNT have been detailed in Chapter 7.
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6.1.4. Sodium design of experiments
C2-4 olefins are critical reagents for a wide variety of chemical processes, particularly within
polymer production. They are therefore an alternative valuable target product if high energy
density fuels such as gasoline, kerosene and diesel are not achieved. Na doping in the
previously described promotor screening studies resulted in a significant increase in these
desirable olefin products. However, this increase in desirable olefins was accompanied by
decrease in CO2 conversion and an increase in undesirable CO selectivity. As such, the
design of experiments matrix was structured with a sodium loading range below the initial
screening loading of 0.5 wt. % (0-0.5 wt. %) to determine whether any lower sodium loading
might afford a similar high olefin production without sacrificing CO2 and CO conversion.
Temperature and pressure were varied equally above and below their tested values in the
promoter screening studies to gain greater insights into their influence on a wider range of
the reaction space. The selected temperature and pressure ranges were additionally chosen
to reflect typically suitable ranges for the RWGS and FT processes that are achievable with
our experimental apparatus (330-410 °C, 1-29 bar). The design of experiments matrix has
been outlined in Table 6.1. The results of the design of experiments investigations have been
summarised in Figures 6.8-6.11.
Table 6.1. Design of experiments matrix to determine the effects of temperature, pressure and sodium loading
upon conversion and selectivity of RWGS/FT chemistry over Fe@NCNT.

Expt. No. Temperature /°C Pressure /bar Na /wt. %
1
350
8
0.125
2
350
8
0.375
3
350
22
0.125
4
350
22
0.375
5
390
8
0.125
6
390
8
0.375
7
390
22
0.125
8
390
22
0.375
9
370
15
0.25
10
330
15
0.25
11
410
15
0.25
12
370
1
0.25
13
370
29
0.25
14
370
15
0
15
370
15
0.5
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Based upon these design of experiments investigations, the relationships between
temperature, pressure, sodium loading, CO2 conversion, hydrocarbon selectivity, olefin
production, and C5+ selectivity were estimated, as seen in Figures 6.8-6.11. Conversion of
CO2 and CO suffered as a result of sodium doping. Increasing sodium loading resulted in
increased temperature and pressure requirements to achieve comparable conversion and
hydrocarbon selectivity when compared with unpromoted Fe@NCNT. Maximum
conversion and hydrocarbon yield of 60% and 90%, respectively, were achieved at 350 °C
and 12.5 bar over unpromoted Fe@NCNT. 370 °C and 10 bar were noted to be optimal
conditions for overlap between maximal conversion, hydrocarbon production and C5+
selectivity over unpromoted Fe@NCNT. No such combination of high CO2 conversion and
hydrocarbon yield appeared to be possible over 0.5 wt. % Na-Fe@NCNT in the tested
temperature and pressure ranges. However, increasing Na loading appeared to lower the
temperature requirement for olefin production and C5+ selectivity in the FT products. Despite
otherwise inferior conversion and selectivity, sodium-promoted samples displayed superior
olefin production when compared with unpromoted Fe@NCNT, with olefin:paraffin ratios
reaching as high as 4:1 at 0.5 wt. % sodium loading below 340 °C and 2 bar. However, the
low temperatures and pressures required to achieve this high olefin:paraffin ratio result in a
modest maximum olefin yield of only ca. 14%.

Figure 6.8. The dependence of conversion upon temperature, pressure, and sodium loading, as established
during the design of experiments.
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Figure 6.9. The dependence of total hydrocarbon selectivity upon temperature, pressure, and sodium loading,
as established during the design of experiments.

Figure 6.10. The dependence of C5+ selectivity upon temperature, pressure, and sodium loading, as
established during the design of experiments.
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Figure 6.11. The dependence of the total olefin/paraffin ratio in hydrocarbon products upon temperature,
pressure, and sodium loading, as established during the design of experiments.

While this design of experiments was valuable in clarifying of expected trends during
RWGS/FT testing, the value of sodium promotion in the tested range was limited. In fact,
the decrease in conversion and hydrocarbon production in sodium-promoted samples
suggests that the presence of sodium inhibits the beneficial effects of nitrogen doping upon
the mechanism of CO2 and CO conversion over unpromoted Fe@NCNT. The increased
basicity afforded from the Na promoter would be expected to have a beneficial effect on all
of the targeted process variables (conversion, hydrocarbon yield, C5+ selectivity,
olefin:paraffin ratio). However, in practicality only C5+ and olefin production were aided,
while conversion and total hydrocarbon yield were inhibited by Na promotion, directly
countering the influence of nitrogen doping in the original Fe@NCNT catalyst.
These results unfortunately suggest that there is no combination of temperature, pressure and
Na loading that can achieve high conversion, hydrocarbon production and olefin or C5+
selectivity over the tested range. Furthermore, it does not seem likely that a higher sodium
loading will achieve more desirable results, as conversion and total hydrocarbon yield are
directly inhibited by the presence of sodium in the sample. However, while the resulting
model displays a reasonable fit with experimental observations, the predictability of the
model remains poor, as seen in Figure 6.12. R2 (sometimes “R-squared”) represent the fit of
the generated model to the provided experimental data. Better fits tend towards a maximum
value of 1 as the model and the data approach parity. Q2 (sometimes “Q-squared”) represents
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the predictability of the model when comparing its prediction of the data under similar
conditions with the no-model assumption (mean response of the training set). Similarly to
R2, models with better predictability will also tend towards a maximum value of 1. In
general, R2 will increase as more data points are provided, regardless of the quality of the
data. Conversely, Q2 may decrease with increasing data input if the provided data is noisy,
as model prediction requires good data to build an accurate model of that data.
R2 values for Figures 6.8-6.11 range from 0.66-0.84, implying a reasonable but imperfect fit
between the design of experiments model and experimental data. However, Q2 values are
extremely low at -0.2 for all target parameters. This suggests that either a more robust data
set was necessary to improve predictability, or a more fundamental understanding of the
process was required to identify additional factors influencing RWGS/FT activity over
Fe@NCNT. As such, further experiments were devised to develop a clearer understanding
of the mechanistic influence of nitrogen doping upon the activity of Fe@NCNT, and
determine how sodium promotion might inhibit this influence.

Figure 6.12. Summary of model fit for probed variables in the design of experiments.
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6.2.

Evaluation of the Fe@NCNT reaction mechanism

The increase in CO2 conversion and decrease in CO selectivity and α values observed over
Fe@NCNT compared to Fe@CNT represents a clear influence from nitrogen upon the
RWGS/FT reaction mechanism. More specifically, it appears that nitrogen incorporation
enhances both CO2 and CO conversion (i.e. facilitates both RWGS activity and initial CO
conversion via FT), but inhibits further polymerisation of the FT intermediates into longer
hydrocarbons. This relationship was further evidenced during promoter screening studies in
section 6.1.3, where promoters that increased the basicity of the catalyst (e.g. alkali metals)
reversed the influence of nitrogen doping by increasing α, as expected according to similar
studies of promoted Fe@CNT,72 but also unexpectedly decreased conversion of CO2 and
CO. As such, the mechanistic effect of nitrogen doping was investigated further in hopes of
optimising the catalyst for high RWGS and FT activity without sacrificing α values in the
process.
Existing studies concerning the influence of nitrogen doping upon the RWGS and FT activity
of CNT-supported metal particles have suggested that nitrogen incorporation leads to
improved conversion, reducibility and particle dispersion.78,

79, 227, 259, 275

This has been

attributed to increased overlap between the metal 3d orbitals and excess π-electron density
in the graphitic plane. Nitrogen heteroatoms are known to act as anchoring sites for metal
nanoparticles during wet impregnation, and their additional electron density is said to
enhance catalyst reducibility; particularly from the shallow donor state provided by graphitic
nitrogen species.187, 227, 265 However, these studies are significantly limited in that they have
focused exclusively on the effect of nitrogen doping in pure FT synthesis, or have only
investigated catalysts where the nitrogen heteroatoms and iron nanoparticles have been postdoped onto an existing CNT support separately.78, 79, 92, 275, 320 The strength of particle-support
interactions in such materials is known to play a critical role in modulating the activity of
the catalytic metal particles.80,

129, 156, 158-161

Furthermore, direct incorporation of iron

particles in the CNT support during synthesis (as in Fe@CNT and Fe@NCNT) has been
shown to enhance activity due to increased hydrogen spill-over afforded by the bridged
particle-support structure that exists in these materials.70 As a result, existing studies of
RWGS and FT chemistry over N-CNT-supported iron particles suffer from limited
applicability to combined RWGS/FT catalysis for CO2 utilisation, sub-optimal integration
of nitrogen and iron in the CNT support, and a potentially significant influence from variable
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particle-support interactions that mask the intrinsic influence of nitrogen doping upon the
RWGS and FT processes.
The sections below detail investigations into the influence of nitrogen doping in Fe@CNT
and Fe@NCNT. These studies provide novel insights into the intrinsic effect of nitrogen
incorporation upon the RWGS and FT processes for CO2 hydrogenation. Specifically, they
isolate the influence of nitrogen more clearly than existing studies by eliminating concerns
over variable particle-support interactions, as the iron particles are incorporated directly into
the support in both materials. Furthermore, they represent the most cohesive integration of
all three key elements of the catalyst (iron, nitrogen and CNT support) yet reported, and
provide the clearest depiction of the influence of nitrogen doping yet reported for full CO2
hydrogenation, as previous studies have only investigated the isolated FT process.
6.2.1. Reactant adsorption properties and MD simulations
Existing studies of N-CNT-supported metal nanoparticles for RWGS and FT catalysis
suggest that nitrogen doping serves to enhance catalyst reducibility, activity and long-chain
hydrocarbon production.78, 79, 275 This is attributed to additional electron density from the
nitrogen heteroatom enhancing the basicity of the support and increasing electron donation
to the catalyst particles.79, 227, 265 However, XPS and XRD comparisons of Fe@CNT and
Fe@NCNT (as seen in Chapter 5) do not indicate any discernible difference in iron species
as a result of nitrogen incorporation after activation and reduction. Furthermore, the
enhanced electron donation described in literature would be expected to result in both
increased activity and higher α values rather than the observed shift towards lower values of
α over Fe@NCNT.79, 275 As such, alternative explanations for this deviation from expected
reactivity were explored. The influence of local C—N dipoles upon reactant adsorption was
identified as potentially significant. Charge redistribution across adjacent C and N atoms has
been observed to attract and activate O2 molecules, making nitrogen-doped CNT’s potent
catalysts for the oxygen reduction reaction.227, 321, 322 It is therefore conceivable that a similar
effect might be observed for the CO2 and CO reactants in the RWGS and FT processes over
similar materials.
CO is inherently polar with a relatively weak dipole moment of 0.122 D and an atypical
charge distribution, where the carbon possesses a weak negative charge and the oxygen
possesses a weak positive charge.323, 324 This provides an opportunity for attraction between
the asymmetrical charge distributions on the carbon and oxygen atoms in CO upon reaching
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close proximity to the weak positive and negative charges on adjacent carbon and nitrogen
atoms in the NCNT support. CO2, on the other hand, does not possess a dipole moment due
to its linear, symmetrical structure. However, CO2 is notably quadrupolar, with a quadrupole
moment of −1.4×10−39 C m2.325 Despite its lack of a dipole moment, its quadrupolar nature
belies charge separation and electronic structure that affords surprisingly polar properties.
For example, CO2 is capable of acting as a Lewis acid or Lewis base in studies of its solvation
behaviour, with experimental and theoretical studies supporting its participation in
conventional and unconventional hydrogen bonds.326 This has been previously exploited to
afford selective CO2 capture over other non-polar molecules (H2, N2, CH2) in flexible 3D
coordination polymer networks.325 Furthermore, the presence of other polar and
asymmetrically charged bodies (e.g. CO or C—N bonds) in close proximity may result in
induced dipoles in the CO2 molecules. This suggests further opportunities for attraction
between the CO2 reactant and asymmetrical charges on local C—N dipoles in the NCNT
lattice. It should be noted that wherever “C—N dipoles” are discussed in this thesis, the term
refers to this asymmetrical charge distribution across adjected C and N atoms in the NCNT
lattice. Dipole moments for the overall nitrogen bonding modes (e.g. graphitic, pyridinic,
pyrrolic) are theoretically possible, but expected to tend towards zero due to their integration
into the overall carbon-based nanotube macrostructure.327
To probe the interactions between reactants and nitrogen sites in the catalyst support, the
adsorption properties of reactants were compared over Fe@CNT and Fe@NCNT. The
acidity, basicity and BET surface area of both materials were initially investigated, as seen
in Table 6.2. Both materials displayed similar BET surface areas of ca. 80 m2 g-1. This is
consistent with typically reported values for the surface area of MWCNT.71 Fe@CNT
displayed higher overall CO2 and NH3 adsorption capacity, which may be due to the bamboo
structure preventing adsorption along the interior tube bore in Fe@NCNT. Interestingly,
nitrogen incorporation appeared to increase the acidity of Fe@NCNT. This is unexpected,
as nitrogen doping is generally stated to increase the basicity of the catalyst, especially
considering that Fe@NCNT are composed of predominantly electron-donating graphitic
nitrogen according to XPS.79, 265 The origin of this increased acidity remains unclear, though
it may contribute to explaining the decreased α values observed over Fe@NCNT, as more
basic supports and alkali promoters typically result in increased α values. However, if that
were the case, the increased CO2 and CO conversion over Fe@NCNT would remain
unexplained, as a less basic support would also be expected to result in decreased overall
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activity. This increased acidity may also be a consequence of testing the acidic and basic
sites of activated catalysts rather than reduced catalysts, where the acidity of the oxidised
iron particles (which is affected by variance in particle size and surface area) masks the
enhanced basicity of the catalyst support after nitrogen doping.
Table 6.2. BET surface area and characterisation of acidic/basic sites for Fe@CNT and Fe@NCNT after
activation in air at 570 °C (40 min) and 400 °C (60 min), respectively.

AdsCO2

AdsCO2, strong

AdsNH3

AdsNH3, strong

Strong

SABET

Catalyst

[mL g-1]

[mL g-1]

[mL g-1]

[mL g-1]

nacid/nbase

[m2 g-1]

Fe@CNT

0.55

0.55

2.25

1.99

3.6

78

Fe@NCNT

0.40

0.39

1.94

1.85

4.6

81

The reducibility and adsorption properties of CO2 and CO over both materials were
subsequently investigated, as seen in Figure 6.13. H2 TPR, CO2 and CO TPD spectra indicate
that the iron particles in both materials experience a stepwise reduction from Fe2O3 to Fe(0),
and Fe@NCNT are more easily reduced than Fe@CNT, as expected.78 Furthermore, it
appears that CO2 and CO adsorb more strongly to the catalyst surface in Fe@NCNT. CO
chemisorption has been observed to occur at ca. 400 °C over Fe/CNT in literature.79 Thus,
peak ζ has been attributed to chemisorbed CO and peak ε has been attributed to physisorbed
CO. While the desorption of chemisorbed CO appears largely unchanged between samples
(ca. 395 °C), physisorbed CO desorbs at a notably higher temperature in Fe@NCNT.
Stronger chemisorption by CO2 at nitrogen sites is also observed in Fe@NCNT, where only
physisorption is observed in Fe@CNT.79
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Figure 6.13. (i) H2 TPR profiles of Fe@CNT and Fe@NCNT, where α = Fe 2O3→Fe3O4, β = Fe3O4→Fe(0), γ
= Fe3O4→Fe(0) via FeO, and δ = gasification of the CNT support. (ii) CO TPD profiles of Fe@CNT and
Fe@NCNT, where ε = physisorbed CO and ζ = chemisorbed CO. (iii). CO2 TPD profiles of Fe@CNT and
Fe@NCNT, where η = physisorbed CO2 and θ = chemisorbed CO2.
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This increased attraction is mirrored in molecular dynamics simulations of the 3:1 H2:CO2
feed gas adsorption process. Representative segments of Fe@CNT and Fe@NCNT were
modelled based on their composition and morphology as observed via TEM and XPS, as
seen in Figure 6.14. The simulation cell was then filled with CO2 and H2 molecules at the
appropriate temperature (370 °C), pressure (15 bar), and concentration to represent the initial
introduction of the feed gas to the catalyst. The reactant species were subsequently left to
adsorb to the catalyst surface under the influence of Lennard-Jones potential and constant
coulombic charges between all components in the system. Full details of the software,
parameters, models, and forcefields used to achieve these simulations can be found in
Appendix 2. A full detailed simulation methodology is freely available in the Supplementary
Information for D. L. Williamson, C. Herdes, L. Torrente-Murciano, M. D. Jones and D.
Mattia, ACS Sustainable Chemistry & Engineering, 2019, 7, 7395-7402.
The author would like to provide explicit thanks and credit to Dr Carmelo Herdes of the
University of Bath Department of Chemical Engineering for his work in configuring and
performing these simulations. While establishing the concept and parameters of these
simulations was a joint effort, the simulations presented in this thesis were set up and
executed entirely by Dr Herdes.
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Figure 6.14. (i) Simulated Fe@CNT prior to adsorption simulations. (ii) Initial state of adsorption simulation
cell containing a simulated Fe@NCNT and initial concentrations of H2 and CO2. (iii) Final state of
adsorption simulations over Fe@CNT and Fe@NCNT. (iv) Percentage contribution to the potential energy
(LJ + coulombic) of selected simulation pairs upon adsorption, directly before reaction. 328

While the time to reach equilibrium was similar over both materials, interactions between
CO2 and the catalyst surface are notably stronger in Fe@NCNT, and a slight smoothing
effect can be observed in the equilibration of reactants on the N-doped catalyst (Figure 6.15).
This suggests a more ordered adsorption process over Fe@NCNT. As CO2 and CO possess
a quadrupole and dipole moment, respectively, the local C—N dipoles generated through
nitrogen doping are likely sources of this enhanced attraction. Furthermore, it must be noted
that the hydrocarbon products of this hydrogenation do not possess such dipoles, and are
therefore at a relative disadvantage in terms of attraction to the catalyst compared to new
CO2 and CO reactant molecules. This may serve as an explanation for both the increased
RWGS and initial FT activity, as well as the decreased α values observed over Fe@NCNT.
While CO2 and CO are more readily adsorbed for reaction over Fe@NCNT, this increased
attraction could also result in more rapid displacement of less polar FT intermediates in
favour of new CO2 and CO coordination, thereby inhibiting further chain growth.
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Figure 6.15. Simulated 3:1 H2:CO2 feed gas adsorption energies on surface of Fe@CNT and Fe@NCNT.

Alternatively, the increased acidity of Fe@NCNT may also be a source of their inhibited
chain growth activity. While local C—N dipoles attract CO2 and CO to the catalyst surface,
the relatively lower basicity of Fe@NCNT compared to Fe@CNT may prevent the
production of higher hydrocarbons that is typically observed over more basic catalysts.
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6.2.2. Obscuring nitrogen sites during RWGS/FT catalysis
The reactivity of Fe@NCNT was noted to revert back to resembling Fe@CNT after the
addition of alkali promoters in the initial promoter screening outlined in section 6.1
(reiterated by Figure 6.16). Based upon the adsorption properties of CO2 and CO over
Fe@CNT and Fe@NCNT observed in section 6.2.1, this effect of alkali promotion might be
explained by a decrease in the acidity of Fe@NCNT to more resemble Fe@CNT.
Alternatively, this might be a result of obscuring the local C—N dipoles in the catalyst
support through M+ coordination and particle formation over the nitrogen heteroatoms by
the dissolved alkali metal cations during wet impregnation. The reactivity of Na-Fe@NCNT
was therefore revisited. At 0.5 wt. % loading, conversion and product selectivity once again
reverted to resemble that of Fe@CNT.

Figure 6.16. Effect of obscuring nitrogen sites via Na+ coordination during wet impregnation. Quantification
error is estimated to be ± 5%.

While the increased basicity arising from sodium doping likely plays a role in increasing
long-chain hydrocarbon production, this does not explain the observed decrease in CO2 and
CO conversion. If local C—N dipoles play a role in increasing reactant attraction to the
catalyst surface, as suggested by TPD and MD simulations, then this decrease in activity
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could be explained by obfuscation of these dipoles through Na+ coordination during wet
impregnation. As such, the presence of Na+ coordination was investigated via EDS and XPS.
EDS maps of Na-Fe@NCNT revealed the clear presence of carbon and nitrogen throughout
the MWCNT structure, as expected, as seen in Figure 6.17. The presence of Na particles was
also clear, if more diffuse, indicating Na deposits lightly dispersed along the length of the
NCNT support. The visibility of nitrogen and carbon is understandably greater than that of
the sodium deposits, as nitrogen and carbon are present throughout the entirety of the NCNT
wall structure, while a relatively small amount of dispersed sodium is present only at the
NCNT surface. While these EDS maps confirmed successful dispersion of sodium along the
NCNT, they did not provide sufficient evidence of obscured nitrogen sites Na+ coordination.
XPS analysis of the sodium species was therefore conducted to clarify the nature of their
adsorption on the surface.

Figure 6.17. EDS maps of Na-Fe@NCNT confirming the presence of lightly dispersed sodium particles
obscured nitrogen sites along the catalyst surface.
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Deposition of Na+ to obscure surface nitrogen sites was further supported by XPS analysis,
as seen in Figure 6.18. After initial Na doping via wet impregnation, all Na in the sample
exists as Na+, evidenced by a single peak at 1071.5 eV. In previous publications it has been
shown that pure Na(I) in the form of fresh cleaved single crystal NaCl exhibits a
characteristic Na 1s peak at 1071.1 eV.329 This peak shifts to 1072.0 eV for Na+ stabilised
by the presence of a negatively charged counterion.330 The Na+ peak shift to 1071.5 eV for
Na-Fe@NCNT following wet impregnation can therefore be taken as evidence of weaker
Nδ- → Na+ interactions between nitrogen sites and their obscuring Na+ species. Following
activation at 400 °C in air for 1 hour, ca. 50% of the Na+ is converted to Na2O2 (1073.2 eV),
while half remains stabilised as Na(I) (1071.2 eV).331 Fe 2p regions of Na-Fe@NCNT and
Fe@NCNT after activation at 400 °C in air for 1 hour show similar iron compositions across
both samples. Na-Fe@NCNT display a greater presence of both Fe(III) and Fe(0), while
Fe@NCNT display a greater presence of Fe(II). These differences in composition are likely
affected by variance in the samples and margin of error in the XPS measurement rather than
electronic perturbations in the iron caused by Na doping. It is unlikely that the NaFe@NCNT would possess the greatest concentrations of both the most and least reduced
metals species if Na doping significantly enhanced or inhibited the reducibility of the iron.

Figure 6.18. XPS Na 1s regions of Na-Fe@NCNT (i) directly after sodium doping and (ii) after activation at
400 °C in air for 1 hour. XPS Fe 2p regions of (iii) Na-Fe@NCNT and (iv) Fe@NCNT after activation at 400
°C in air for 1 hour.
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It appears likely that the increased CO2 and CO conversion and decreased α values observed
over Fe@NCNT are caused by increased attraction of the dipole-containing reactants and
that catalyst surface. However, it is also likely that increased acidity in Fe@NCNT plays a
role in controlling their reactivity, particularly with respect to limiting the production of
long-chain hydrocarbons. Unfortunately, it is unlikely that the high conversion activity of
Fe@NCNT can be easily exploited without sacrificing the production of higher
hydrocarbons in the process. However, further modulation of the nitrogen species in the
catalyst support may represent an opportunity to maintain the presence of local C—N dipoles
while enhancing the basicity of the catalyst further.
6.3.

Additional reactivity studies

While this thesis primarily concerns the influence of nitrogen doping upon the reactivity of
Fe@NCNT when applied in RWGS/FT catalysis for CO2 hydrogenation, additional studies
were carried out to probe several other potentially interesting aspects of Fe@CNT and
Fe@NCNT reactivity. Most notably, the activity of Fe@NCNT as a pure FT catalyst was
briefly investigated; the potential for in situ Fe@CNT particle size control during CVD
synthesis was explored; and a collaboration concerning the reactivity of Fe@CNT,
Fe@NCNT, and V-Fe@CNT for sustainable oxalic acid production was published. The
motivations and results of these ancillary studies have been briefly outlined in the sections
below.
6.3.1. Fe@NCNT in FT catalysis
Upon observing the enhanced CO2 and CO conversion over Fe@NCNT in RWGS/FT
catalysis and exploring the influence of local C—N dipoles in enhancing this reactivity, the
value of Fe@NCNT as a pure FT catalyst was called into question. CO is significantly more
polar than CO2, and so a feedstock containing only CO rather than CO2 might be expected
to display further enhanced reactivity over Fe@NCNT. Furthermore, previous studies into
pure FT reactivity over N-CNT-supported iron particles have indicated increased C5+
selectivity as a result of nitrogen incorporation.79, 275 These studies have used post-doped
nitrogen and iron species on pre-synthesised MWCNT supports. As such, Fe@NCNT
represented a potential improvement over these materials due to their bridged particlesupport structure and integration of all elements of the catalyst during synthesis.
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Fe@NCNT were applied in pure FT synthesis at various pressures and their activity was
monitored over time, as seen in Figures 6.19-6.20. The feed gas composition was changed
from H2 and CO2 at a ratio of 3:1, respectively, to a composition of H2 and CO at a ratio of
2:1, respectively, as the additional H2 required for the initial RWGS CO2 conversion was no
longer necessary.

Figure 6.19. FT and WGS activity of Fe@NCNT at 1 bar, 370 °C and a 2:1 H 2:CO feed gas ratio (total
flowrate = 8 sccm). Quantification error is estimated to be ± 5%.

Regardless of pressure, CO2 production via the forward WGS side reaction increased with
time on stream. The observed CO2 and hydrocarbon production can be explained as an effect
of interactions between the FT and WGS reactions. The H2 and CO feed gas initially
encourages the production of hydrocarbons and water via FT. The water product from the
FT process then reacts with CO in the feed gas via WGS to produce the observed CO2, as
well as additional H2. As such, the FT process can be considered as feeding the WGS reaction
with the water required for its operation. The WGS reaction leeches CO from the feed gas,
but also partially feeds the FT process by recycling hydrogen in the FT water product.332 An
equilibrium is achieved between water production from FT, CO consumption via WGS and
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H2 production via WGS. This implies a limited maximum hydrocarbon yield from FT based
on the WGS activity of the catalyst.

Figure 6.20. FT and WGS activity of Fe@NCNT at 15 bar, 370 °C and a 2:1 H 2:CO feed gas ratio (total
flowrate = 8 sccm). Quantification error is estimated to be ± 5%.

The distribution of hydrocarbons produced via FT varied slightly with pressure with ca. α =
0.48 at 1 bar and α = 0.42 at 15 bar. This is notably higher than the α values observed for
Fe@NCNT in RWGS/FT catalysis of ca. α = 0.20, and is consistent with reduced α values
observed when applying FT catalysts in CO2 hydrogenation. Olefin production was
significantly higher at low pressure, which is consistent with the pressure dependence
established during the sodium promoter design of experiments outlined in section 6.1.4.
Overall CO conversion varied significantly with pressure and time on stream. At a low
pressure of 1 bar, conversion decreased rapidly between 2-4 hours on stream. CO conversion
decreased from an initial high of ca. 40% to an eventual minimum of ca. 5%. At the increased
pressure of 15 bar, the opposite trend was observed. CO conversion increased from an initial
low of ca. 49% to an eventual maximum of ca. 92%.
Iron FT catalysts experience deactivation due to several known mechanisms. Specifically,
these are (i) poisoning (primarily due to sulphur in the feed gas), (ii) carbon deposition (via
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the Boudouard reaction), (iii) sintering of catalyst particles, and (iv) oxidation of the FTactive iron carbides into WGS-active magnetite. The partial pressure of water in the reaction
is significant in affecting this deactivation, as a higher water concentration increases the rate
of catalyst oxidation.332 The catalyst deactivation process occurs gradually, and is generally
observed to take place over a period of tens of hours or days rather than the relatively short
duration of these experiments. As such, the opposite CO conversion trends observed here
are likely a result of the processes taking several hours to reach steady state rather than a
significant contribution from catalyst deactivation at low pressure. As such, the third sample
at each pressure should be considered the most reliable indication of catalyst performance
under the tested conditions. These samples are compared more directly in Figure 6.21. In
this context, the increased conversion at higher pressure is an expected result. Interestingly,
the product distribution appears to be split into a roughly 1:1 ratio of hydrocarbons and CO2.
This suggests that the catalyst is approximately equally active for the WGS and FT processes.
This is desirable for its intended application in combined RWGS/FT chemistry, but generally
undesirable for pure FT catalysts.

Figure 6.21. FT and WGS activity of Fe@NCNT at varying pressures, 370 °C and a 2:1 H2:CO feed gas ratio
(total flowrate = 8 sccm) after 4 hours on stream. Quantification error is estimated to be ± 5%.
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6.3.2. Controlling particle size during CVD synthesis
Nanoparticles have been shown to display high activity for WGS and FT catalysis.65, 333-335
While a clear understanding of size effects is yet to be established, it is generally accepted
that catalyst activity is significantly influenced by particle size.155, 336 Catalyst activity itself
is often measured using (i) activity, or the rate of reactant conversion per gram of active
metal or catalyst loading, and (ii) turn over frequency (TOF), or the intrinsic activity of the
catalyst active sites. The size of catalyst particles has been shown to affect both of these
parameters in Co-based FT catalysts, where activity appears to peak using particles of ca. 7
nm, and TOF decreases at smaller sizes.154 The decrease in activity observed in particles
below 7 nm is initially surprising, as smaller particles are expected to afford a higher reactive
surface-area-to-volume ratio. The product distribution was also observed to shift towards
methane at smaller particle sizes, which was attributed to increased H2 coverage on the
smaller particles and irreversible CO binding at the particle corner sites. Similar effects have
also been observed for iron particles, where activity towards methane products increases
with smaller iron carbide particles.155
While the single-step CVD synthesis method for Fe@CNT- and Fe@NCNT-type catalysts
is beneficial in terms of simple catalyst manufacturing and deep integration of the catalyst
components, controlling individual aspects of catalyst composition and morphology in situ
during synthesis represents a significant challenge. Because the catalytic iron particles in
these materials are generally considered to be residual waste metals in the synthesis of
pristine commercial CNT products, controlling the size of these particles during CVD
synthesis remains an unexplored area of research. To the best of our knowledge, there are no
publications available concerning in situ control of residual iron particles during the CVD
synthesis of highly aligned CNT forests. However, a large number of publications is
available investigating the control of the resulting tube morphologies, including properties
such as tube length and diameter. Most notably, tube diameter appears to increase with
temperature,206 likely due to particle sintering,177 an increased rate of ferrocene
decomposition,185 and also varies when using substituted ferrocene complexes as the iron
source in the CVD precursor solution.214 The diameters of CNT produced via CVD are
closely related to the size of the iron particles catalysing their growth.177 As such, studies
investigating the control of CNT diameter in CVD synthesis provide a reasonable starting
point for investigations targeted at controlling the size of the residual iron particles in these
materials as well.
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Several aspects of the CVD synthesis protocol were altered in attempts to control particle
size in Fe@CNT and Fe@NCNT. These alterations were applied in Fe@CNT synthesis
rather than Fe@NCNT synthesis to eliminate complications that might arise from the
inclusion of nitrogen in addition to the altered variables. Specifically, in one sample, 10% of
the toluene in the precursor solution was replaced with methanol in hopes of stabilising the
particles against sintering and inhibiting the rate of ferrocene decomposition through
hydroxyl group coordination. This sample is referred to as Fe@CNT-MeOH10. In another
sample, a low temperature of 650 °C was used to decrease the rate of ferrocene
decomposition, and the space velocity of reactants was increased by a factor of ca. 3.2 by
decreasing the diameter of the quartz CVD tube from 25 mm to 14 mm in hopes of decreasing
the time available for individual particle growth. This sample is referred to as Fe@CNTLT,HF. In a final sample, ferrocene was replaced with 1,1-dimethylferrocene in the precursor
solution. This has been shown to decrease the diameter of the resulting CNT, though a
mechanism explaining this effect has not been proposed.214 This sample is referred to as
FcMe@CNT. The particle size distributions of these samples have been plotted in Figure
6.22.

Figure 6.22. Particle size distributions for modified Fe@CNT and Fe@NCNT after activation in air at 570 °C
for 40 minutes or 400 °C for 1 hour. Particle sizes were measured via TEM.
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All samples displayed bimodal size distributions, which is most clearly exhibited by standard
Fe@CNT. This bimodal distribution is likely a result of the two different categories of
particles that form during Fe@CNT synthesis. Specifically, (i) particles located at the base
or tip of the CNT, which catalyse the initial tube growth process, and (ii) particles that form
along the CNT wall structure as a result of excess ferrocene in the precursor solution. Type
(i) particles are generally larger (ca. >30 nm) and appear less frequently in the sample, as
each of these particles catalyses the growth of a single carbon nanotube. Type (ii) particles
are typically smaller (ca. <50 nm) and appear much more frequently in the sample, as the
number of these particles that decorates each nanotube ranges from tens to hundreds. It
should be noted that type (i) particles are less likely to play a significant role during
RWGS/FT catalysis than type (ii) particles. This is due to their relatively larger surface area
per particle, the fact that they constitute a significantly smaller portion of total particles in
the sample, and the fact that they are typically capped or entirely encapsulated by the CNT
structure.
Fe@NCNT display a similar, if slightly smaller particle size than Fe@CNT (25 ±8 nm versus
34 ±11 nm, respectively), which might be explained by particle stabilisation and/or inhibited
ferrocene decomposition through nitrile coordination. However, particle size is significantly
more influenced by the other attempted control methods. Fe@CNT-MeOH10 display a
particle size of (16 ±9 nm), suggesting a stronger stabilisation effect from methanol addition
compared to acetonitrile in Fe@NCNT production. FcMe@CNT and Fe@CNT-LT,HF
experienced the greatest reduction in particle size and displayed similar small particle sizes
of 12 ±10 nm and 12 ±8 nm, respectively. It seems likely that both of these methods would
decrease the rate of ferrocene decomposition, though additional studies are required to
establish the cause of this trend with greater certainty. When comparing the Raman spectra
of the Fe@CNT-based samples, the characteristic D, G and G’ peaks are clearly present in
all samples, as seen in Figure 6.23. However, particle size modulation appears to increase
the ID/IG ratio significantly from ca. 0.2 in Fe@CNT to ca. 0.5 in modified samples. This
suggests that attempts to affect the rate of iron particle growth also reduce the crystallinity
of the resulting CNT support structure. ID/IG error is estimated to be ± 0.01.
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Figure 6.23. Raman spectra of activated Fe@CNT samples with modified particle sizes during synthesis.

When applied in CO2 hydrogenation, a clear influence of particle size is visible across the
samples, as seen in Figure 6.24. CO2 conversion increased from a low of ca. 40% over
Fe@CNT to a maximum of ca. 60% over FcMe@CNT. Selectivity towards methane also
increased gradually with smaller particle sizes, as has been previously reported.155
Interestingly, RWGS/FT reactivity over modulated Fe@CNT samples shifted to resemble
Fe@NCNT. Particle size likely influences the reactivity of Fe@NCNT as well, though it is
worth noting that the particle sizes of Fe@NCNT and Fe@CNT remain similar, suggesting
the nitrogen doping plays a significant role in influencing the differences between their
reactivities. However, further studies are required to probe the interactions between catalyst
particle size and the influence of in situ dopant addition (e.g. nitrogen incorporation) during
synthesis.
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Figure 6.24. Effect of in situ particle size control attempts upon the CO2 hydrogenation performance of
modified Fe@CNT and Fe@NCNT. Quantification error is estimated to be ± 5%.

6.3.3. C6 polyol oxidation and oxalic acid production
While this thesis primarily concerns the performance of Fe@NCNT when applied in CO2
hydrogenation, it is likely that these iron nanocatalysts could be used in a wide variety of
chemical processes.337 As such, a collaboration was established between the University of
Bath and leading renewable feedstock researchers at the University of Bari to identify
alternative sustainable applications for Fe@CNT and Fe@NCNT. The substitution of
nonrenewable fossil resources such as crude oil, coal, and natural gas with renewable carbon
sources such as biomass, including lignocellulose and vegetal oils, as a sustainable feedstock
has been extensively investigated for the manufacture of biofuels, commodity chemicals,
and high value products.338 Lignocellulosic biomass has attracted considerable attention
owing to its potential as a source of numerous platform chemicals such as C6-polyols, 5hydroxymethylfurfural (5-HMF), levulinic acid (LA) or formic acid (FA), as seen in Figure
6.25.
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Figure 6.25. Representative schematic for the conversion of cellulosic biomass into green chemicals.
Reproduced from reference 115.

5-HMF synthesized by dehydration of fructose or directly from glucose is considered to be
one of the most important intermediates due to the wide variety of fossil-fuel-derived
products that can be replaced through transformation of its aldehyde- and hydroxyl-bearing
furan structure.115 Alternatively, the oxidative cleavage of glucose or fructose has been
considered as a potential route to the sustainable synthesis of mono- and di-carboxylic acids
such as lactic, succinic (SA), or oxalic acid (OA). Of these, OA is particularly appealing due
to its wide array of industrial applications.115 The oxidation of C6 polyols with nitric acid is
currently the most widely used industrial process for the production of OA. A strong acid
solution of HNO3 and H2SO4 with V2O5 as the catalyst are used to achieve conversion of
99% and yields of 2.9-54% accompanied by a large volume of waste.115 Researchers at the
University of Bari have previously developed environmentally friendly techniques for the
conversion of 5-HMF into 2,5-diformylfuran (DFF), 2-formyl-5-furancrboxylic acid
(FFCA), and 2,5-furandicarboxylic acid (FDCA) using water as a solvent and oxygen or air
as an oxidant.338 339 Earth-abundant mixed oxide metal catalysts have been used for selective
oxidation of the ring functionalities without interacting with the furan ring.115 As such,
Fe@CNT-type materials were identified as potentially appealing catalysts for the aerobic
oxidation of C6 polyols to enhance the viability of cellulose-derived chemicals production.
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Interestingly, the tested Fe@CNT-derived catalysts displayed high activity towards ring
opening of these C6 polyols, resulting in the production of OA with SA as a co-product.115
When applied in the oxidative cleavage of 5-HMF, a high conversion of 99% and OA yield
of 48% was achieved over Fe@CNT at relatively mild conditions, as seen in Table 6.3.
Table 6.3. Oxidative cleavage of 5-HMF with (A) Fe@CNT, (B) Fe@NCNT, and (C) V-Fe@CNT as
catalysts. [5-HMF] = 0.16 M, 0.025 g catalyst. ηx indicates the selectivity towards product x. Reproduced
from reference 115.

Stir
Catalyst

rate

Time

Temp. Conv.

ηDFF

ηFFCA

ηFDCA

ηFA

ηOA

ηSA

ηFruc

[RPM] [hours]

[K]

[%]

[%]

[%]

[%]

[%]

[%]

[%]

[%]

A

1000

3

383

23.7

4.4

89.6

0

5.6

0

0

0

A

1000

3

403

99

0.4

18.8

22.2

8.5

22.0

8.6

29.0

A

500

3

403

99

4.6

2.4

8.0

15.3

30.6

16.3

21.3

A

250

3

403

99

3.2

4.8

0

18.5

37.8

17.6

17.7

A

250

1.5

413

99

0

0

0

19.4

48.4

7.8

9.2

B

250

1.5

413

47.8

11.7

0

0

16.5

39.8

10.0

21.8

B

250

3

413

90.2

4.9

0

0

27.0

39.9

16.2

4.1

C

250

1.5

413

62.1

3.3

61.8

0

10.8

19.9

1.4

0

C

250

3

413

99

0

65.1

0

25.1

6.3

3.5

0

C

250

6

413

99

0

<1

0

85.3

14.0

0

0

Decreasing the rate of mixing served to increase OA selectivity and reduced damage to the
catalyst, allowing it to be collected and recycled several times. Interestingly, fructose
formation was observed over Fe@CNT and Fe@NCNT, which has not been previously
recorded over mixed oxide catalysts. The inclusion of nitrogen in Fe@NCNT decreased
conversion and increased DFF and fructose production, which was attributed to differences
in the number of acidic and basic sites in the CNT support structure (as seen in Table 6.2).
Furthermore, OA production decreased over V-Fe@CNT, which was unexpected
considering the importance of V2O5 as a catalyst in typical OA production.
The observed hydration of 5-HMF to fructose and production of SA were noteworthy results
of these initial studies. As such, subsequent studies investigated the effects of using fructose
and/or SA as substrates for oxidation to determine whether SA could be converted into OA,
and whether there is a stepwise cleavage of the initial C6 skeleton to C4 (SA) + C2 (OA)
and further to C1 (FA) compounds. When applied in the aerobic oxidation of fructose rather
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than 5-HMF, Fe@CNT and V-Fe@CNT resulted in nearly quantitative conversion, as seen
in Table 6.4. Fe@CNT resulted in the production of FA, OA and SA in a ratio of ca. 1:2:1,
while V-Fe@CNT resulted in the formation of just FA and OA in a ratio of 3:1 after 12
hours. When SA was used as the substrate, OA was formed selectively but conversions
remained low at ca. 2.5% even after 12 hours. If FA was added to the SA substrate (1:5 w/w),
conversion increased to ca. 12.5% and selective OA formation was preserved at 12 hours.
This suggests that FA assisted with the cleavage of SA into OA. However, at reaction times
longer than 12 hours, OA degraded into FA.
Table 6.4. Aerobic oxidative cleavage of fructose or SA with (A) Fe@CNT, and (C) V-Fe@CNT.
R = residual starting reagents. ηx indicates the selectivity towards product x. Reproduced from reference 115.

Catalyst

Time

Temp.

[hours]

[K]

A

1

413

A

6

A

Substrate

PO2

Conv.

ηFA

ηOA

ηSA

[bar]

[%]

[%]

[%]

[%]

Fructose

10

1.2

21.8

--

79.3

413

Fructose

10

30.5

27.3

46.5

26.3

12

413

Fructose

10

99

31.0

46.8

21.0

C

12

413

Fructose

10

98

78.6

22.1

0

A

6

413

SA

10

2.4

0

98

R

A

12

413

SA

10

2.5

0

98

R

A

12

413

SA+FA

10

12.5

R

99

R

Fe@CNT, Fe@NCNT and V-Fe@CNT were eventually also applied in aerobic oxidation of
glucose, as seen in Table 6.5, as fructose is generally produced using a base-catalysed
glucose isomerisation. A higher temperature was notably required for the oxidation of
glucose than fructose. Interestingly, fructose formation was only observed over Fe@NCNT.
This is an unexpected result considering the base-catalysed nature of this transformation and
the higher number of acidic sites observed in Fe@NCNT compared to Fe@CNT. This
observed difference in reactivity can only be explained by the presence of nitrogen in the
Fe@NCNT support structure, suggesting that nitrogen incorporation does serve to introduce
some basicity to the catalyst support despite potential evidence to the contrary in CO2
hydrogenation tests and acid/basic site quantification in Table 6.2. No isomerisation
whatsoever was observed over Fe@CNT even after 24 hours, though V-Fe@CNT displayed
generally higher activity than Fe@NCNT, with higher selectivity towards OA through either
direct conversion of glucose into OA, or rapid conversion of fructose into OA resulting in
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no observed fructose selectivity. V-Fe@CNT also displayed some activity towards the
production of FFCA, which was not observed over Fe@NCNT.
Table 6.5. Aerobic oxidative cleavage of glucose with (A) Fe@CNT, (B) Fe@NCNT, and (C) V-Fe@CNT
as catalysts. [glucose] = 0.2 M. ηx indicates the selectivity towards product x. Reproduced from reference
115.

Catalyst

Time

Temp.

PO2

Conv.

ηFFCA

ηFA

ηOA

ηSA

ηFruc

[hours]

[K]

[bar]

[%]

[%]

[%]

[%]

[%]

[%]

A

24

403

20

0

--

--

--

--

--

B

6

403

20

10.3

0

32.9

19.4

24.2

8.4

B

12

403

20

22.0

0

41.7

27.0

28.3

0

B

6

423

20

41.8

0

16.4

37.1

17.3

29.2

C

12

403

20

36.8

12.9

50.1

16.6

17.7

0

C

12

423

20

96.6

11.7

31.8

47.9

8.0

0

Conversion and OA yields over the various tested substrates in these experiments were
similar to the best performance available from standard industrial technologies. However,
the conditions employed were much milder and safer with no airborne emissions and limited
waste. As such, these results represent the first report of sustainable OA synthesis from C6
polyols with potential yields of up to 60% under mild conditions.115
The author would like to provide explicit thanks and credit to Dr Maria Ventura, Professor
Angela Dibenedetto, and Professor Michele Aresta of the University of Bari for their
collaboration in this work. Materials synthesis and characterisation (with the exception of
acid and base site characterisation) were conducted by the author at the University of Bath.
The catalytic testing presented in Tables 6.3-6.5, as well as the acid and base site
characterisation presented in Table 6.2 of this thesis, were conducted by collaborators at the
University of Bari.
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7.

Chapter 7 – Ru-Fe@NCNT

Following the promoter screening studies outlined in section 6.1.3, ruthenium was identified
as a noteworthy promoter for its significant increase in conversion and high methane
selectivity while further decreasing selectivity towards CO. While liquid fuels and light
olefins are considered to be the most valuable and desirable products of CO2 hydrogenation,
CO2 methanation has been identified as a potentially useful power-to-gas technology for
biogas upgrading and renewable energy storage in existing natural gas infrastructure.35, 103,
340-342

Commercial methanation catalysts typically consist of ruthenium or nickel as the

active species, and are generally used for CO and CO2 methanation to produce synthetic
natural gas or avoid catalyst poisoning in ammonia production.33, 343 These catalysts operate
via the Sabatier reaction, which affords the reversible, selective conversion of CO2 and CO
into methane. Ruthenium is the most active catalyst for this transformation but is often
avoided due to high costs. As such, nickel-based catalysts are the most common choice for
industrial application due to their desirable balance of activity, selectivity and cost.341, 344
Iron-based catalysts are more active and cheaper than nickel for the conversion of CO2 and
CO, but are typically avoided in methanation applications due to their tendency towards
undesired side reactions such as WGS and the production of additional hydrocarbons via FT
at low temperatures,344 while experiencing considerable sintering at high temperatures where
methanation becomes more favoured.
Nitrogen doping in Fe@NCNT increases CO2 conversion and tendency towards methane
production when compared with Fe@CNT. As such, experiments were devised to further
enhance these methanation properties and produce an iron-based, FT-driven methanation
catalyst capable of selective methanation at low temperatures and pressures. This chapter
outlines the results of investigations into the CO2 methanation performance of rutheniumdoped Fe@NCNT (Ru-Fe@NCNT and Ru,Fe@NCNT). The synthesis and characterisation
of various ruthenium-doped catalysts is outlined in section 7.1. The reactivity, stability, and
mechanism of methanation over these materials is subsequently outlined in section 7.2.
The work discussed in this chapter has been used to produce the following publication:
D. L. Williamson, M. D. Jones and D. Mattia, Energ. Technol., 2019, 7, 294-306.
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7.1.

Ru-Fe@NCNT and Ru,Fe@NCNT

A variety of ruthenium-doped Fe@NCNT catalysts were produced to explore the
methanation capabilities of Fe@NCNT-based materials. Additional Ru-Fe@NCNT samples
synthesised via wet impregnation – similar to the catalysts explored in the initial promoter
screening discussing in section 6.1.3 – were tested to investigate the effect of ruthenium
loading and reaction conditions upon Ru-Fe@NCNT methanation performance.
Furthermore, the effect of alternative methods of ruthenium doping were explored by adding
ruthenocene, an air-stable ruthenium metallocene complex similar to ferrocene, into the
CVD precursor solution. This resulted in the integration of ruthenium into the catalyst
directly during CVD synthesis rather than via wet impregnation post-doping. Catalysts
containing CVD-doped ruthenium in this manner are referred to as Ru,Fe@NCNT rather
than Ru-Fe@NCNT. Ru,Fe@NCNT were produced at two levels of ruthenium loading; in a
first sample, 5 mol % of the ferrocene in the CVD precursor solution was replaced with
ruthenocene (this sample is referred to as Ru,Fe@NCNT-0.05/0.95). In a second sample, an
additional 20 mol % ruthenocene was added to the precursor solution (this sample is referred
to as Ru,Fe@NCNT-0.2/1.0).
This section outlines the detailed characterisation of Ru-Fe@NCNT and Ru,Fe@NCNT via
SEM, TEM, EDS, Raman, XPS and pXRD. The analysis provided here is intended to serve
as a basis for subsequent explanations of the similarities and differences between the
observed reactivities of Ru-Fe@NCNT and Ru,Fe@NCNT outlined in section 7.2.
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7.1.1. Structural characterisation
FESEM micrographs of post-doped Ru-Fe@NCNT showed the underlying Fe@NCNT
bundles in good condition subsequent to the incipient wetness doping process (Figure 7.1 i).
The bundles maintained their highly-aligned, tight-packed growth pattern, suggesting that
the doping process does not notably disperse the tubes or alter their orientation on the
microscale. TEM micrographs of post-doped Ru-Fe@NCNT clearly depicted similar tubes
with diameters of 20-100 nm, iron particles with diameters of 20-50 nm embedded in the
tube walls, and bamboo-like lateral texturing along the tube wall (Figure 7.1 ii). This is
consistent with previous analysis of the Fe@NCNT catalyst (as discussed in Chapter 5), and
suggests that the wet impregnation doping process does not notably alter or damage the
underlying Fe@NCNT on the nanoscale.

Figure 7.1. (i) FESEM micrograph of Ru-Fe@NCNT directly after incipient wetness doping. (ii) TEM
micrograph of Ru-Fe@NCNT after activation at 400 °C in air for 1 hour. (iii) TEM micrograph depicting the
crystal lattice of a single supported iron oxide particle after activation at 400 °C in air for 1 hour.
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It is difficult to determine from TEM alone whether the particles observed along the NCNT
structure consist of iron, ruthenium or both. As such, EDS was used to locate these species
in the sample with greater precision, as seen in Figure 7.2. EDS confirmed the presence of
nitrogen along the tube support structure, as well as iron in localized particles on both the
interior and exterior of the NCNT tube support. Ruthenium appears to be lightly dispersed
along the Fe@NCNT in much smaller clusters than the CVD-doped iron particles. In some
instances, ruthenium particles of ca. 2-5 nm appeared to agglomerate onto the surface of
larger iron particles, though no closer integration of the iron and ruthenium was observed,
and there does not appear to be any preference for agglomeration over the iron particles
versus the NCNT tubes.

Figure 7.2. EDS maps of Ru-Fe@NCNT after activation at 400 °C in air for 1 hour. (iii) Nitrogen is visibly
dispersed throughout the support structure in Ru-Fe@NCNT. (vi) Ruthenium appears dispersed along the
catalyst.

SEM and FESEM micrographs of the CVD-doped Ru,Fe@NCNT show the clear formation
of tube bundles similar to those formed in standard Fe@NCNT CVD synthesis, as seen in
Figure 7.3. Ru,Fe@NCNT-0.05/0.95 displayed highly aligned bundles that were
indistinguishable from undoped Fe@NCNT (not shown), suggesting a limited influence
from ruthenium doping due to the low loading. Conversely, Ru,Fe@NCNT-0.2/1.0
displayed tube bundles growing in a semi-spherical, orange-peel-like orientation that is
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attributed to the greater ruthenocene loading employed during synthesis (Figure 7.3 ii, iv)
This is a significant deviation from the tightly packed, linearly aligned bundles observed in
typical Fe@CNT and Fe@NCNT, indicating that the addition of ruthenocene interferes with
the CNT growth mechanism during synthesis. TEM micrographs of individual
Ru,Fe@NCNT-0.2/1.0 tubes clearly display the presence of tubes with similar dimensions
to the Ru-Fe@NCNT (Figure 7.3 v-vi). Iron particles remain embedded in the tube walls
and wall texturing indicative of nitrogen doping remained visible. While the inclusion of
ruthenocene in the CVD precursor solution appears to cause some interference, the similar
morphology between these samples suggests that the typical ferrocene-driven growth
process still dominates during synthesis.

Figure 7.3. SEM, FESEM and TEM micrographs of Ru-Fe@NCNT (i-iii) and Ru,Fe@NCNT-0.2/1.0 (iv-vi).
SEM micrographs display catalyst bundles as-synthesised, before activation. TEM micrographs display
catalyst tubes after activation in air at 400 °C in air for 1 hour.
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EDS maps of CVD-doped Ru,Fe@NCNT again confirm the presence of localised iron
particles supported on the tube walls as well as larger iron “slugs” filling the inner tube bore
(Figure 7.4 iv-v), as observed in Fe@NCNT and Ru-Fe@NCNT. However, ruthenium
appears to be more closely integrated into the iron particles as a result of the CVD doping
process. While pure iron oxide particles are clearly visible and abundant in the sample,
ruthenium is not observed unless it is part of an existing iron particle (Figure 7.4 vi). This is
a significant contrast with Ru-Fe@NCNT, where the doped ruthenium appears uniformly
dispersed along the whole catalyst (Figure 7.4 iii), and suggests a greater degree of physical
contact and potential electronic interaction between the iron and ruthenium species in
Ru,Fe@NCNT compared to Ru-Fe@NCNT.

Figure 7.4. EDS maps of (i-iii) Ru-Fe@NCNT and (iv-vi) Ru,Fe@NCNT-0.2/1.0. In Ru-Fe@NCNT,
ruthenium appears scattered along the catalyst. Conversely, in Ru,Fe@NCNT ruthenium appears exclusively
localized within iron particles, though not all iron particles appear to contain ruthenium.
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7.1.2. Chemical characterisation
The Raman spectra of Ru-Fe@NCNT and Ru,Fe@NCNT were compared with Fe@CNT
and Fe@NCNT for reference, as seen in Figure 7.5. The typical D and G peaks were
observed in both ruthenium-doped samples at 1354 cm-1 and 1597 cm-1, respectively. The
G’ peak at ca. 2666 cm-1 is suppressed due to nitrogen inclusion, which disrupts long range
order in the sample through the generation of lattice defects. Further discussion concerning
the influence of nitrogen doping and lattice defects upon the Raman spectra of CNT materials
can be found in section 5.1.2. ID/IG values of 0.90, 0.94 and 1.02 were obtained for
Fe@NCNT, Ru-Fe@NCNT, and Ru,Fe@NCNT-0.2/1.0, respectively. This confirms
progressively increasing disorder in these materials due to nitrogen and ruthenium
addition.270 The slight increase between Fe@NCNT and Ru-Fe@NCNT may be a
consequence of minor damage occurring on the NCNT tube structure through prolonged
stirring and heating to remove the solvent during and after wet impregnation. However, the
largely intact Ru-Fe@NCNT bundles and tubes observed in SEM and TEM suggest that this
effect is minor and may be within the margin of error in the Raman spectra. The ID/IG
increase observed for Ru,Fe@NCNT-0.2/1.0 is more significant and suggests additional
structural disorder in the NCNT lattice as a result of ruthenium doping in CVD. This is in
good agreement with the deviation in bundle morphology observed via SEM, and further
suggests that ruthenocene addition serves to inhibit the typical ordered, ferrocene-driven
CNT growth process.

Figure 7.5. Raman spectra of Fe@CNT, Fe@NCNT, Ru-Fe@NCNT, and Ru,Fe@NCNT-0.2/1.0 activated at
400 °C in air for 1 hour. ID/IG error is estimated to be ± 0.01.
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XPS analysis was used to determine the effect of activation and catalytic application on the
elemental composition of the catalysts, as seen in Table 7.1. The trends observed for
Fe@NCNT are similar to those discussed in section 5.1.2. XPS of post-doped RuFe@NCNT indicates the presence of iron, nitrogen and ruthenium after the activation step.
The ruthenium mass loading was calculated to be 1.6 wt. % from the at. % concentration
measured via XPS. This is in reasonable agreement with the 1.0 wt. % mass loading targeted
during catalyst synthesis, as individual element concentrations have been noted to vary as
much as ±1.1 at. % between sample sites in prior samples (evidenced by Table 5.4). Surface
iron loading was similarly determined to be 3.5 wt. %. The observed decrease in iron content
between Fe@NCNT and Ru-Fe@NCNT is likely a relative decrease as a consequence of
marginally greater oxygen content and the addition of ruthenium to the Ru-Fe@NCNT. After
reaction, the iron, nitrogen and ruthenium concentrations also decrease. This is consistent
with the decrease in nitrogen and iron observed in standard Fe@NCNT, and may be similarly
attributed to the removal of nitrogen during the reduction or reaction steps, and carbon
deposition during the reaction resulting in a lower observed concentration of other elements
in the sample. These repeated trends in Ru-Fe@NCNT and Fe@NCNT suggest that the
incipient wetness ruthenium doping process has little effect on the chemical composition of
the underlying Fe@NCNT beyond the desired ruthenium addition.
Table 7.1. Surface compositions of Fe@NCNT, Ru-Fe@NCNT and Ru,Fe@NCNT as-synthesised, after
activation, and after methanation testing, as determined by XPS analysis.
Sample
Fresh

Activated

Postreaction

Composition [At. %]
C

N

O

Fe

Ru

Fe@NCNT

94.3

2.7

2.8

0.3

0

Ru,Fe@NCNT-0.05/0.95

93.8

2.6

3.4

0.3

0

Ru,Fe@NCNT-0.20/1.0

95.2

2.5

2.0

0.2

0.1

Fe@NCNTs

88.9

2.3

7.4

1.5

0

Ru-Fe@NCNT

87.7

2.2

9.1

0.8

0.2

Ru,Fe@NCNT-0.05/0.95

89.3

2.2

7.7

0.7

0.1

Ru,Fe@NCNT-0.20/1.0

88.8

1.4

8.6

1.0

0.2

Fe@NCNT

91.0

1.2

4.1

0.8

0

Ru-Fe@NCNT

88.4

1.6

9.7

0.3

0.1

Ru,Fe@NCNT-0.05/0.95

92.4

2.2

5.1

0.2

0.1

Ru,Fe@NCNT-0.20/1.0

90.7

2.7

5.8

0.8

0.1

CVD-doped Ru,Fe@NCNT follow several of the same trends observed in Fe@NCNT and
post-doped Ru-Fe@NCNT (Table 7.1). The elemental concentrations of iron, nitrogen and
ruthenium are similar in the fresh and activated samples. Similarly, the nitrogen content
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decreases upon activation, while the iron, oxygen and ruthenium concentrations increase.
After reaction, the oxygen, iron and ruthenium content are observed to decrease, similarly to
Fe@NCNT and Ru-Fe@NCNT. However, it is noteworthy that the nitrogen content
increases rather than decreases, as was observed in all other samples. This could be due to
more efficient incorporation of the nitrogen during synthesis as a result of the CVD-doped
ruthenium, or it may be due to the different reactivity of this material, as the CVD-doped
Ru,Fe@NCNT are later noted to have lower conversion and greater selectivity towards longchain hydrocarbons than the post-doped Ru-Fe@NCNT. However, this trend should be
observed with some caution, as the atom % concentrations of these XPS samples varied by
ca. ±0.3 at. % in nitrogen between different scan sites of the same sample. This is likely a
result of variance in the activation process (e.g. nonuniform oxygen access in the calcination
vessel), as this is significantly larger than the experimental error of XPS measurement. As
such, the most significant conclusion that can be drawn from this elemental analysis is that
the materials are comparably similar in nitrogen, iron and ruthenium content despite the
different methods used to achieve ruthenium doping.
High resolution analysis of the N 1s regions of these materials indicates similar trends in
nitrogen composition across all samples (Figure 7.6 i-iii) and is notably identical to the trends
for Fe@NCNT discussed previously in section 5.1.2. This suggests that ruthenium doping
does not result in significant modulation of the nitrogen species in the NCNT lattice,
regardless of doping technique. Fe 2p regions for Fe@NCNT and Ru-Fe@NCNT are also
identical to those observed for Fe@NCNT in section 5.1.2 (Figure 7.6 iv-vi). This confirms
that the wet impregnation of ruthenium does not significantly influence the character of the
iron particles in Ru-Fe@NCNT, and further suggests that there are limited electronic
interactions between the iron and ruthenium species in the catalyst.
However, a notable difference in iron species is observed between Fe@NCNT and
Ru,Fe@NCNT-0.2/1.0. Similar iron nitrides are observed in all three catalysts immediately
after synthesis, as indicated by peaks at 707.2, 708.0, and 710.5 eV, which are attributed to
Fe8N and Fe16N2 (Figure 7.6 iv).311 Upon activation, these peaks shift to 707.5, 709.9, and
711.3 eV, which are attributed to Fe(0), Fe(II) and Fe(III), respectively (Figure 7.6 v).312, 313
These peaks suggest a change in the iron species from nitrides to a mix of Fe2O3 and Fe3O4
as the iron particles are exposed from underneath the graphitic layer of carbon and nitrogen,
and transformed into iron oxides. This corresponds with the increase in iron and oxygen
concentrations observed after activation (Table 7.1). In Fe@NCNT and Ru-Fe@NCNT,
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Fe(III) is the dominant species suggesting a significant concentration of Fe2O3 that is
confirmed by the presence of a slight satellite peak at ca. 718.8 eV. The small Fe(0) shoulder
is attributed to iron that was partially exposed by the activation process but remains
unoxidized.70 In Ru,Fe@NCNT, however, Fe(II) appears to be the dominant species after
activation (Figure 7.6 vii.). This suggests that the inclusion of ruthenium during the CVD
synthesis process serves to stabilise the iron particles against oxidation. To the authors’
knowledge this is the first known example of co-doping bimetallic nanoparticles directly
onto carbon nanotube supports via CVD. As such, the precise relationship between the two
metals in this doping configuration remains unclear. However, this further suggests that the
degree of electronic interactions between iron and ruthenium is notably different depending
on ruthenium doping technique. It is difficult to confirm whether these particles exist as a
clearly defined alloy at this time. However, their XPS composition is in good agreement with
recently published isolated Fe-Ru oxide nanoparticles with diameters of 5-80 nm.345
Following CO2 hydrogenation testing the iron species appear largely unchanged across all
samples, aside from a slight increase in Fe(0) content in Ru,Fe@NCNT, which further
supports the increased reducibility of this material (Figure 7.6 viii).

Figure 7.6. XPS spectra of Fe@NCNT N 1s region (i) freshly synthesized, (ii) activated at 400 °C in air for 1
hour, and (iii) after a typical CO2 reduction reaction. Fe@NCNT Fe 2p region (iv) freshly synthesized, (v)
activated at 400 °C in air for 1 hour, and (vi) after a typical CO 2 reduction reaction. Ru,Fe@NCNT Fe 2p
region (vii) activated at 400 °C in air for 1 hour, and (viii) after a typical CO2 reduction reaction. (ix) RuFe@NCNT Ru 3p region activated at 400 °C in air for 1 hour.
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Ru 3p regions of the catalysts suggest the possible presence of metallic ruthenium, ruthenium
carbide and ruthenium oxide, with some deviation from standard peak positions. Due to the
large amount of carbon in these samples and strong overlap between the Ru 3d and C 1s
regions of the XPS spectra, the Ru 3p 3/2 region was used instead to determine the
composition of the doped ruthenium (Figure 7.6 ix). A single peak is observed in all samples.
In post-doped Ru-Fe@NCNT, the peak is observed at 463.1 eV after activation, shifting to
462.7 eV after reaction. This trend is reflected in activated and post-reaction Ru,Fe@NCNT
as well, with the observed peak shifting from 463.0 eV to 461.5 eV in Ru,Fe@NCNT0.05/0.95, and from 463.1 eV to 462.1 eV in Ru,Fe@NCNT-0.2/1.0. Ru(0) has a
characteristic peak at ca. 461.2 eV, while RuO2 has characteristic peaks at 462.6 eV and
464.0 eV.313, 346, 347 No ruthenium species has been identified with a characteristic peak at
463.1 eV, so this peak shift has been tentatively assigned as either a shift from RuO2 after
activation to Ru(0) after reaction, or merely a shift in the RuO2 peak with no change in
oxidation state.347 In fresh Ru,Fe@NCNT the peak is observed at 459.2 eV in the
Ru,Fe@NCNT-0.05/0.95 sample, and at 461.8 eV in the Ru,Fe@NCNT-0.2/1.0 sample.
These peaks are both attributed to either Ru(0) or Ru carbide,347 as the CVD-doped
ruthenium is likely incorporated directly into the NCNT support structure, similar to the Fe
nanoparticles. In the absence of characteristic peak positions, these assignments are justified
by the oxygen-free CVD synthesis environment, in which the formation of Ru oxides in the
fresh samples is significantly less likely than the formation of Ru(0) or Ru carbides as the
particles are formed and similarly covered with a graphitic carbon layer.
pXRD was used to further confirm catalyst composition and phase, specifically with respect
to identifying the formation of composites or alloys of the iron and ruthenium, as seen in
Figure 7.7. This might influence catalytic performance due to electronic interactions between
the two metals. The pXRD trends of the Fe@CNT and Fe@NCNT remain identical to those
discussed in section 5.1.2. Ruthenium was visible in both Ru-Fe@NCNT and
Ru,Fe@NCNT-0.2/1.0 in the form of metallic ruthenium with 2θ peaks at 38.9°, 43.0°, and
44.6°, though the latter peaks are largely obscured by the presence of iron carbides in the
sample. RuO2 was additionally detected, with peaks at 2 values of 28.0°, 35.1°, and
41.0°.348-350 While the reflections for all ruthenium species are of a relatively low intensity,
as is expected due to the small amount of ruthenium used, the ruthenium species observed
in Ru-Fe@NCNT and Ru,Fe@NCNT are distinctly different. Ru-Fe@NCNT shows the
clear presence of RuO2 in small shoulder peaks at 28.0° and 35.1° with no clear contribution
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from metallic ruthenium, while Ru,Fe@NCNT shows a clear contribution from metallic
ruthenium at 38.9° with no clear contribution from RuO2.348-350 Ru,Fe@NCNT display a less
intense contribution from the iron oxide species and a stronger contribution from the iron
carbides between the two ruthenium-doped materials, while the opposite trend is observed
in Ru-Fe@NCNT. This seems to support the trend of enhanced reducibility of
Ru,Fe@NCNT as observed via XPS, and may suggest enhanced FT activity for
Ru,Fe@NCNT due to more facile formation of the Hägg carbide active phase. However,
some caution must be applied in attributing significance to the intensity of these peaks, as
their intensities rely significantly upon particle size and crystallinity in addition to the
relative concentration of each species in the sample.

Figure 7.7. XRD spectra of Fe@CNT, Fe@NCNT, Ru-Fe@NCNT and Ru,Fe@NCNT-0.2/1.0 after
activation at 400 °C (or 570 °C for Fe@CNT) in air for 1 hour. The spectra indicate the presence of the CNT
support (+), Fe2O3 (x), Fe3O4 (▲), iron carbides (■), metallic Ru (*), and RuO 2 (♦).
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7.2.

Ru-Fe@NCNT methanation performance

Ru-Fe@NCNT and Ru,Fe@NCNT were applied as catalysts in CO2 hydrogenation to
establish the effects of ruthenium loading, reaction conditions and the ruthenium doping
techniques upon reactivity. Ruthenium is a well-known CO and CO2 methanation catalyst
that is normally considered to proceed via the reversible Sabatier reaction.157, 341, 344, 351 As
such, it was of particular interest to determine whether the methanation performance of RuFe@NCNT was a consequence of integration between the catalytic iron and ruthenium
species, or rather synergistic coupling of the RWGS, FT and Sabatier reactions over distinct
iron and ruthenium particles. This section highlights the results of these experiments and
provides insights into the presence of mass transfer limitations when using the selected
reaction conditions and catalyst loading in a powder packed bed reactor configuration.
The effect of catalyst composition is first discussed in the context of the contribution from
each component of the catalyst and the influence of ruthenium loading in Ru-Fe@NCNT.
The reactivities of Ru-Fe@NCNT and Ru,Fe@NCNT are then compared and discussed with
respect to differences in their characterisation observed in section 7.1. After addressing these
differences in the reactivity, the methanation performance of Ru-Fe@NCNT is further
explored by probing the influence of reaction conditions such as pressure, gas ratio and
WHSV. The influence of WHSV in particular is additionally discussed in the context of mass
transfer limitations in the catalyst packed bed. Finally, the stability of Ru-Fe@NCNT is
explored over a period of several days and the performance of these catalysts is compared to
the equilibrium position of the RWGS reaction at the tested conditions.
Table 7.2 provides an overview of similar or typical methanation catalysts discussed in
recent literature, and serves as a benchmark for comparison with Ru-Fe@NCNT. Modern
methanation catalysts typically rely on ruthenium or nickel for their catalysis, operating
primarily via Sabatier chemistry and requiring a significant amount of the active metal at a
4:1 H2:CO2 gas ratio to achieve desirable performance. Conversely, Ru-Fe@NCNT appear
to remain primarily iron-driven, requiring ca. 80% less ruthenium than similar catalysts in
literature. It should be noted that Ru-Fe@NCNT are operated at higher pressures than the
reported literature catalysts, as this is where their methanation capabilities become most
noteworthy. Furthermore, the quoted literature catalysts are expected to display comparable
conversion and selectivity at similar high pressures, though these experimental data were not
reported. As such, it is primarily significant that Ru-Fe@NCNT are capable of producing
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comparable results to similar literature catalysts using much less ruthenium an atypical feed
gas composition of 3:1 H2:CO2. It is additionally noteworthy that Ru-Fe@NCNT achieve
desirable methanation performance at 15 bar, while typical industrial methanation processes
are cited to operate at higher pressures (ca. 10-30 bar).35, 352, 353
Table 7.2. Ru-Fe@NCNT methanation performance compared with literature and commercial catalysts. [a]
commercial catalyst [b] this work.

Feed gas,
Catalyst

Ru

T

P

WHSV

ΧCO2

select.

loading

[°C]

[bar]

[hr-1]

[%]

[%]

[wt. %]

5 wt. %
Co0.95Ru0.05

CH4

4:1
380

1

(H2:CO2), 12.8

34

98354

5

400

1

5:1:10.7

84

93355, 356

3

55

99357

5

25

91358

5

59

9534

--

81

80359

--

71

91

1

nanorods
3 wt. %
Ru/Al2O3[a]
5 wt. %

(H2:CO2:N2), NR
450

--

Ce0.95Ru0.05O2
5 wt. %

4:1:2.5
(H2:CO2:Ar), 12.5

200

1

Ru/Mn/Ce-

4:1:4:1
(H2:CO2:N2:O2), 0.1

65/Al2O3
Pd-Mg/SiO2

450

1

4:1:1
(H2:CO2:Ar), 2.6

23 wt. %

400

1

Ni/CaO/Al2O3[a]
1.0 wt. % RuFe@NCNT[b]

4:1:3.3
(H2:CO2:N2), 12.3

370

15

2.97:1:0.03
(H2:CO2:Ar), 0.6
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7.2.1. Role of catalyst components
Before exploring the reactivity of Ru-Fe@NCNT in greater detail, the effect of each catalyst
component was first isolated, as seen in Figure 7.8. This was achieved by excluding each
catalyst component during synthesis, and provided insights into contribution of each
component to the reactivity of the final material. It should be noted that CVD-doped
Ru,Fe@NCNT play a subsequent supporting role in investigating the relationship between
iron and ruthenium in the Ru-Fe@NCNT catalyst, but was not otherwise a primary subject
of these investigations into the methanation capabilities of Ru-Fe@NCNT. Fe@CNT
(without nitrogen or ruthenium) were used as a baseline reference material during testing
and resulted in 48% CO2 conversion, 16% methane selectivity, 52% CO selectivity and a
range of C2+ hydrocarbons with an olefin-paraffin ratio of 1.0. Upon incorporating nitrogen
into the catalyst support in Fe@NCNT, conversion and methane selectivity both increased
to ca. 60% and 48%, respectively. At the same time, CO selectivity decreased to ca. 8%.
Based upon the investigations outlined in Chapter 6, these trends in conversion and
selectivity appear to be the result of stronger attraction between CO2, CO, and the catalyst
support due to the presence of local C—N dipoles and increased Lewis basicity in the NCNT
support that arises from nitrogen doping.79, 360

Figure 7.8. Catalytic performance of Fe@CNT, Fe@NCNT, and Ru-Fe@NCNT at 370 °C, 15 bar, 3:1
H2:CO2 feed gas ratio, total flowrate of 8 sccm and 0.4 g catalyst.
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Doping ruthenium onto the surface of Fe@NCNT to produce Ru-Fe@NCNT further
increases conversion and methane selectivity up to 71% and 91%, respectively, while
simultaneously decreasing CO selectivity to a minimum of ca. 10%. Excluding nitrogen from
the catalyst support after ruthenium doping results in reduced CO2 conversion by ca. 8%, a
slight decrease in methane selectivity and a slight increase in CO selectivity. Excluding iron
resulted in a loss of 21% CO2 conversion, a slightly lesser decrease in methane selectivity
and a slightly greater increase in CO selectivity. This confirms the trend established by the
initial Fe@CNT, Fe@NCNT, and Ru-Fe@NCNT tests, suggesting that iron, nitrogen and
ruthenium all contribute positively to CO2 conversion, while nitrogen and ruthenium are
primarily responsible for shifting the product distribution towards methanation and away
from the production of CO and longer hydrocarbons. Excluding both nitrogen and iron from
the catalyst results in the lowest conversion and methane selectivity of any ruthenium-doped
samples. The observed reactivity of this sample is attributed primarily to the ruthenium
catalyst. However, iron appears to play a minor role despite attempting to exclude it by not
performing the thermal activation step. This is evidenced by the production of a small
amount to C2-4 hydrocarbons, which cannot be explained by Ru-catalysed Sabatier
chemistry. Testing uncaclined Fe@NCNT in section 5.3.2 resulted in negligible conversion,
confirming that the dedicated activation step is required to achieve significant reactivity from
the iron nanocatalysts. This suggests that the ruthenium wet impregnation process serves to
expose a small amount of iron in the unactivated catalyst. This might be reasonably explained
by the presence of hot spots during catalyst drying.
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Ruthenium loading in Ru-Fe@NCNT was subsequently varied between 0-2.0 wt. %
ruthenium metal, as seen in Figure 7.9. 1.0 wt. % ruthenium was found to result in the most
ideal balance between ruthenium loading and methanation performance. 0.5 wt. % ruthenium
resulted in 60% CO2 conversion and 71% overall methane selectivity, with an increase in
CO selectivity and decrease in C2+ selectivity versus Fe@NCNT without ruthenium, as
expected. 2.0 wt. % ruthenium loading resulted in 75% CO2 conversion and 93% methane
selectivity – a minor increase relative to 1.0 wt. % loading. Considering the employed 3:1
H2:CO2 feed gas ratio, a fully methane-selective catalyst would be limited to a maximum of
75% CO2 conversion. This suggests that the catalyst approaches full hydrogen conversion
and maximal CO2 conversion at 1.0 wt. %, leading to significantly diminished returns on
ruthenium loading beyond this point. As such, 1.0 wt. % ruthenium loading was used to
synthesize all subsequent Ru-Fe@NCNT samples during these investigations.

Figure 7.9. Effect of ruthenium loading in Ru-Fe@NCNT at 370 °C, 15 bar, 3:1 H2:CO2 feed gas ratio, total
flowrate of 8 sccm and 0.4 g catalyst. Quantification error is estimated to be ± 5%.

The reactivities of post-doped Ru-Fe@NCNT and CVD-doped Ru,Fe@NCNT were
subsequently compared, as seen in Figure 7.10. These experiments were intended to clarify
whether the methanation capabilities of Ru-Fe@NCNT arise as a result of electronic
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interactions between the catalytic iron and ruthenium species versus synergistic coupling of
the RWGS/FT/Sabatier reactions over distinct iron and ruthenium particles. Characterisation
of the chemical composition of Ru-Fe@NCNT and Ru,Fe@NCNT in section 7.1 suggests
the formation of Fe-Ru composite particles in Ru,Fe@NCNT with notably different
electronic structure than the separate Fe and Ru particles observed in Ru-Fe@NCNT.345 As
such, observed differences in the reactivity of Ru,Fe@NCNT and Ru-Fe@NCNT are likely
a consequence of this difference in ruthenium incorporation. Indeed, CVD-doped
Ru,Fe@NCNT displayed significantly lower conversion and methane selectivity relative to
Ru-Fe@NCNT. C2+ selectivity increased drastically, including a surprising increase in C5+
selectivity, with conversion and C5+ selectivity increasing in accordance with ruthenocene
loading.

Figure 7.10. Effect of ruthenium doping via CVD versus wet impregnation, and comparison with 1:1 mixed
Ru-Fe@NCNT (unactivated) and Fe@NCNT (activated) at 370 °C, 15 bar, 8 sccm total flowrate and 0.4 g
catalyst. Quantification error is estimated to be ± 5%.
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It was initially expected that integrating ruthenium into the catalyst during CVD synthesis
would result in greater contact between the ruthenium, the iron, and the NCNT support,
thereby amplifying the methanation performance observed over Ru-Fe@NCNT. However,
the formation of Fu-Ru composites instead favours FT chain lengthening rather than
Sabatier-driven methanation. The enhanced methanation observed over Ru-Fe@NCNT
therefore appears to be a consequence of beneficial coupling of the RWGS, FT and Sabatier
reactions to increase conversion and methane selectivity. Much in the same way that the
coupling the RWGS and FT processes serves to increase CO2 conversion over the isolated
RWGS reaction by shifting the reaction equilibrium towards products, ruthenium addition
in Ru-Fe@NCNT likely serves a similar function by further shifting the RWGS equilibrium
through the consumption of CO in Sabatier methanation. A 1:1 mixture of unactivated RuFe@NCNT and activated Fe@NCNT was tested to determine whether close proximity of
the iron and ruthenium in Ru-Fe@NCNT serves to enhance methanation activity. This 1:1
mixture displayed in similar activity to Ru-Fe@NCNT, with slightly reduced CO2
conversion and methane selectivity. This suggests that close proximity of the iron and
ruthenium particles in Ru-Fe@NCNT may serve to marginally enhance methanation
activity.
7.2.2. Effect of reaction conditions, mass transfer and catalyst stability
The reactivity of Ru-Fe@NCNT was investigated in greater detail by varying reaction
conditions during the methanation process. A reaction temperature of 370 °C was used across
these experiments to maintain a similar thermodynamic balance between the RWGS and FT
processes for clear comparison with previous Fe@NCNT experiments. Furthermore, the 3:1
H2:CO2 feed gas ratio was maintained, as is typically cited as the ideal feed gas ratio for CO2
conversion via RWGS/FT. The effect of reaction pressure was initially probed using
pressures of 1-25 bar, as seen in Figure 7.11.
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Figure 7.11. Effect of pressure and H2/CO2 gas ratio on the catalytic performance of 1 wt. % Ru-Fe@NCNT
at 370 °C, 8 sccm total flowrate, and 0.4 g catalyst. Quantification error is estimated to be ± 5%.

At 1 bar, conversion and methane selectivity were relatively low at ca. 26% and 45%,
respectively. At 5 bar, conversion increased marginally to ca. 33% and selectivity shifted
significantly towards C2+ hydrocarbons. This is noteworthy, as the production of C2+
hydrocarbons suggests that the catalyst is still capable of significant FT activity and is not
entirely government by Sabatier chemistry after ruthenium doping. 15 bar was determined
to be the optimal pressure for conversion and methane selectivity, resulting in 71% CO2
conversion and 91% methane selectivity with only 4% C2-4 selectivity and 10% CO
selectivity, as previously described. At 25 bar, conversion and methane selectivity both
decreased, with selectivity shifting to favour FT again as C2+ hydrocarbons reappeared. This
is unexpected, and it is unclear why increasing pressure to 25 bar results in decreased
activity. FT α values increase with increasing pressure.146 This is in good agreement with the
increased C2 hydrocarbons produced at 25 bar. When this is considered in conjunction with
the inverse relationship between CO2 conversion and α values highlighted in Figure 6.7, this
decreased activity at 25 bar may be a consequence of conflicting methanation and FT chain
lengthening mechanisms.
A gas ratio of 3:1 H2:CO2 was used for these pressure dependence experiments, as this is
well established as an ideal gas ratio for combined RWGS/FT catalysis versus a typical ratio
of 4:1 employed in Sabatier-driven methanation catalysts.67, 78, 226, 361, 362 However, it should
be noted that this 3:1 ratio is typically applied to increase the α value of the hydrocarbon
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products during CO2 hydrogenation by starving the reaction of hydrogen. As such, increasing
this ratio close to 4:1 is generally expected to result in increased methane production. 67
Interestingly, when the feed gas ratio was increased to 4:1 over Ru-Fe@NCNT at the optimal
pressure of 15 bar, CO2 conversion decreased significantly to ca. 38%, while C2+ and CO
selectivity both increased marginally. This unexpected result further suggests that the
reactivity of Ru-Fe@NCNT is primarily governed by the methane-selective FT process
observed over undoped Fe@NCNT, which is marginally enhanced towards methane
selectivity through the addition of a small amount of ruthenium rather than entirely governed
by ruthenium-driven methanation.

Figure 7.12. Effect of WHSV on conversion and product distribution over Ru-Fe@NCNT at 370 °C, 15 bar,
3:1 H2:CO2 feed gas ratio and 0.4 g catalyst. Quantification error is estimated to be ± 5%.

The effect of weight hourly space velocity (WHSV) was subsequently investigated over RuFe@NCNT to gain insights into the kinetics of the Ru-Fe@NCNT methanation process and
the influence of residence time upon reactivity, as seen in Figure 7.12. WHSV is defined as
the weight of feed flowing per unit weight of catalyst per hour. The feed gas flowrate was
varied between 8-50 sccm over 0.4 g catalyst (3.1 cm3), corresponding to a varied weight
hourly space velocity (WHSV) between 0.6-3.8 hr-1. Increasing WHSV in this manner
resulted in a decrease in CO2 conversion from ca. 70% to ca. 43% between 0.6 and 1.8 hr-1,
respectively, before finally stabilising at ca. 40% at 3.8 hr-1. Furthermore, C2+ hydrocarbon
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selectivity increased with increasing WHSV selectivity. This is in good agreement with
previous observations of increased α values corresponding to decreased conversion during
the initial promoter screening study outlined in section 6.1.3. In the promoter screening,
increased α values were also associated with increased CO selectivity, which is not observed
in the present WHSV analysis. This is attributed to the presence of rapid Sabatier-driven
methanation of excess CO by the ruthenium dopant.
Increasing WHSV also increased the observed rate of CO2 conversion, as seen in Table 7.3.
However, this acceleration of the rate was lessened at larger values of WHSV. This suggests
that CO2 conversion is enhanced by longer residence times, as expected. However, the
observed relationship between product selectivity and WHSV was initially surprising. When
considering the FT process as a polymerisation of CO intermediates following the initial
conversion of CO2 via RWGS, longer chain hydrocarbon products would be expected to be
favoured at longer residence times. Instead, the formation of C2+ hydrocarbons over RuFe@NCNT appears increasingly favoured at higher WHSV (i.e. shorter residence times),
with methane production being unexpectedly favoured at longer residence times. This
suggests that additional factors are influencing the outcome of the observed methanation
over Ru-Fe@NCNT. Diffusion limitations are a likely culprit, as the tested values of WHSV
are notably low. Specifically, Fickian diffusion limitations whereby H2 diffuses into the RuFe@NCNT catalyst bundles more quickly than CO2, resulting in an increased effective
H2:CO2 ratio at the catalyst surface. This is particularly evidenced at the low WHSV value
of 0.6 hr-1, where the relative rate of CO2 diffusion versus H2 diffusion is at its lowest. As
the flowrate increases, the increased velocity of the feed gas through the catalyst bed
improves CO2 diffusion and brings the effective H2:CO2 ratio closer to 3:1, as favoured by
FT, hence the observed increase in C2+ hydrocarbon production.
Table 7.3. Observed rate of reaction at tested WHSV values for Ru-Fe@NCNT at 370 °C, 15 bar 3:1 H2:CO2
feed gas ratio and 0.4 g catalyst. Quantification error is estimated to be ± 5%.

WHSV
[hr-1]

RΧCO2,obs
[µmol gcat-1 s-1]

dRΧCO2,obs
/dWHSV

0.6

2.5

4.1

1.8

4.5

2.5

3.8

8.5

2.2
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Similar effects were observed when the value of WHSV remained fixed while increasing the
flowrate by increasing catalyst loading accordingly, thereby isolating the influence of gas
velocity from the influence of residence time entirely (Figure 7.13). As the flowrate
increased, conversion decreased and similar C2+ hydrocarbon production was observed. This
further supports the significance of Fickian diffusion in affecting the methanation
performance of Ru-Fe@NCNT. It should be noted that the chosen flowrates were used to
remain consistent with previous research on Fe@CNT-type catalysts, which achieved
optimal conversion and hydrocarbon selectivity at a flowrate of 8 sccm.70, 72 These studies
were essential in establishing the reactivity of Fe@CNT-type catalysts, though the present
findings on the effect of WHSV upon Ru-Fe@NCNT suggest that overcoming mass transfer
limitations would be a valuable target in future work to achieve industrially relevant WHSV
values, which can be several orders of magnitude greater than those examined here.363

Figure 7.13. Isolated effect of gas velocity over Ru-Fe@NCNT at 370 °C, 15 bar, 3:1 H2:CO2 feed gas ratio
and 0.4 g catalyst. Quantification error is estimated to be ± 5%.
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Given the apparent influence of mass transfer limitations present in the reaction system,
calculations were conducted to determine whether the Ru-Fe@NCNT process was deviating
significantly from equilibrium. This additionally provided an indication of how isolated
process conditions influenced the observed equilibrium versus ideal equilibrium. To achieve
this, the equilibrium conversion of the RWGS reaction at 370 °C and varying degrees of CO
removal was calculated and compared with experimental data (Figure 7.14). As expected,
Ru-Fe@NCNT doped with 1.0 wt. % ruthenium, operating at 15 bar and 8 sccm affords the
most desirable balance of mild conditions, reduction in ruthenium loading, high conversion
and high methane selectivity while operating close to equilibrium. Additional ruthenium
loading does not serve to significantly enhance catalyst performance. Increasing the flowrate
beyond 8 sccm results in a notable deviation away from equilibrium, likely due to an
increased influence of pressure drop across the catalyst bed. Both increasing and decreasing
pressure caused a shift away from equilibrium conversion, confirming the optimal influence
of pressure at 15 bar. Alterations in catalyst composition provided a marginal influence on
CO2 conversion and CO removal but did not otherwise result in a notable shift away from
equilibrium. Removing both iron and nitrogen from the catalyst was an exception, which
shifted performance significantly away from equilibrium, as expected.

Figure 7.14. CO2 conversion of all tests conducted for this work plotted versus CO removal from the
subsequent FT process, compared with calculated equilibrium CO 2 conversion of the RWGS reaction at
370 °C and 3:1 H2:CO2 feed gas ratio from 0-99% CO removal.
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These calculation were achieved by initially calculating the equilibrium constant of the
isolated RWGS reaction at 370 °C. The reagent concentration terms in the RWGS
equilibrium constant equation were then substituted so that the equation was set in terms of
CO2 conversion and subsequent CO removal via FT, as seen in Equation 7.1. By assuming
that the equilibrium constant to be constant, regardless of CO removal, equilibrium CO2
conversion at varying degrees of CO removal could be calculate solving for 𝜒𝐶𝑂2 over a
range of values for 𝜒𝐶𝑂,𝐹𝑇 .
(1 − 𝜒𝐶𝑂,𝐹𝑇 )𝜒𝐶𝑂2 2
= 𝐾𝑅𝑊𝐺𝑆,𝑇
(1 − 𝜒𝐶𝑂2 )(3 − 𝜒𝐶𝑂2 )
Equation 7.1. The equilibrium constant of the RWGS reaction at a given temperature (𝐾𝑅𝑊𝐺𝑆,𝑇 )

is related

to CO2 conversion (𝜒𝐶𝑂2 ) and CO removal via FT (𝜒𝐶𝑂,𝐹𝑇 ).
Finally, the stability of Ru-Fe@NCNT was tested over 25 hours on stream (80 hours at
temperature), as seen in Figure 7.15. The catalyst was tested for 3 days and left under argon
at night for safety. After 6 hours on stream, CO2 conversion decreased to ca. 50% while
maintaining ca. 90% methane selectivity. After 8 hours on stream, methane selectivity to
decreased to ca. 70%, with CO2 conversion and methane selectivity stabilising at ca. 40%
and 70% respectively after 12 hours. When viewed in the context of the increased carbon
content observed in the XPS after reaction, this decrease in activity can likely be attributed
in part to carbon deposition during catalysis. Nanoparticle sintering is another common cause
of catalyst deactivation that is likely to contribute to the deactivation of
Ru-Fe@NCNT.364 The iron particles remain relatively stable against both particle migration
and Ostwald ripening through their integration into the NCNT support. The post-doped
ruthenium particles, however, remain susceptible to this phenomenon, which may explain
the decrease in methane selectivity, as ruthenium-driven methanation deactivates more
rapidly than iron-driven FT, thus resulting in a greater contribution of FT to reaction products
over time.
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Figure 7.15. Catalyst stability performance over 80 hours at temperature (25 hours on stream) at 370 °C, 15
bar, 3:1 H2:CO2 feed gas ratio and 0.4 g catalyst. Quantification error is estimated to be ± 5%.

As a result of the investigations outlined in section 7.2.2, a basic model of the methanation
process over Ru-Fe@NCNT was established. Based upon the optimal performance and
methane selectivity observed at 15 bar and a 3:1 H2:CO2 feed gas ratio, it appears that the
reactivity of Ru-Fe@NCNT remains dominated by the same methane-selective, iron-driven
FT chemistry that observed in undoped Fe@NCNT. This reactivity appears to be enhanced
by the presence of a small amount of ruthenium, presumably through Sabatier-driven CO2
and CO methanation, though the influence from ruthenium is not significant enough to mask
the FT activity of the Fe@NCNT. Furthermore, based upon the enhanced methane selectivity
observed over Ru-Fe@NCNT and the increased C5+ selectivity observed over
Ru,Fe@NCNT, Ru-Fe@NCNT appear to favour methanation via effective coupling of the
RWGS, FT, and Sabatier reactions over distinct iron and ruthenium particles rather than
significant electronic interaction between the iron and ruthenium. As such, it is proposed that
the catalyst remains primarily driven by the combined RWGS/FT process observed over
Fe@NCNT. The RWGS reaction produces CO from CO2, which can then be consumed via
iron-driven FT or ruthenium-driven Sabatier chemistry. As such, the addition of a small
amount of ruthenium in this manner is capable of shifting the equilibrium of the RWGS
reaction further towards products while increasing methane selectivity in the final
hydrocarbon products.
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8.

Chapter 8 – Conclusions & future work

This thesis summarises the most recent advances in the development of Fe@CNT-type
catalysts for combined RWGS/FT CO2 conversion. The influence of in situ CVD nitrogen
doping in the CNT support structure to produce Fe@NCNT has been the primary focus of
these investigations. Data concerning CO2 hydrogenation over Fe@NCNT has been
supported by further experiments demonstrating the synthesis, activation, and promotion of
Fe@NCNT with a variety of promoter metals. Ancillary studies concerning particle size
control during CVD synthesis, and the viability of Fe@CNT-type materials as catalysts for
the sustainable production of oxalic acid have also been outlined.
Chapters 1 summarises the evidence and consequences of the significant threat posed by
human-induced climate change. The value and pathways of CCS and CCU toward the
mitigation of greenhouse gas emissions have also been presented there. Indeed, the rate and
magnitude of modern worldwide greenhouse gas emissions is unprecedented when
compared with historical data, representing a global-scale challenge that can only be
addressed by global-scale solutions in society, academia, industry and government.
Furthermore, these solutions must be put in place as soon as possible to achieve a 45%
decrease in emissions relative to 2010 levels by 2030, and zero net emissions by 2050 to
limit warming below 1.5 °C by the end of this century. Ultimately, the key to adequately
reducing emissions lies in adopting a new energy infrastructure that does not rely upon the
emission of additional CO2 and similar greenhouse gases into the atmosphere (while also
innovating in the construction, refining and agriculture industries). Renewable energy
sources such as wind and solar are gaining maturity and commercial adoption, but remain
hindered by their intermittent supply patterns and necessary complimentary storage
technologies. Reducing atmospheric CO2 concentrations via CCS is attractive in principle,
but also costly. Mitigating this cost by converting the captured CO2 into value-added
chemicals is therefore also appealing, though the negligible mitigation potential represented
by the market demand for CO2-based commodity chemicals limits this as a “silver bullet”
solution to reducing atmospheric CO2 concentrations. However, the production of chemical
fuels from CO2 increases the potential scale of this solution significantly when viewed as a
vector for carbon-neutral renewable energy storage (assuming the production of hydrogen
from renewable sources such as electrolysis rather than SMR). As such, a combination of
CCS and CCU for cost mitigation seems most viable, allowing for emissions reductions by
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underground CO2 sequestration and enhanced efficiency of existing renewable energy
technologies.
Chapter 2 summarises the state of literature concerning the Fe@CNT catalyst, which allows
for the reduction of CO2 to hydrocarbons via combined RWGS/FT chemistry over CNTsupported iron nanoparticles. Fe@CNT provide high activity in CO2 hydrogenation,
primarily due to the particle stabilisation and improved hydrogen spill-over afforded by the
bridged iron particle-support morphology that arises from incorporating the catalytic iron
particles directly into the CNT support during CVD synthesis. Furthermore, this single step
synthesis technique makes catalyst manufacturing relatively straightforward when compared
with alternative precipitated or impregnated techniques. As such, Fe@CNT have been
identified as a valuable platform for further development. Nitrogen doping in CNTsupported iron particles synthesised via post-doping has been observed to increase catalyst
activity and α values when applied in pure FT catalysis. This has been previously attributed
primarily to improved catalyst reducibility and orbital overlap between the catalytic iron
particles and the increased basicity of the N-doped CNT support. However, these studies are
limited in number and have either been isolated to pure FT catalysis (without the RWGS
component), or have investigated the effect of post-doped iron and nitrogen species in FT
and RWGS/FT. As such, in situ nitrogen doping of Fe@CNT to produce Fe@NCNT was
identified as a valuable subject of further investigation. Chapter 2 therefore provides a
background summary of current WGS and FT catalysis, combined RWGS/FT chemistry,
MWCNT synthesis and properties, and the current state of knowledge concerning nitrogen
doping in CNT materials. From this summary it can be concluded that N-doping in CNTsupported iron particles likely serves to increase catalyst activity in the FT process. However,
the origin of this effect remains unclear, and is subject to a wide variety parameters in catalyst
synthesis that are difficult to control. Examples of such parameters include particle
morphology, CNT morphology, nitrogen content and species, iron content and species, and
the physical integration of these catalyst components, among other factors. This is
complicated further by the fact that these parameters often influence each other, especially
during CVD synthesis, making it difficult to isolate and influence one parameter without
inducing additional unintended alterations in the catalyst. However, it seems likely that
nitrogen content, nitrogen species, and particle size are additional factors that can influence
catalyst activity.
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Chapters 5-7 detail the results of investigations into the production, reactivity and
modification of the Fe@NCNT catalyst. The key conclusions of these chapters have been
outlined below.
8.1.

Experimental conclusions: Chapter 5

Chapter 5 outlines the production and activation of the Fe@NCNT catalyst. It was
demonstrated that Fe@NCNT could be easily produced via the same single step CVD
synthesis technique used to produce Fe@CNT by replacing toluene with acetonitrile as the
solvent in the CVD precursor solution. Fe@NCNT displayed similar dimensions and
morphologies when compared with Fe@CNT, with the exception of bamboo-like
compartmentalisation of the wall structure along the inner tube bore due to defects in the sp2
carbon lattice as a result of nitrogen incorporation. The average particle size of Fe@NCNT
was also slightly smaller than Fe@CNT (25 nm versus 34 nm, respectively). However, these
values were within one standard deviation of each other, making it difficult to attribute
differences in reactivity between them to particle size exclusively. XPS analysis revealed
Fe@NCNT to consist of ca. 2-3 at. % nitrogen in a 2:1 ratio of graphitic to pyridinic nitrogen
after activation. This configuration of nitrogen incorporation was noteworthy, as graphitic
nitrogen provides a shallow electron donor state, thereby enhancing the basicity of the NCNT
material. The iron species in the catalyst consisted primarily of iron nitrides immediately
after synthesis, but shifted to a mixture of iron oxides after activation and maintained a
similar composition after a typical CO2 hydrogenation reaction. This trend was further
reflected in pXRD analysis, which additionally indicated a significant presence of Fe(0) in
reduced Fe@NCNT, as expected. In general, the composition and morphology of
Fe@NCNT was significantly similar to Fe@CNT after activation and reduction, with the
exception of added nitrogen content (and accompanying defects). As such, differences in
reactivity between Fe@CNT and Fe@NCNT could be attributed to the presence of nitrogen
in the CNT support with greater certainty.
While the synthesis of Fe@NCNT was initially successful, yields remained significantly low
(ca. 400-500 mg). This required several days to produce a sufficient quantity of catalyst to
compare easily with previously published Fe@CNT data. As such, production scale-up was
pursued to improve workflow efficiency and gain further insights into the processes
governing Fe@NCNT growth during CVD. Initial efforts targeted increased yields by
increasing the surface are available for Fe@CNT growth through the addition of quartz beads
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into the CVD furnace. Fe@CNT were chosen as the initial target product to avoid any
additional complications arising from modifying the Fe@CNT production technique with
both nitrogen doping and increased surface area. Increased yields of 118-148% were
achieved via this quartz bead loading technique. While Fe@CNT produced in this manner
displayed a similar morphology when compared with typical Fe@CNT via SEM and TEM,
Raman spectra indicated a reduced degree of crystallinity in Fe@CNT retrieved from the
quartz tube wall when the quartz beads were present. This suggests that the presence of the
additional quartz beads inhibited the ordered Fe@CNT growth process along the quartz tube
wall, perhaps by affecting the flow of reagents along the quartz tube surface. Furthermore,
retrieval of Fe@CNT deposited upon the quartz beads significantly complicated the catalyst
synthesis process, requiring several rounds of sonication in methanol and producing large
volumes of solvent waste. As such, it was deemed beneficial to pursue alternative scale-up
techniques. More successful upscaling was achieved by increasing the precursor injection
volume and furnace hold time while keeping the rate of injection constant. Increased yields
of 350-400% were achieved when increasing the injection volume from 10 mL to 40 mL,
and the furnace hold time from 1 hour to 4 hours. Fe@NCNT produced in this manner
displayed similar ID/IG values in their Raman spectra, suggesting similar crystallinity of the
sample regardless of injection volume. As such, the majority of Fe@NCNT analysed and
tested in this thesis were produced using this upscaled synthesis process.
Finally, suitable activation conditions for Fe@NCNT were determined using a combination
of TGA, TEM, XPS, and catalytic testing. Fe@CNT have been previously shown to possess
a graphitic carbon layer that obscures their catalytic iron particles immediately after
synthesis, thereby preventing them from taking part in catalysis. This layer is removed via
calcination in air at 570 °C for 40 min for Fe@CNT. However, the defects induced by
nitrogen doping in Fe@NCNT significantly reduce the thermal and chemical stability of the
CNT support, resulting in more rapid decomposition. As such, new activation conditions had
to be established for Fe@NCNT that resulted in oxidation of the graphitic layer without
significantly damaging the underling NCNT support structure. TGA in air revealed the onset
of decomposition in to be ca. 375 °C in Fe@NCNT versus ca. 400 °C in Fe@CNT, though
no decomposition peak was observed for the graphitic layer itself. As such, a range of
activation temperatures from 340-420 °C was probed via TEM, XPS and catalytic testing to
establish a suitable activation process. Iron content increased in fresh Fe@NCNT was low
at ca. 0.2 at. %, but increased steadily with activation temperature until ca. 1 at. % at 400 °C.
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This was taken as evidence of progressive removal of the graphitic layer, and was reflected
in significantly increased activity after activation. Ultimately, 400 °C for 1 hour was
determined to be an ideal activation process, as this exposed a similar amount of iron when
compared with activated Fe@CNT while remaining structurally intact. Conversely, when
the activation temperature was increased to 420 °C, significant decomposition of the NCNT
support structure was observed via TEM.
8.2.

Experimental conclusions: Chapter 6

Chapter 6 outlines the reactivity of Fe@NCNT in CO2 hydrogenation. An initial comparison
of Fe@NCNT with Fe@CNT is followed by a screening and design of experiments of
potentially beneficial promoter metals. The mechanistic influence of nitrogen doping on the
RWGS/FT process is subsequently discussed. The chapter concludes with a summary of
ancillary experiments concerning the value of in-situ particle size control during CVD
synthesis, the reactivity of Fe@NCNT in pure FT catalysis, and the applicability of
Fe@CNT and Fe@NCNT in sustainable oxalic acid production. The initial comparison of
Fe@CNT and Fe@NCNT in RWGS/FT catalysis revealed that Fe@CNT and Fe@NCNT
provide similar catalytic activity at 1 bar, though a significant difference is observed when
pressure increases to 15 bar. In general, Fe@NCNT provide increased CO2 conversion and
methane selectivity while decreasing CO selectivity. This suggests that the FT process is
more favourable than the RWGS process over Fe@NCNT – a trend that is reversed in
Fe@CNT. Interestingly, while initial CO conversion in the FT process occurs more
favourably over Fe@NCNT, subsequent chain lengthening in the FT appears to be inhibited
by the inclusion of nitrogen in the catalyst support, with consistently lower α values observed
over Fe@NCNT than Fe@CNT despite the higher conversion. This was an unexpected
result, as increasing the basicity of the catalyst support through nitrogen inclusion would be
expected to increase both conversion and α values in the final product distribution rather
than the observed trade-off.
This trade-off between high α values and high conversion was maintained in metal promoter
screening studies, where the addition of promoters to increase α values resulted in decreased
CO2 and CO conversion. Sodium and ruthenium were identified as the most appealing
promoters for further investigation, as the addition of sodium resulted in significantly
increased olefin production, while the addition of ruthenium resulted in significantly
increased conversion and methane selectivity, while further decreasing CO selectivity. A
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design of experiments matrix was conducted to probe the influence of sodium loading,
temperature and pressure upon reactivity. This confirmed that sodium addition generally
inhibited CO2 and CO conversion in favour of increasing α values and olefin production,
thereby providing poor yields of desirable olefin and higher hydrocarbon products.
Furthermore, the model established by the design of experiments provided poor
predictability of experimental data, suggesting that additional factors were influencing
experimental outcomes without being registered as notable variables in the design of
experiments model. As such, additional experiments and characterisation were conducted in
efforts to gain a greater understanding of the unexpected inverse relationship between
conversion and α values.
Local C—N dipoles in N-doped graphitic materials have been shown to attract and activate
O2 molecules for reduction in the ORR. As such, the influence of these C—N dipoles on the
adsorption properties of the reactants of the RWGS/FT process was investigated further. H2
TPR, CO TPD and CO2 TPD indicated that Fe@NCNT are more easily reduced than
Fe@CNT, while inducing stronger adsorption of both CO and CO2. This was further
supported by molecular simulations of the adsorption of the 3:1 H2:CO2 feed gas over
Fe@CNT and Fe@NCNT at typical reaction temperature and pressure, where the presence
of nitrogen resulted in stronger interactions between CO2 and the catalyst surface. As such,
it was proposed that these C—N dipoles in the Fe@NCNT surface are capable of increasing
attraction of dipole-containing reactant molecules such as CO2 and especially CO to the
catalyst surface, thereby also disfavouring the adsorption of less polar hydrocarbon product
species. This serves to explain the increased CO2 conversion, increased methane selectivity,
and decreased CO selectivity in N-doped samples. Furthermore, this may additionally serve
to explain the poor predictability of the design of experiments model, as the addition of
dopants could conceivably limit the influence of local C—N dipoles on the RWGS/FT
process by favourably adsorbing to (and thereby obscuring) the nitrogen sites in the catalyst
surface during wet impregnation. This appears to be supported by the shift back towards
typical Fe@CNT reactivity that is observed upon doping sodium onto Fe@NCNT, and the
apparent presence of N-coordinated sodium species upon analysing the Na-Fe@NCNT
samples via XPS.
Chapter 6 concludes with a series of ancillary experiments outlining the potential for in situ
particle size control during CVD synthesis, the reactivity of Fe@NCNT in pure FT catalysis,
and potential of Fe@CNT and Fe@NCNT as catalysts for sustainable oxalic acid production.
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In situ particle size control was attempted by influencing the rate of ferrocene decomposition
during CVD in the hope of generating smaller particles embedded along the catalyst wall.
This was achieved by increasing the volumetric flow rate of reactants in the quartz CVD,
decreasing the temperature of reaction, substituting ferrocene with substituted ferrocene
derivatives in the precursor solution, and adding potential stabilising agents such as methanol
to the precursor solution. Conversion and methane selectivity increased in accordance with
decreasing particle sizes in the resulting samples, which is in good agreement with previous
studies on particle size effects of post-doped iron particles supported on carbon nanotubes
for pure FT catalysis. Pure FT testing of Fe@NCNT revealed them to be approximately
equally active for the WGS reaction and the FT process. This makes them undesirable as a
pure FT catalyst, but a promising platform for combined RWGS/FT chemistry. Finally,
Fe@CNT and Fe@NCNT were applied in the catalytic oxidative cleavage of C6 polyols for
the production oxalic acid. Conversion and oxalic acid yields over the various tested
substrates were comparable with the best performance from industry standard techniques,
while operating at much milder conditions. While these results are noteworthy in themselves,
a particularly significant result from these experiments was the observed production of
fructose from glucose over Fe@NCNT, which did not occur at all over Fe@CNT. The
conversion of glucose into fructose is a base-catalysed isomerisation; hence, the observed
fructose production over Fe@NCNT is a strong indication of increased basicity introduced
into Fe@NCNT as a consequence of nitrogen doping. This further supports the theory that
local C—N dipoles in the catalyst surface play a significant role in influencing the RWGS/FT
process, as increased basicity on its own would certainly be expected to increase long-chain
hydrocarbon production rather than the increased methane selectivity observed over
Fe@NCNT.
8.3.

Experimental conclusions: Chapter 7

Chapter 7 concludes the thesis by summarising efforts to develop a highly selective,
primarily iron-driven CO2 methanation catalyst. This is achieved by further exploring the
composition and reactivity of the Ru-Fe@NCNT catalyst that was initially identified during
the promoter screening experiments outlined in Chapter 6. A key point of investigation in
Chapter 7 was whether the enhanced methanation performance observed over RuFe@NCNT arose as a consequence of synergistic reactions over distinct iron and ruthenium
particles versus combined iron-ruthenium composite particles. As such, an alternative
method of ruthenium doping was also investigated, whereby ruthenium was incorporated
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into the Fe@NCNT catalyst during CVD synthesis via the addition of ruthenocene into the
CVD precursor solution. This was attempted to encourage greater integration of ruthenium
into the catalyst, potentially resulting in more frequent formation of iron-ruthenium
composite particles. These CVD-doped materials are referred to as Ru,Fe@NCNT rather
than Ru-Fe@NCNT, which are doped with ruthenium via wet impregnation.
Characterisation of Ru-Fe@NCNT and Ru,Fe@NCNT revealed several distinctions
between these materials as a result of the different techniques applied to achieve ruthenium
doping. While TEM revealed similar tubes with embedded iron particles and bamboo
texturing along the tube walls in both materials. In SEM, however, the growth morphologies
of the Ru-Fe@NCNT and Ru,Fe@NCNT bundles were notably different. Ru-Fe@NCNT
maintained the highly-aligned bundle orientation observed in undoped Fe@NCNT, as
expected, while Ru,Fe@NCNT were observed to grow in rounded clusters. This was a first
indication that the ruthenium and iron species were more deeply integrated in
Ru,Fe@NCNT, as the addition of ruthenium appeared to interfere with the iron-driven
Fe@NCNT growth mechanism. EDS maps of the materials revealed that Ru-Fe@NCNT
possessed a light dispersion of ruthenium particles along the surface of the underlying
Fe@NCNT, while ruthenium only existed in Ru,Fe@NCNT when integrated into an ironruthenium composite particle. Furthermore, XPS and pXRD revealed the iron species in
Ru,Fe@NCNT to be more stable against oxidation as a result of ruthenium addition, with a
potentially greater presence of FT-active iron carbides.
Applying these materials in CO2 hydrogenation revealed significant differences in reactivity
as a result of their ruthenium incorporation method. Ru-Fe@NCNT displayed superior
methanation performance, with enhanced conversion and methane selectivity while
produced less CO than unpromoted Fe@NCNT. Conversely, Ru,Fe@NCNT displayed
marginally decreased CO2 conversion while producing significantly more C5+ hydrocarbons
than unpromoted Fe@NCNT. As such, the methanation capabilities of Ru-Fe@NCNT were
attributed primarily to synergistic reactivity between distinct iron and ruthenium particles
rather than the formation of iron-ruthenium composites. More specifically, it is suggested
that the reactivity of Ru-Fe@NCNT relies primarily upon the same methane-selective
RWGS/FT process catalysed by the underlying Fe@NCNT, which is enhanced by the
addition of a small amount of Sabatier-active ruthenium. This contributes to greater CO2 and
CO methanation both as a result of the additional catalytic metal that is present, but also
because the equilibrium of the RWGS step is pulled further towards products as the
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ruthenium aids in CO consumption. An optimal ruthenium loading of 1.0 wt. % was
identified, and it was found that the catalyst unexpectedly favoured methanation using a feed
gas composition of 3:1 H2:CO2 rather than the more stoichiometrically justifiable ratio of
4:1. However, varying the WHSV of the feed gas through the catalyst bed suggests that
Fickian diffusion limitations of the reactants through the catalyst may be the source of this
observation. Furthermore, it Ru-Fe@NCNT were noted to achieve high CO2 conversion and
methane selectivity values of 71% and 91%, respectively, at moderate reaction conditions of
370 °C and 15 bar. This is comparable with similar catalysts cited in recent literature, while
requiring ca. 80% less of the costly ruthenium active metal. Unfortunately, probing the longterm stability of the catalyst resulted in a constant decrease in conversion and methane
selectivity over the first 12 hours on stream, stabilising at ca. 40% CO2 conversion and 70%
methane selectivity. It is difficult to confirm the mechanism of this deactivation with
absolute certainty due to uncertainty in particle size measurements. However, it is likely that
sintering and carbon deposition are primarily to blame, as sintering is a commonly observed
in supported nanoparticle catalysts at elevated temperatures, and increased carbon content is
consistently observed in XPS of these catalysts after catalysis.
8.4.

Future work

The results presented in this thesis serve as basis for understanding the influence of nitrogen
doping in the CNT support of Fe@CNT-type catalysts for CO2 hydrogenation. Fe@NCNT
have been successfully synthesised, thoroughly characterised, and their reactivity has been
significantly explored and compared with previously published nitrogen-free Fe@CNT.
Nitrogen doping results in increased conversion and methane production in these
experiments, which may have valuable applications in renewable energy storage. However,
significant work can still be conducted to better control and understand the influence of
various components of the Fe@NCNT catalyst (e.g. nitrogen species and particle size),
obtain a more desirable product distribution (e.g. by maintaining high conversion and low
CO selectivity while increasing the α value of the FT product distribution), and apply
Fe@NCNT under more industrially relevant conditions.
It has been shown that the iron particle size and nitrogen content can be controlled in CVD
synthesis, and explorations into the influences of these parameters upon CO2 hydrogenation
have already begun by confirming that smaller particles appear to further increase conversion
and methane production. These studies could be logically continued by studying the effect
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of total nitrogen content upon CO2 hydrogenation catalysis, with an eventual goal of
controlling the concentration and influence of specific nitrogen species (e.g. graphitic,
pyrrolic, pyridinic) in the catalyst support. Furthermore, this increased conversion and
methane production could build upon the presented investigations into the Ru-Fe@NCNT
methanation catalyst in hopes of achieving similar performance with a nickel promoter
instead of ruthenium. An eventual goal might entail eliminating the requirement of a
promoter altogether to improve the economic viability of Fe@NCNT as an entirely irondriven methanation catalyst benefiting exclusively from reduced particle size and nitrogen
doping. Alternatively, superior control of the Fe@NCNT catalyst composition might
eventually allow for a maintained increase in CO2 conversion by harnessing the influence of
the local C—N dipoles observed in theses studies while simultaneously producing higher
hydrocarbon FT products. However, it should be noted that all studies contained in this thesis
suggest that an inherent trade-off between CO2 conversion and FT α values exists when
performance RWGS/FT catalysis over Fe@NCNT. As an aside, the observed difference in
reactivity between Ru-Fe@NCNT and Ru,Fe@NCNT suggests that similar incorporation of
other metals into Fe@CNT-type materials could result in a wide range of novel, CNTintegrated materials with unexpected properties.
Finally, significant work can still be conducted to bring Fe@NCNT up to a more industriallyrelevant status. The conditions applied in this thesis have allowed for convenient comparison
with initial studies on nitrogen-free Fe@CNT. However, a logical continuation of this work
would involve supporting Fe@NCNT onto a more practical macro structure such as a
cordierite monolith or pellet. This would reduce the effect of pressure drop across the catalyst
bed and allow for the development of more meaningful models of reactant diffusion and
reaction kinetics at significantly higher flow rates. In this respect, catalyst deactivation and
stability are two areas that also require further study to ensure that Fe@NCNT are capable
of maintaining their initially high conversion for industrially relevant periods of several
thousand hours on stream. Once Fe@NCNT have been optimised in this manner, a
comparison of their performance with that of other prominent CO2 hydrogenation catalysts
under standardised conditions would provide valuable insights into the most suitable
catalysts for industrial CO2 conversion.
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Appendix 2: Molecular Dynamics simulation
parameters
Simulations were conducted using GROMACS ver. 5.0.7. Full simulation methodology is
freely available in the Supplementary Information of D. L. Williamson, C. Herdes, L.
Torrente-Murciano, M. D. Jones and D. Mattia, ACS Sustain Chem Eng, 2019, 7, 7395-7402.
The author would like to provide explicit thanks and credit to Dr Carmelo Herdes of the
University of Bath Department of Chemical Engineering for his work in configuring and
performing these simulations. While establishing the concept and parameters of these
simulations was a joint effort, the simulations presented in this thesis were set up and
executed entirely by Dr Herdes. The accompanying experimental and characterisation work
in Section 6.2.1 was conducted entirely by the author, with the exception of the BET analysis
in Table 6.2, which was conducted by Professors Michele Aresta and Angela Dibenedetto at
the University of Bari, Italy.
Molecular models
All species were modelled with available full atomistic force fields, specifically, iron(III)
oxide nanoparticles (Fe2O3) were simulated via a Lennard-Jones (LJ) potential with constant
columbic charges,365 carbon nanotubes (CNT) by LJ parameters derived for small diameter
CNTs from van der Waals density functional calculations,366 nitrogen doping atoms followed
a model for surface heterogeneities on kerogen for gas storage367 a diatomic hydrogen model
used for adsorption (and desorption) molecular dynamics studies on graphite,368 a simple
three-site model of carbon dioxide (CO2) molecules previously validated for its pure vapourliquid equilibrium and critical properties predictions,369 a two site model of carbon oxide,
used to simulate its relaxation process at fullerene environment, was selected,370 and water
molecules were represented by the well-known SPC/E model from Berendsen.371 Models
were used without further modifications from the originals, for predictive aim. Crossinteractions followed the common Lorentz-Berthelot combining rules with the exception of
the CO2 model were optimised parameters exists for σ C-O=0.2892 nm and ε C-O/kB=47.588
K.368 The implemented molecular parameters are summarized in Table A1.
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Table A1. Lennard-Jones potential and coulombic parameters summary for studied species.

Atom (Molecule) σ [nm]
Catalyst

*

365

0.220000 42.749

0.7710

O (Fe2O3)

0.296000 85.497

-0.5140

C (CNT)

0.351400 35.914

-

366

N (NCNT)

0.390000 48.320

-

367

0.263984 27.655

-

368

C (CO2)**

0.275700 28.129

0.6512

369

O (CO2)

0.303300 80.507

-0.3256

C (CO)***

0.355000 37.152

0.0223

O (CO)

0.295000 61.579

-0.0223

H (H2O)§

-

0.4238

O (H2O)

0.355330 78.202

-

370

371

-0.8476

H-H interatomic distance 0.07414 nm.

**

C-O interatomic distance 0.1149 nm.

***

§

Reference

Fe (Fe2O3)

Reactants H (H2)*

Products

ε/kB [K] q [e]

C-O interatomic distance 0.1128 nm.

H-O interatomic distance 0.1 nm; H-O-H angle 109.47 deg.
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Simulation details
MD simulations were performed under the NVT, NPT and NPzzAT ensembles, at common
wet laboratory conditions, with pressure and temperature maintained via the ParrinelloRahman barostat and Nose-Hoover thermostat respectively, meanwhile, the number of
molecules in each studied system was kept constant and followed the needed experimental
composition. MD simulations were carried out using GROMACS v5.1. Periodic boundary
conditions were applied to the simulation cells. A simple cut-off radius of 1.2 nm was
applied. Long-range interactions were calculated by standard PME method. The LINCS
algorithm was employed to constrain the molecular bonds. The time resolution of the
equations of motions was set to 2 fs. The different systems were monitored until the relevant
properties (e.g. density, total energy, etc.) attained equilibrium, afterwards, production runs
were extended at least 2 ns for the reported averages.
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Appendix 3: A guide to interpreting CO2 conversion
and selectivity figures
The combined RWGS/FT CO2 conversion experiments conducted in this thesis produce a
complex data set, from which the conversion and selectivity of the RWGS and FT reactions
must be extracted, processed and displayed for easy comparison. As such, this thesis relies
on a previously published data presentation format to ensure consistency across experiments
and publications (see: D. Mattia, M. D. Jones, J. P. O'Byrne, O. G. Griffiths, R. E. Owen, E.
Sackville, M. McManus and P. Plucinski, ChemSusChem, 2015, 8, 4064-4072.). A slight
modification has been made to figures presented in this thesis when compared with their
original publication in order to allow for data plotting against a single fixed axis that remains
constant between figures.
Figure A1 displays a representative CO2 conversion figure, as can be found throughout this
thesis. A definition of product selectivity and instructions for interpretation of these figures
are outlined below.

Figure A1. An example plot of CO2 conversion and selectivity data, as presented throughout this thesis.
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Each entry along the x-axis represents a unique CO2 conversion sample or experiment. The
y-axis displays the percentage CO2 conversion into CO and hydrocarbons, and product
selectivities for each entry on the x-axis. The blue and red shaded areas beneath the solid
and dashed lines represent the percentage CO2 conversion into CO and CO2 conversion into
hydrocarbon products, respectively. The multi-coloured vertical bars overlaid on top of the
conversion data represents the product distribution of the Fischer-Tropsch reaction.
To aid interpretation, Table A2 provides the data contained in Figure A1 in a tabulated form:
Table A2. Tabulated data contained in Figure A1.

Parameter
Total CO2 conversion
CO2 conversion to hydrocarbons
FT C1 selectivity
FT C2-C4 selectivity
FT C2-C4= selectivity
FT C5+ selectivity

Sample 1 [%]
48
24
34
31
31
4

Sample 2 [%]
60
56
52
3
44
1

C1 refers to FT selectivity towards methane. C2-C4 refers to total FT selectivity towards
ethane, propane and butane paraffin products. C2-C4= refers to total FT selectivity towards
ethene, propene and butene olefin products. C5+ refers to total selectivity towards combined
olefin and paraffin products with a carbon number of 5 or greater. The selectivity towards
C5+ species in this thesis is not generally significant enough to justify differentiating these
species further.
Presenting data in this manner allows for quick visual comparison of key outcomes for each
experiment such as CO2 conversion, total conversion of CO2 into hydrocarbons, and the
product distribution of the FT step with a y-axis that remains fixed even when comparing
between different figures in the thesis. Some interpretation from the reader is required to
obtain more detailed information such as CO selectivity of the overall process, which can be
easily calculated from the figures using the following equation:
𝛾𝐶𝑂 =

Χ𝐶𝑂2,𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 − Χ𝐶𝑂2,ℎ𝑦𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑏𝑜𝑛
Χ𝐶𝑂2,𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙

× 100

Equation A1. CO selectivity is calculated from total CO2 conversion and CO2 conversion to hydrocarbons.
𝛾𝐶𝑂 is CO selectivity Χ𝐶𝑂2,𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 is total CO2 conversion, and Χ𝐶𝑂2,ℎ𝑦𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑏𝑜𝑛 is conversion of CO2 into
hydrocarbons.
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In this manner, CO selectivity is calculated to be 50% and 93% for Sample 1 and Sample 2,
respectively.
The selectivity of an specific hydrocarbon species can be calculated by multiplying its
selectivity in the FT process with the total conversion of CO2 into hydrocarbons, as seen
below:
𝛾𝐻𝐶∗,𝑅𝑊𝐺𝑆/𝐹𝑇 =

𝛾𝐻𝐶∗,𝐹𝑇 × Χ𝐶𝑂2,ℎ𝑦𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑏𝑜𝑛
100

Equation A2. The selectivity of a specific hydrocarbon species is calculated from its selectivity in the FT
process and CO2 conversion to hydrocarbons. 𝛾𝐻𝐶∗,𝑅𝑊𝐺𝑆/𝐹𝑇 is the selectivity of the desired hydrocarbon
species. Χ𝐶𝑂2,ℎ𝑦𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑏𝑜𝑛 is conversion of CO2 into hydrocarbons.

In this manner, overall methane selectivity is calculated to be 8% and 29% for Sample 1 and
Sample 2, respectively. In all instances where these specific values are critical to discussion
of the data, these calculations have been performed for the reader and discussed in the thesis
text.
In this thesis, the selectivity of a product is defined as:
𝛾𝑥 =

𝑁𝑥
𝑁𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑠

× 100

Equation A3. The selectivity of product x is described by the moles of product x produced divided by the
moles of all products produced, multiplied by 100.

It should be noted that in this context, the selectivities of hydrocarbon and CO products
analysed in this thesis can be considered either within their isolated reaction (e.g. CO in
RWGS and hydrocarbons in FT), or within the overall RWGS/FT process. Which selectivity
value is calculated depends entirely upon which products are included in the 𝑁𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑠
term of Equation A3. The format of the CO2 conversion figures presented in this thesis
allows for easy determination of either selectivity value from the information provided.
Please note that full calculations for each step of the GC-MS data processing conducted in
this thesis have been provided in Chapter 4 in case further clarification is required.
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